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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

South Africa has been dubbed the “rape capital of the world” by Interpol, and this view 

is widely accepted.  However, it is very difficult to say that this statement is definitively 

true.  Rape organisations estimate that in South Africa, between 5 and 10 per cent of 

rape cases are reported and that less than 10 per cent of cases reported lead to 

convictions.  Conservative estimates state that over 650 000 sexual offences occur 

each year in SA, but other estimates put this figure at just over 1 300 000 per year. In 

South Africa, the prevalence of rape and, particularly, multiple perpetrator rape is 

unusually high. The proportions of adult men who have raped is between 28 and 30 

per cent, and 7 to 9 per cent have engaged in multiple perpetrator rape. As the majority 

of sexual assaults remain unreported in SA, rape statistics show a lower rate of 

molestations as many women choose not to press charges. 

 

Traditional thinking within the domain of criminology ascertains that a commuter serial 

rapist cannot be accurately incorporated into a geographic profile, and any attempts 

to do so will yield inaccurate results. Furthermore, orthodox reasoning and approaches 

categorically state that it is impossible to identify commuter (as opposed to marauder) 

serial rapist morphology in the midst of current investigation. Prominent methodologies 

underpinning geographic profiling have an inward-focusing approach – that is, they 

have an ability to determine an offender’s anchor point from the crime sites inward. 

This methodology enables relatively accurate profiling of a marauder, as this offender 

commits crimes inside a range circled around his or her anchor point. In contrast, a 

commuter commits crimes outward from his or her anchor point – that is, the anchor 

point lies outside of the crime sites. In this regard, current approaches and 

methodologies do not facilitate geographic profiling of a commuter. 

 

This study explores the effectiveness of geographic profiling techniques and 

methodologies as a tool to profile commuter serial rapists. The research deals 

specifically with South African commuter serial rapists and ascertains the potential and 

pitfalls with regard to incorporating a commuter serial rapist profile in a geographic 

profile. 



 
 

 

Geographic profiling incorporates specific criminological theories to promote its 

effectiveness. These theories are exposed, scrutinised and examined in this research 

with a view to establishing correlation and alignment (or lack thereof) with the sample 

of South African offenders. 

 

The most relevant approach, that of mixed methods research, is used to derive 

maximum meaning from case files (quantitative data) and interviews (qualitative data). 

South African Police Services (SAPS) case files of solved serial rape cases are 

combined with incarcerated offenders and related investigating officer interviews to 

ensure the integrity of all data and information. Case file and incarcerated offender 

selection developed in accordance with specific criteria meeting the conditions 

associated with a commuter serial rapist such as: the offender’s anchor point (or home 

base) is distant from, and outside of, the cluster of crime sites (the convex hulls); five 

or more victims are associated with the offender; travel distance to crime sites is 

relatively far; crime sites are clustered into identifiable convex hulls; and the offender 

has a fixed anchor point during his or her crime spree. 

 

A scrutinisation of all gathered data, from both qualitative and quantitative sources, 

transpired in order to determine potential fit with current criminological theory. The 

data was subjected to further interrogation with the intention of gaining greater insight 

into commuter serial rapist behaviour so as to confidently propose new and 

progressive theories.  These theories which, amongst others, include journey to crime, 

routine activity, awareness and activity space, distance decay, buffer zones, least 

effort principle, circle of environmental range, crime pattern, and rational choice will 

serve to illuminate the value of geographic profiling within the criminological remit.    

Findings from this research suggest that there is a high correlation between South 

African commuter serial rapists and the criminological theories that focus on the way 

offenders engage (crime pattern theory, routine activity theory, and awareness and 

activity space) and the manner in which they think (rational choice theory). In a similar 

vein, findings highlight the low correlation with theories that underlie the manner in 



 
 

which an offender moves (journey to crime theory, distance decay, buffer zones, the 

least effort principle, and the circle of environmental range). Contrary to popular 

traditional thinking, the outcome of this research solidifies an optimistic position to 

successfully incorporate a commuter serial rapist in a geographic profile. Furthermore, 

evidence obtained provides a strong platform to accurately profile, on a balance of 

probabilities, a commuter serial rapist while an investigation is current.  

 

It is recommended that evidence and positions postulated are further tried and tested, 

approaching the geographic profile of a commuter serial rapist with fresh lenses 

populated by the proposals set forth in this study. 

 

It is the first time that research of this nature has been conducted in South Africa, and 

the researcher concludes with the expectation that this study will contribute 

significantly both to the field of geographic profiling in post-modern criminology and, 

ultimately, to the techniques adopted by investigating officers in their everyday 

challenge in apprehending commuter serial rapists.  
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CHAPTER 1: ORIENTATION AND BACKGROUND 

 

This research is – in its entirety – focused specifically on whether or not geographic 

profiling can accurately contribute to a commuter serial rapist profile. Geographic 

profiling has historically (and currently) focused on developed countries, and has 

gained the majority of its success within a marauder profile offender. Many 

criminologists have postulated that geographic profiling cannot accurately profile a 

commuter, and thus renders little significant value to investigators in these cases. 

However, many criminologists have ascertained that further research is required in 

order to substantiate or repudiate this thinking. 

South Africa presents a large number of serial rape cases every year, and most of the 

representative offenders display a commuter profile (Labuschagne 2012 interview). 

This offers opportunity for further research in this field, and it is envisaged that this 

research should contribute to the field of geographic profiling of commuter serial 

rapists. 

In order to produce valuable and meaningful results, the researcher will immerse the 

various selected serial rape cases into the context of geographic profiling, the 

theoretical frameworks that underpin this profiling, and current lead thinking in the field.   

The research will take the reader through a journey from understanding geographic 

profiling and serial rape, from a broad perspective, to the specific details and outcomes 

of selected serial rape cases. To achieve this, the research is designed to flow from a 

broad orientation and overview of what geographic profiling is, to the specific research 

methodology that will be engaged, followed by a detailed understanding of the 

criminological theories driving this type of profiling. Next, a clear view of the selected 

cases and how they fit into the research, then on to a succinct delivery of outcomes 

aligned to geographic profiling as a tool and as a theoretical framework, and ultimately 

to conclusions and observations that will contribute to the post-modern criminological 

imperatives.   

 

1.1. Introduction 
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1.1.1. What is geographic profiling? 

 

Geographic profiling is an investigative methodology that uses the locations of a 

connected series of crimes to determine the most probable area of offender residence. 

It is applied in cases of serial murder, rape, arson, robbery, and bombing, though it 

can be used in single crimes that involve multiple scenes or other significant 

geographic characteristics. Developed from research conducted at Simon Fraser 

University’s School of Criminology, the methodology is based on a model that 

describes the criminal hunt (Rossmo 2000: 23).  

 

Georges (1978: 4) states that “the objectives of the geography of crime are to describe 

and map the spatial distribution of crime in greater detail and meaning than has been 

done before. This field of research attempts to relate the spatial patterns of crime to 

the environment, social, historical, psychological (cognitive), and economic variables 

that may explain crime manifestation in regard to locale”.  

 

1.1.2. When is geographic profiling most effective? 

 

Serial crimes present the most effective ways to develop geographic profiles, since 

each crime contains new spatial information and provides additional data (including 

the fact that the crime area tends to enlarge with an increase in comfort and 

confidence). The initial hunt and criminal acts are most likely to occur relatively close 

to the location of the offender’s home or workplace. As the success rate increases, 

there will be a greater sense of confidence in travelling greater distances and seeking 

victims further from home. Crimes that are suitable for analysis are those that are 

predatory in nature and exercise some spatial decision-making process such as the 

area for hunting targets, travel routes, mode of transportation and even body dump 

sites (Brantingham & Brantingham 1981: 27-54). 

Geographic profiling is most useful in cases where the same person or group of 

persons has committed a number of crimes such as murders, sexual assaults, 

robberies, bombings, or arsons. It is particularly helpful when offenders commit crimes 
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at different sites; where two crimes are committed at once (such as a rape in which 

the victim’s purse is also stolen); or in cases where an assault or theft occurs and a 

victim’s credit card is subsequently used at various locations (Rossmo 2000:63). 

Geographic profiling comes out of the larger context of location theory, which seeks to 

find the optimal location for a given distribution of events or demographics over a 

particular area (Levine 1996: 381-391). Location theory negotiates the demand side 

of human behaviour with the supply side of resources. By far the most common 

approach to this task is to use mathematical functions to produce a probability surface 

that shows the likelihood of an offender residing at various locations around the area 

where their crimes were committed (Canter, Coffey, Huntley & Missen 2000: 457-478) 

 

1.1.3. What is geographic profiling based on? 

 

Geographic profiling is not merely achieved by a set of mathematical equations, but is 

underpinned by, and relies on, many criminological theories for its success. 

Felson and Cohen (1998: 389-405) maintain that geographic profiling has its scientific 

basis in environmental criminology and, more specifically, in routine activity theory and 

crime pattern theory. According to Rossmo (1995: 218), “research in this area 

represents a practical application of criminological theory to the real world of police 

investigation”. Brantingham and Brantingham (1981: 27-54) maintain that the crime 

setting or place – the “where and when” of the criminal act – comprises the fourth 

dimension of crime (the primary concern of environmental criminology). The roots of 

this perspective lie in human ecology, Jeffery’s bio-social learning approach and 

Hirschi’s social control theory. By reversing the reasoning and logic of these theoretical 

models, it may be possible to predict the most probable location of a criminal’s 

residence (Rossmo 1995: 219).  

Brantingham and Brantingham (1981: 27-54) go on to state that these theories 

postulate that offenders typically commit crimes in areas that are familiar to them 

during the course of their daily routine. These authors applied the concept of cognitive 

mapping (a process by which people construct and use subjective mental 

representations of the objective surrounding geography) to criminals’ interactions with 
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the environment. Offenders build up knowledge of their familiar areas over time and 

this gives rise to “opportunity spaces” (spots within the offender’s spatial experience 

that he or she assesses as attractive). The home of the offender generally forms a 

central place in the spatial experience, sometimes known as the “awareness space” 

(Lopez 2004: 424). For most offenders, the home is either the start point or the end 

point of the criminal journey, or journey to crime.  

Locality limitations serve as the base for environmental classifications and have 

evolved from the circle theory of environmental range. This theory asserts that an 

offender’s home location can be discovered by examining information from the 

offences (Kocsis, Hayes & Irwin 2002: 811-823). Criminological theories also suggest 

a range of operation (distance of travel). The size of this range depends on the 

characteristics of the offender, the offence type, the characteristics of the spatial 

environment, and the available modes of personal transportation. Canter and Larkin 

(1993: 63-69) define two types of offenders in this area, namely, marauders and 

commuters. Marauders typically commit crimes outward from their anchor points, while 

commuters often travel a significant distance to commit crimes over an area that has 

little or no overlap with their activity space. Canter and Larkin (1993: 63-69) also found 

that 87 per cent of a sample of serial rapists lived inside a circle with a diameter equal 

to the distance between the two farthest crime scenes. This pattern was termed the 

circle hypothesis.  

Criminological theories also suggest other aspects that influence the relationship 

between the place of residence and places of offending. The first of these is known as 

the principle of distance decay, or activity decay, which demonstrates a tendency to 

remain centralised (Canter, Coffey, Missen & Huntley 2000: 457-478). This principle 

proposes that within a radius, the number of offences will decrease exponentially with 

the increase in travel distance. Complimentary to distance decay is the least effort 

principle. A presumption underlying this is that offenders, when confronted with more 

than one possible location for committing a crime, will select the one with the greatest 

potential payoff and the least travel time.  

Many theories mentioned above bring us back to a central point or centre of gravity 

around which crimes are committed, but at the centre of this radius, directly around 

the offender’s home, there is a reduced likelihood of offending (Turner 1969: 11-26). 
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This area is known as the buffer zone or safety zone. In this zone, criminals will 

typically not commit crimes as they believe that they are too familiar to others in this 

immediate vicinity, and feel more comfortable committing these crimes immediately 

outside the buffer zone. Other studies mention the importance of travel direction 

(Godwin 2000: 125-152; Lundrigan & Canter 2001: 595-610) and environmental 

criminological theories point to spatial and physical characteristics of the built 

environment that should be taken into account.  

In addition, offenders may not always start their journey to crime from home. In some 

cases, offenders may start from their workplace, a friend or relative’s home, or where 

they often socialise. Because criminals tend to move often, an address that is correct 

one day may be out of date the next (The National Institute of Justice 2006). Felson 

and Clarke (1998: 7) propose another underlying theory – the rational choice theory. 

This theory views the criminal as a rational being, constantly involved in analysing the 

costs and benefits of crime (Beauregard, Rossmo & Proulz 2007: 449-463). This 

theory emphasizes an offender’s decision-making since the basic postulate is that 

crime is purposeful behaviour involving some form of benefit: it relates to geographic 

profiling in that it assumes crimes will be committed reasonably close to home since 

the farthest point from here incurs greater costs (Brantingham & Brantingham 1981: 

27-54). 

 

1.1.4. Geographic profiling and commuter-type offending 

 

Geographic profiling’s success is underpinned by the criminological theories it 

incorporates and is largely dependent on the relevance and accuracy of these 

theories. However, when geographic profiling looks at a commuter-type offender, it will 

produce erroneous results. Paulsen (2007: 347-357) goes on to say that there is 

currently no way to reliably classify an unknown serial offender as a commuter or 

marauder with any certainty, and little research has been done in this area. Paulsen 

states that more research needs to be done regarding the degree of crime scene 

clustering, the area within the convex hull, and the average number of days between 

crimes in order to find ways to improve the accuracy of commuter-marauder prediction. 
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English (2008: 2-7) adds that some serial offenders do not fall into either classification, 

and because investigators are not able to reliably classify unknown serial offenders, 

geographic profiling may be inadvertently applied to an invalid case. 

O’Leary (2006: 1-41) argues that the current spatial and probability strategies 

themselves contain a flaw: the anchor point and high probability areas identified by 

models always lie within the convex hull. However, geographic features (such as large 

bodies of water) can cause a serial offender to commit crimes in a commuter pattern 

out of necessity. In this way the home base is excluded from the centre of the crimes. 

Warren, Reboussin, Hazelwood, Cummings, Gibbs, and Trumbetta (1998: 35-59) 

added an additional definition based on a convex hull that includes all of the incidents 

attributed to an offender (see Figure 1 below). A commuter’s anchor point is outside 

the convex hull, a marauder's is inside the convex hull. 

 

Bernasco and Block (2009: 93-130) conclude that the distance decay principle does 

not apply to commuters, and leads to inaccurate predictions. The implication for this 

is that geographic profiling as a tool would have produced an erroneous result. It could 

also be inferred that, in the case of a convex and circle commuter, distance decay 

could only be apparent inside the convex hull (which would be some distance from the 

offender’s residence). An argument could be made that if a pattern of distance decay 

appears inside the convex hull, it may be able to point the investigator in the 

Figure 1: Example of offenders’ 

predatory patterns adapted 

from Bernasco & Nieuwbeerta 

(2005:296-315) 
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geographic direction of an offender’s residence. This is supported by O’Leary’s (2011: 

161-198) theories of angular dependence. 

The question arises as to whether geographic profiling hinges solely on the apex of a 

commuter or marauder profile. In order for geographic profiling to become more 

applicable and relevant in South Africa, one would need to extend thinking to 

incorporate South African living conditions and other similar case patterns. This would 

mean including into the geographic profiling arsenal, high levels of: unemployment, 

rural dwelling, ‘odd job’ seekers, and ‘community’ style living (living close to a 

community of guardians). Commuting is a common practise, not something performed 

as a purely criminal hunting pattern. Commuting would be seen as a typical part of 

routine activity. Geographic profiling would need to be extended beyond the shackles 

of the marauder.  

 

Recent research has focused on developing a more scientific approach to 

incorporating commuters into geographic profiling equations, but further research 

would need to be conducted in this area before it can be tested and incorporated more 

meaningfully. O’Leary (2011: 161-198) claims that techniques have been developed 

to ascertain upfront whether an offender is a marauder or a commuter (but these 

techniques need to be researched further). Through dimensional analysis and angular 

dependence, geographic profiling can be more meaningful in establishing anchor 

points of a commuter. In this approach, one needs to view distance decay as a derived 

quantity and understand that offenders do not select a distance but, rather, a target. 

 

This thesis has, therefore, been developed to explore a commuter serial rapist profile 

in the South African context in order to, amongst others, assess the contribution and 

significance of geographic profiling for this type of offender. It is, furthermore, 

envisaged that this pioneering study will contribute to enriching and revitalising the 

theoretical framework of a post-modern criminological imperative in so much as it aims 

to unveil and provide greater insights and clarity into the ability of geographic profiling, 

with specific regard to commuter serial rapists.  

 

1.2. Key concepts and definitions  
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1.2.1. Ambusher – an offender who attacks only when a victim is in a situation 

controlled by the offender (Rossmo 2000: 136-137). 

 

1.2.2. Activity spaces – those areas that comprise a person’s habitual 

geography, made up of routinely-visited places and their connecting routes 

(Jakle, Brunn, & Roseman 1976: np).   

 

1.2.3. Awareness spaces – all the locations about which a person has 

knowledge above a minimum level. Awareness space includes activity 

space (Clark 1990: 24-25). 

 

1.2.4. Buffer zones – an area around the offender’s home in which offences 

are less likely to occur (Rossmo & Velarde 2008: 35-42). 

 

1.2.5. Commuter – offenders who commit crimes far outside of their habitual 

zone (Meaney 2004: 122). 

 

1.2.6. Crime pattern theory – a way of explaining why crimes are committed in 

certain areas. Crime is not random; it is either planned or opportunistic. 

According to crime pattern theory, crime occurs when the activity space of 

a victim or target intersects with the activity space of an offender (Wortley 

& Mazarolle 2011: 137). 

 

1.2.7. Crime Stat III – a spatial statistics programme used for the analysis of 

crime incident locations (Heraux 2007: 259). 

 

1.2.8. Criminological theory – an explanation of the relationship between 

people's characteristics and the possibility that they will engage in criminal 

behaviour (Akers 1999: 245). 

 

1.2.9. Distance decay – the decreasing frequency of offences in proportion to 

the increasing distance from the offender’s domicile (Kent, Leitner & Curtis 

2006: 182).  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crimes
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1.2.10. Environmental criminology - “Environmental criminology studies 

criminal events as products of the convergence of potential offenders with 

potential targets at specific points in space-time under specific sets of 

limiting and facilitating conditions. Studies in this field have focused on 

spatial patterns in offenders, and target movement against the backdrop 

of broader social routines.” (Brantingham & Brantingham 1981: 27-54). 

 

1.2.11. Geographic profiling – a criminal investigative methodology that 

analyses the locations of a connected series of crimes to determine the 

most probable area of offender residence (Rossmo 2000: 136-137). 

 

1.2.12. Hunter – offenders who set out specifically to find a particular type 

of victim close to their own home (Rossmo 2000: 136-137). 

 

1.2.13. Journey to crime - the offender's movement from his/her home to 

the crime location (Kent et al 2006: 182-183). 

 

1.2.14. Least effort principle – given an equal distribution of potential 

possibilities (in which such parameters as the attractiveness of the 

objective, the use of means and resources, and the need for safety, play a 

role), the offender will select the option that involves the least spatial 

movement (Brantingham & Brantingham 1984: 237). 

 

1.2.15. Marauder – offenders who operate in an area that is proximate to 

their home base (Meaney 2004: 122). 

 

1.2.16. Poacher – offenders who set out specifically to find a particular 

type of victim, but away from their homes (Rossmo 2000: 136-137). 

 

1.2.17. Raptor – an offender who attacks a victim upon meeting them 

(Rossmo 2000: 136-137). 

 

1.2.18. Rational choice theory – this theory postulates that criminal 

behaviour is an outcome of decisions that are influenced by rational 
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consideration of the efforts, costs, and rewards associated with a crime 

(Brantingham & Brantingham 1984: 237). 

 

1.2.19. Routine activity theory – this theory supports the concept that the 

opportunity for crime can manifest itself in the normal activities of everyday 

life (Kent et al 2006: 182). 

 

1.2.20. Stalker – an offender who follows a victim, then attacks him or her 

(Rossmo 2000: 136-137). 

 

1.2.21. Trapper – offenders who work in a particular function that allows 

them the opportunity to encounter victims within their control (Rossmo 

2000: 136-137). 

 

1.2.22. Troller – an offender who takes advantage of an opportunistic 

encounter with a victim while doing something else (Rossmo 2000:136-

137). 

 

1.3. Rationale for the study 

 

The aim of this research is to establish whether or not commuter serial rape offenders 

can be geographically profiled accurately.  Furthermore the research will emphasise 

typical commuter patterns, which have not been researched in depth. The research 

will contribute to the newly-proposed theories of directionality, dimensional analysis 

and angular dependence. Additionally, it is envisaged that this research should give 

the South African Police Services (SAPS) greater insight into the use and application 

of criminological theories that underpin geographic profiling.    

Although there has been some research and testing conducted around the globe with 

respect to geographic profiling, there is criticism that study sample sizes are small 

(Paulsen 2006a: 306-334). This is due partly to the difficulty of finding good data, and 

to the time and effort needed to run large data sets through complicated software. The 
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fact that there are only a few geographic profiling applications in existence also limits 

research.  

There has been very little research done in South Africa with respect to geographic 

profiling and the theories that underpin it (Breetzke 2007: 723-740). In 1999, a 

geographic profiling consultant conducted a workshop at the CSIR in Pretoria and 

presented the principles behind this form of profiling to a select number of SAPS and 

CSIR members. Following the workshop, geographic profiling techniques were used 

to assist the SAPS and CSIR in two solved serial cases. The resultant maps (showing 

activity space and probability surfaces) proved to be very accurate in determining the 

place of highest probability of the serial offender’s residence.  

Geographic profiling systems are not currently in use in South Africa (SA), and there 

are a limited number of South Africans who have completed an authorised geographic 

profiling course (Breetzke 2007: 723-740). This statement holds true in 2016. With 

almost fifty serial murderers having been identified in SA in the preceding two decades 

(Hodgskiss 2004:67-94), Labuschagne (2012: interview) confirms that between 2008 

and 2011, 1500 serial rape suspects were identified in South Africa, and with the 

country rated as second globally, with respect to serial sex related crimes (UNODC 

2011: 217), it is easy to see the potential of such a tool for the SAPS. 

Although geographic profiling is not a silver bullet in any criminal investigation, it has 

gained success as a tool within the investigator’s arsenal of skills. This research will 

ascertain whether or not geographic profiling can be successfully deployed within 

South African commuter serial rape cases. 

 

1.4. Problem statement 

 

“A research problem is a statement about an area of concern, a condition to be 

improved upon, a difficulty to be eliminated, or a troubling question that exists in 

scholarly literature, in theory, or in practice that points to the need for meaningful 

understanding and deliberate investigation.” (Bryman 2007: 15) 
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The purpose of a problem statement is to introduce the reader to the importance of 

the topic being researched; placing the problem into a particular context that defines 

the parameters of what is to be investigated; providing the framework for reporting the 

results, thus indicating what is probably necessary to conduct the study; and 

explaining how the findings will present this information (Bryman 2007: 15-20). 

Literature would suggest the current hypothesis holds that a commuter offender 

cannot be accurately incorporated into a geographic profile.  

This research sets out to demonstrate that a commuter can be accurately incorporated 

into a geographic profile, or alternatively, to support current thinking that commuter 

profiles render inaccurate results.   

 

1.5. Research questions 

 

The research question is one of the most important pieces of research design. 

Fundamentally, a research question defines what one wants to learn or understand. 

According to Maxwell (2005: 75) research questions serve several purposes. Firstly, 

they help to focus the study; secondly, they offer guidance on how to conduct the 

study; finally, they communicate to others the goal of the research. Questions both 

shape research design and are, in turn, shaped by other aspects of the research, 

including the researcher’s interests and world view, the existing literature, and the data 

emerging from the research. Though some sort of question is needed to begin 

research, this question is often changed and refined during the research process 

(Maxwell 2005:75). 

Research questions typically fall into four categories of research, namely: descriptive, 

exploratory, explanatory, and evaluative (Piquero & Piquero 2002: 1). Descriptive 

research attempts to define and describe the social phenomena under investigation. 

Exploratory research seeks to identify the underlying meaning behind actions and 

individual behaviour. Explanatory research seeks to identify the cause(s) and effect(s) 

of social phenomena. Evaluative research seeks to determine the effects of an 

intervention on individual behaviour. These four areas of research are not mutually 

http://isites.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do?keyword=qualitative&pageid=icb.page340908
http://isites.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do?keyword=qualitative&pageid=icb.page350640
http://isites.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do?keyword=qualitative&tabgroupid=icb.tabgroup106357
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exclusive; rather, they are designed to be used interactively in order to gain a deeper 

understanding of the question under investigation. 

 

Maxwell (2005: 75) suggests that qualitative research questions tend to fall into three 

categories: questions about meaning, or how people make sense of the world; 

questions that illuminate context; and questions that investigate processes (Maxwell, 

2005: 75). Marshall and Rossman (2006: 107-108), in turn, separate qualitative 

research questions into exploratory questions, which investigate a phenomenon that 

is little understood; explanatory questions, which explain a phenomenon; descriptive 

questions, which seek to describe a phenomenon; and emancipatory questions, which 

are meant to engage in social action around a phenomenon. 

 

The questions that will be addressed in this research, both broadly and more 

specifically, are as follows: 

• Do the commuters have fixed anchor points? 

• Were there consistent travel patterns for the commuters? 

• Were the geographic travel patterns deliberate and planned? 

• Was there a limit to the distance the commuter would travel? 

• Why were specific travel patterns utilised? 

• What infrastructure (roads, transport, etc.) influenced the travel patterns of the 

offenders? 

• Were the travel patterns/routes part of the offenders’ routine activity (for 

example, route to work) or were they specific to the offences? 

• If travel patterns were changed, why were these altered? 

More specifically, this research will seek answers to the following question: 

Is there sufficient evidence to propose that a commuter serial rapist can be accurately 

incorporated into a geographic profile? 

  

1.6. Research objectives 

 

This research is being conducted to achieve certain objectives, as opposed to goals. 

Goals are general directions, somewhat nebulous, that are not specific enough to be 

measured. Objectives, on the other hand, are specific and measurable. They can be 
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output objectives, or they can be attitudinal or behavioural objectives. Most 

importantly, they can be measured: they are concise and specific, and measure impact 

and output.  

The primary differences between goals and objectives are that goals are broad, 

objectives are narrow; goals are general intentions, objectives are precise; goals are 

intangible, objectives are tangible; goals are abstract, objectives are concrete; goals 

cannot be validated, objectives can be validated (Miyamoto 2002: 2). 

 

For the most part, geographic profiling has focused on the marauder offender, as it is 

widely believed that a commuter offender cannot be accurately incorporated into a 

geographic profile. In this regard, this research – in its primary instance – will attempt 

to ascertain whether or not a commuter serial rapist offender can be accurately 

geographically profiled. 

In a secondary instance, this research will attempt to determine whether or not there 

is consistency in terms of the commuter serial rapist offenders’ patterns. 

In both instances, the results of this research will be useful for investigators and 

profilers in that a clearer understanding of commuter serial rapists’ geographic pattern 

behaviour will be illuminated. 

 

1.7. Methodology 

 

Monette, Sullivan, and DeJong (2008: 9) define research design as a plan outlining 

how observations will be made and how the researcher will carry out the project. The 

type of data required in this study covers both quantitative and qualitative elements, 

hence a mixed method design was executed in both the development of the data 

collection instrument and the analysis of data. Delport and Fouché (in de Vos, 

Strydom, Fouché & Delport 2011: 434-435) corroborate that a mixed method is an 

integration of qualitative and quantitative data collection into one research study; 

permitting a collection of both numeric and text data in order to provide answers to 

research questions. Hanson, Creswell, Plano Clark, Petska and Creswell (2005: 224) 

describe mixed method design as “the collection or analysis of both quantitative and 

qualitative data in a single study in which data is collected concurrently or sequentially, 
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is given priority, and involves the integration of the data at one or more stages in the 

process of the research.” 

The method of approaching this research will be both quantitative and qualitative. In 

addition, the use of existing theory, to perpetuate the research, will be drawn on. 

Creswell (2014:4) defines quantitative research as a structured approach used to test 

theories composed of variables. Creswell (2014: 4) adds that through the use of 

quantitative research one examines the relationship between the variables, which are 

measured in numbers and analysed through statistical procedures. Lugovskaya (in 

Wankel 2009: 1366) describes quantitative research as a field of inquiry that places 

emphasis on numbers, is deductive in nature, tests hypotheses, reveals causal 

relationships between different variables, and makes generalisations.  

 

Through the use of the quantitative design, descriptive statistics elucidating the basic 

features of the study such as the offenders’ socio-demographical information, 

prevalence, offence frequency and career onset and duration, will be promulgated. 

 

To follow is an explanation of how the flexibility of a mixed method design enabled the 

researcher to confirm, complete and construct justifiable results through the 

convergence of a qualitative and quantitative research design. 

 

1.7.1. Research design and approach  

A mixed method approach will be adopted, particularly concurrent 

procedures, in which the researcher will converge quantitative and 

qualitative data to provide a comprehensive analysis of the research 

problem. In this design, the investigator will collect both forms of data at 

the same time during the study and then integrate the information into 

the interpretation of the overall results. Also, in this design, the 

researcher will nest one form of data within another, larger data collection 

procedure, in order to analyse different questions or levels of units in an 

organisation (Creswell 2003: 15). 

 

1.7.2. Units of analysis 
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The term ‘unit of analysis’ can be simply defined as “the entity that is 

being analysed in scientific research” (Dolma 2010: 169). 

The particular unit of analysis in this research will be a group of selected 

commuter serial rapists. However, data will be derived from individuals 

within the group. In this research, the units of analysis are distinguished 

from the units of observation. Data will be collected from individuals (the 

units of observation) and then the data will be aggregated and analysed 

at the group level (Bachman & Schutt 2015: 105). Data will also be 

collected and analysed from case files (solved) and correlated with the 

qualitative interviews. 

 

1.7.3. Data collection and analysis procedures 

Qualitative and quantitative data collection involves the phases of 

sampling, permission, selecting types of data, selecting forms for 

recording data, and administering the data collection. At each phase, the 

approaches differ for the two forms of data collection. In mixed methods 

research, it is helpful to conceptualise the data collection as either 

concurrent or sequential, and to relate the data collection procedures to 

the specific types of mixed methods design. In concurrent designs 

(triangulation, embedded), the qualitative and quantitative data are 

independently collected during the same time frame. Issues that need to 

be addressed in the concurrent design relate to: the question of whether 

the same, or different individuals, are selected for both forms of data 

collection; the size of the qualitative and quantitative samples; when 

contradictory results occur; and the potential for bias to be introduced 

through data collection. In sequential data collection (explanatory, 

exploratory, embedded), the two forms of data (qualitative and 

quantitative, or vice versa) are introduced in phases. In between these 

two phases resides a new phase of research in which the researcher 

decides how to use the results from the first phase and builds on it in the 

second phase. Sequential data collection also raises some issues: 

whether the same individuals should be sampled in the qualitative and 
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quantitative phases; whether the sample sizes should be the same; the 

criteria for selecting results to use in the follow-up phase and how to 

design an instrument that will yield valid and reliable scores from initial 

qualitative data (Creswell 2007: 125). 

This research will use a concurrent design where the quantitative sample 

size will be larger than the qualitative sample size. The sample 

populations will overlap, as the qualitative data derived from interviews 

will be compared to the quantitative data supplied by the SAPS for the 

same population. However, a larger sample of data (in the form of case 

files) will be sourced from the SAPS. The reason for this is that interviews 

will be conducted in the Gauteng area (and surrounds), while case files 

will be used for cases within Gauteng and beyond. 

 

1.7.4. Sampling procedures  

In qualitative research, the researcher purposefully selects individuals 

who can provide the necessary information. Purposeful sampling means 

that researchers intentionally select participants who have experience 

with the central phenomenon or key concept being explored. A number 

of purposeful sampling strategies are available, each with a different 

purpose (Creswell 2007: 112). Maximal variation sampling will not be 

used for this research, but rather, extreme case sampling of individuals. 

In this instance, the researcher will use homogeneous sampling of 

individuals who have membership in a subgroup with distinctive 

characteristics (as outlined in 1.7.9.1 below). Rather than selecting a 

large number of people (for qualitative purposes), the qualitative 

researcher will identify a small number that will provide in-depth 

information about each person or site (as is the case with a narrative 

study). 

In quantitative research, the intention behind sampling individuals is to 

choose those who are representative of a population so that the results 

can be generalised to a population (Creswell 2007: 112). This research 

addresses a very specific sub-set of serial rape offenders, namely, 
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commuter offenders with very specific characteristics. To this end, a 

sample size of twenty cases will be used. The procedure for selecting 

relevant cases will be done in conjunction and consultation with the 

Investigative Psychology Unit (IPU) of the SAPS. Cases will be selected 

based on availability of relevant, accurate data, aligned with the criteria 

as set out in 1.7.9.1 below. 

 

1.7.5. Data analysis methods  

In mixed methods studies, investigators intentionally integrate or 

combine quantitative and qualitative data. The basic concept is that 

integration of quantitative and qualitative data maximizes the strengths 

and minimizes the weaknesses of each type of data. This idea of 

integration separates current views of mixed methods from older 

perspectives in which investigators collected both forms of data, but kept 

them separate or casually combined them rather than using systematic 

integrative procedures. A challenge is how to integrate different forms of 

data. Three approaches have been discussed in the literature (Creswell 

& Plano Clark 2011: 212-213): merging data, connecting data, and 

embedding data. This research will use the ‘merging data’ approach. 

This consists of combining the qualitative data with the quantitative data. 

This integration will be achieved by reporting results together in the 

research, and by transforming one data set so that the transformed 

qualitative results can be compared with the quantitative data set 

(Sandelowski, Voils, & Knafl 2009: 208-222). The data analysis steps 

will be aligned with Creswell’s (2007: 203-205) in the following manner: 

concurrent collection of the quantitative and qualitative data; 

independent analysis of the quantitative data quantitatively, and the 

qualitative data qualitatively using appropriate analytic approaches; 

dimension specification against which to compare the results; 

information specification for comparison across dimensions; and, 

completion of the refined qualitative and quantitative analyses to 

produce the necessary comparison information.  
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1.7.6. Issues of validity and reliability  

Although there has been much progress with respect to the design of 

mixed methods research, limited guidance is available in the literature 

for validation in mixed methods research. Creswell and Clark (2007: 145) 

noted that, “the very act of combining qualitative and quantitative 

approaches raises additional potential validity issues.” Some of the 

issues raised by Creswell and Clark are: how validity should be 

conceptualised in mixed methods research; how and when a report and 

discussion regarding validity for qualitative and quantitative strands of 

mixed methods research should occur; whether researchers should 

follow the traditional validity guidelines and expectations; and how 

potential threats to the validity related to data collection and analysis 

issues in mixed methods research could be minimised.  

Teddlie and Tashakkori (2003: 3-50) argue that with so many different 

types of validity in quantitative and qualitative research, the term validity 

has lost the intended connotation. Teddlie and Tashakkori (2003: 3-50, 

2009: 259-300) propose that the term inference quality refer to validity in 

the context of mixed methods research. In contrast, Creswell and Clark 

(2007: 145) argue that because validity is extensively used in 

quantitative and much qualitative research, it may be used in mixed 

methods research and, thus, new terminology is not essential. Perhaps 

a mixed methods nomenclature for validation can be useful in order to 

differentiate mixed methods validation from quantitative and qualitative 

validation. Therefore, consistent with Teddlie and Tashakkori, this 

research will use inference quality to refer to validity, and the term data 

quality to refer to reliability in mixed methods research. 

Inference in mixed methods design is defined as a researcher’s 

construction of the relationships among people, events, and variables, 

as well as his or her construction of respondents’ perceptions, behaviour, 

and feelings and how these relate to each other in a coherent and 

systematic manner (Tashakkori & Teddlie 2003b: 692). Inference quality 
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in mixed methods research refers to the accuracy of inductively and 

deductively derived conclusions in a study or research inquiry. Inference 

quality is an umbrella term that includes various types of validities. In 

contrast, data quality is associated with the quality of measures and/or 

observations; that is, reliability (Teddlie & Tashakkori 2003: 3-50). 

Inference quality is pertinent to interpretations and conclusions from 

mixed methods research, whereas data quality refers to the degree to 

which collected data meets the standards of quality to be considered 

valid and reliable. Teddlie and Tashakkori (2003: 3-50, 2009: 259-300) 

suggest that inference quality consists of design quality (whether a 

mixed methods study adheres to commonly-accepted best practices), 

and interpretive rigour (standards for the evaluation of accuracy or 

authenticity of the conclusion). This research will use guidelines for 

validation in mixed methods research based on the notion of inference 

quality and its dimensions (design quality and interpretive rigor) 

proposed by Teddlie and Tashakkori. 

 

1.7.7. Ethics 

All ethical issues will be considered and addressed. In particular, the 

following aspects will be ensured: participants will take part voluntarily; 

they will be made aware and understand the purpose and procedures of 

the research; they will be informed that they have the right to a copy of 

the results; they will be notified both of the potential benefits of the 

research and that their privacy will be respected; the researcher will be 

cognisant of the impact of his engagement with participants; care will be 

taken to identify and nullify any actual or perceived issues where power 

between the researcher and participant could be abused; anonymity will 

be maintained during data analysis and data kept for a reasonable period 

of time; the researcher will ensure that writing is free of bias towards any 

group (age, ethnicity, sexual orientation, race, gender, etcetera.). Over 

and above the aforementioned, the researcher will adhere to all UNISA’s 

ethical guidelines, the code of ethics as prescribed by the DCS and the 

SAPS. 
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1.7.8. Study limitations 

The limitations of the research are typically those characteristics of 

design or methodology that impact or influence the interpretation of the 

findings of the research. They are the constraints on generalisability, 

applications to practice, and/or utility of findings that are the result of the 

manner in which the researcher initially chose to design the study, and/or 

the method used to establish internal and external validity (Brutus,  

Aguinis, & Wassmer 2013: 48-75). 

 

Methodological limitations 

Sample size: the number of case files and offenders was limited to the 

highly specific nature of the profile of the sample. 

Lack of available and/or reliable data: collection of quantitative data was 

a challenge, as many of the SAPS files are not up-to-date and/or lacked 

sufficient geographical data. Data was collated by means of interviews 

with the relevant SAPS investigating officers to complete data gaps and 

to verify data within the files (where necessary). Interviews with the 

incarcerated offenders provided greater detail around the data captured 

in the case files. 

Lack of prior research studies on the specific topic: no detailed research 

has been conducted around the geographic patterns of serial commuter 

rapists in South Africa. Prior research conducted in countries outside of 

SA was used. 

Self-reported data: qualitative research was conducted and the results 

were independently verified.  

 

Limitations of the researcher 
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Bias: all people have biases, whether conscious of them or not (John 

2007: 324-329). Bias is usually negative, though one can have a positive 

bias, especially if that bias reflects reliance on research that only 

supports the hypothesis. Researcher bias was overcome by formulating 

questions before all interviews (the same set of questions for each 

offender), and these questions formed the basis of all interviews. 

Furthermore, a separate sample of offenders was interviewed where 

there was no associated case file. This eliminated bias, as the 

researcher had no preconceived thoughts or ideas on the particular case 

before the interview transpired. 

Fluency in a language: most of the offenders who formed part of the 

sample population for the qualitative research spoke English and for 

those who could not speak or understand it, an interpreter was used.  

This was effective and no meanings were lost in translation. 

 

1.7.9. Quantitative data: 

1.7.9.1. Police files of solved serial rape cases (to be collected from the 

SAPS) will be used to understand and assess the relevant 

geographical aspects of the selected cases. In this instance, there will 

be no time limit in terms of age of case. The key criteria for case 

inclusion will be the travel patterns of the offenders, that is:  

• Is the offender’s anchor point, or home base, established? 

• Is the geographical pattern of movement clearly established? 

• Is the meeting place for each victim clearly established? 

• Is the crime site clearly established? 

• Is the offender a commuter? 

Provided that the above-mentioned criteria are met, the case will be 

incorporated into this research. Case availability will be determined by 

the accessible, accurate, and relevant data for each case.  
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There is little definitive and unambiguous guidance in the qualitative 

research community regarding how large a sample should be (Bryman 

2012: 425). According to Bryman (2012: 425), there are five factors that 

influence the choice of sample size. First, there is the issue of saturation. 

The notion of theoretical saturation derives from Glaser and Strauss’s 

(1967) influential account of grounded theory; there, theoretical 

saturation is described as a process in which the researcher continues 

to sample relevant cases until no new theoretical insights are being 

gleaned from the data. A second factor is a suggestion that there are 

minimum requirements for sample size in qualitative studies. For 

example, in social research methods, Warren (2002) suggests that the 

minimum number of interviews should be between twenty and thirty for 

an interview-based qualitative study to be published (as cited in Bryman 

2012: 425). However, Gerson and Horowitz (2002: 223) suggest that 

“fewer than sixty interviews cannot support convincing conclusions and 

more than 150 produce too much material to analyse effectively and 

expeditiously.” Contrasting these figures (20-30 versus 60-150) strongly 

suggests that there is a lot of variety in what is believed to be the 

minimum requirement, so that it is unsurprising to find that actual sample 

sizes vary considerably in qualitative research. Thirdly, sample sizes will 

be significantly influenced by the style or theoretical underpinnings of the 

study. A fourth factor likely to influence sample size is the heterogeneity 

of the population from which the sample is drawn. Fifth and finally, the 

breadth and scope of research questions vary significantly in qualitative 

research and this too is likely to influence sample size (Bryman 2012: 

425).  

As Elgin notes, the “standards and criteria to assess our efforts” and “the 

conditions under which justification is obtained” must be viewed as 

“reasonable, revisable, and subject to evaluation” (1999: 14). A target of 

twenty cases will be incorporated. 

 

1.7.9.2. Geographic data (of the hunting area, crime scenes, and travel 

patterns) from the same solved cases. 
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According to Myers (2009: 8), the use of qualitative research assists researchers in 

understanding people and the social and cultural environment within which they act 

and live. Qualitative research is naturalistic; it aims to study people’s everyday life in 

their natural setting. Guest, Namey and Mitchell (2013: 2) add that qualitative research 

is the kind of research that uses methods such as participant observation, or case 

studies, in order to narrate and describe specific settings or practices. Merriam (2009: 

13) posits that qualitative researchers pay attention to the way in which people make 

sense of their world and their experiences in it.  

 

The following are, according to Maxwell (2013: 30-31), five goals for which qualitative 

research is useful: 

▪ Understanding both the meaning research participants attach to events, 

situations and actions they are involved in, and the explanations they offer for 

their life experiences. 

▪ Understanding the specific context within which participants act, as well as the 

effect this context has on their actions. 

▪ Identifying unexpected occurrences and influences, and creating grounded 

theories. 

▪ Understanding the process that events and actions follow. 

▪ Developing underlying explanations.  

 

Because qualitative research offers a holistic and in-depth explanation of a complex 

social world, through its use the researcher seeks to understand, explain, explore, 

discover and clarify situations and experiences. Thus, the flexible, emergent, non-

sequential and spontaneous nature of the qualitative approach is deemed the most 

appropriate manner to capture offenders’ experiences and motivations.  

 

1.7.10. Qualitative data: 

1.7.10.1. Interviews with investigating officers (via permissions and 

supervision from the SAPS). 
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1.7.10.2. Interviews with convicted and/or incarcerated offenders (via 

permissions and supervision from the DCS). 

 

Given that there are no definitive guidelines in terms of the sample size for research 

of this nature, the researcher must take into account the complexity of the information 

needed, the specific criteria (as in 1.7.9.1 above) which the serial rape offenders must 

conform to, and the availability of these offenders for interviews, and so a target of ten 

cases/offenders will be incorporated into the research for qualitative purposes, and a 

target of twenty case files will be used for quantitative purposes.  

 

Once the data has been collected and analysed (for both quantitative and qualitative 

approaches), it will be compared to the theories outlined below. The rationale behind 

this approach is that geographic profiling itself has been formulated and based on 

these theories (Brantingham & Brantingham 1998: 1-30). The geographic profiling 

model is based on the assumption that “victim selection is spatially biased towards an 

offender’s home location. As a result, criminal acts follow a decay function, such that 

the farther an offender is from home, the less likely he/she is to commit a crime. The 

model also articulates, however, that there is a buffer zone, such that offenders will 

avoid committing crimes close to their homes, to avoid incriminating themselves” 

(Hicks & Sales 2006: 221). According to Wortley and Mazarolle (2011: 137), there are 

four main areas of environmental criminology that contribute in some way or another 

to the geographic profiling process: journey to crime; rational choice theory; routine 

activity theory; and crime pattern theory. The geographic profiling model implies that 

crimes occur more often in those areas where an offender’s awareness space 

intersects with perceived suitable targets (Brantingham & Brantingham 1981: 259). 

One should be aware of the differences between awareness spaces and activity 

spaces, particularly because both play a main role in geographic profiling theories. 

Awareness spaces represent all the locations a person has knowledge of, even 

without visiting all of them. These spaces constantly grow as the person discovers 

new locations or gathers additional information. Awareness spaces include activity 

spaces, the area within which an individual carries out most of his or her activities, 

including the area where such an individual comes most frequently into contact with 

others and the features of the environment (Brantingham & Brantingham 1981: 259-

284). Activity spaces encompass anchor points, or “bases”, and represent the most 
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prominent places in an individual’s spatial life, such as that person’s residence, where 

he or she works, and even places he or she frequently visits. Offender’s anchor points 

play an essential role in the understanding of crime patterns (Rossmo 2000: 87-88) - 

“when multiple destinations of equal desirability are available, the least effort principle 

suggests that the closest one will be chosen”. Canter and Larkin (1993: 63-69) 

developed two models of offender behaviour: marauder and commuter models. The 

distinction is that marauders operate in an area that is in close proximity to the 

offender’s home base while commuters commit crimes far outside of the habitual zone. 

Given that these theories form the core of geographic profiling, and that this research 

is specifically focused on the commuter offender, the theories are pivotal in assessing 

the research questions.  

 

1.7.11. Theory to be incorporated into this research: 

1.7.11.1. Distance decay 

1.7.11.2. Crime pattern theory 

1.7.11.3. Buffer zones 

1.7.11.4. Journey to crime theory 

1.7.11.5. Awareness and activity spaces 

1.7.11.6. Routine activity theory 

1.7.11.7. Least effort principle 

1.7.11.8. Rational choice theory  

1.7.11.9. Marauder and commuter theories 

 

To further enhance this research, hunting pattern theories will be incorporated. 

Rossmo (2000: 218) maintains that hunting patterns are particularly relevant in the 

cases of serial murder, rape and arson. 

1.7.12. Hunting pattern theories, specifically; 
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1.7.12.1. Hunter 

1.7.12.2. Poacher 

1.7.12.3. Troller 

1.7.12.4. Trapper 

1.7.12.5. Raptor 

1.7.12.6. Stalker 

1.7.12.7. Ambusher 

 

1.8. Outline of the thesis 

 

Chapter 1 will include information contained in the proposal, as well as other relevant 

introductory information and elaboration. 

 

Chapter 2 will be aimed at outlining what geographic profiling is, as well as its 

relevance and contribution to the investigative process for serial rape cases. Rossmo 

(2000: 242) maintains that “geographic profiling is the example of the practical 

application of criminological theory to the real world of police investigation”. Rossmo’s 

statement will be examined against the backdrop of the cases researched. 

 

Chapter 3 will be focused on the elaboration of the following criminological theories: 

journey to crime theory; distance decay theory; environmental criminological theories, 

which include awareness and activity spaces; routine activity theory; least effort 

principal; rational choice theory; buffer zone theory; and crime pattern theory. Attention 

will be given to hunting pattern theories, namely, the patterns of the hunter, the 

poacher, the troller, the trapper, the raptor, the stalker, and the ambusher. This chapter 

will focus particularly on theories around commuter profiles. 

 

Chapter 4 will present the methodology of how the research will be conducted.  

Chapter 5 will give an account of solved serial rape cases. In this chapter, each case 

will be detailed in terms of the geographical hunting patterns of the offenders. Their 
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anchor points will be established (residence, work place, places of socialising); 

timelines of offences (dates of each offence); specific environments in which crimes 

took place (urban/rural, residential/commercial, house/flat/apartment/complex); victim 

types (male/female, living alone or not, age); the time of day that each offence 

occurred (day/night, peak times/off-peak times, consistent times); and geographical 

spread of offences (distance from anchor points). 

A summary of the key findings from the interviews conducted with incarcerated 

offenders will be presented in this chapter. 

Chapter 6 will focus on relating the criminological theories to the hunting patterns of 

the serial offenders for each case. In this chapter, each theory – in particular, the 

journey to crime theory – will be examined. Similarities and differences will be 

highlighted and discussed, with a view to proposing consistent patterns (or lack 

thereof). Many studies have been conducted emphasising patterns within the convex 

hull (typically marauder offenders), but offenders travelling from outside this convex 

hull have gained little attention, as geographic profiling assumes that these patterns 

would render the profile inaccurate.  

Chapter 7 will incorporate findings, results, observations, recommendations and 

concluding remarks. 

 

1.9. Conclusion 

 

This research is aimed at creating a better and clearer understanding of the 

geographic patterns and thinking of the commuter serial rapist. Whether it is to abolish 

existing thinking or to enhance it, in both instances the research will provide more data 

and detail around the commuter as an offender. If a better understanding of the 

commuter offender can be gained, it will certainly enhance the investigative arsenal of 

the SAPS and geographic profiling as a science. 

In the ensuing chapter, serial rape in the context of geographic profiling will be 

explained, and geographic profiling as an investigative tool will be explored and 

highlighted. 
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CHAPTER 2: GEOGRAPHIC PROFILING AND SERIAL RAPE – AN OUTLINE 

 

The ensuing chapter is aimed at outlining the nature of geographic profiling, how it has 

evolved, and its relevance and contribution to the investigative process for serial rape 

cases. This section will furthermore highlight the perceived shortfalls and strengths of 

geographic profiling as an investigative strategy and methodology. It is designed to 

provide the reader with a high-level overview of the concept of geographic profiling, 

thereby creating the context for further elaboration within this thesis. 

 

2.1 Serial rape and the same within the context of geographic profiling 

 

It has been proposed that the difficulty in determining who a serial predator is, could 

be addressed by replacing crime count (the minimum number of victims that constitute 

a serial predator) with psychodynamic assessment of a criminal’s propensity to re-

offend (the systematic study of the psychological forces that underlie the offender’s 

inclination to re-offend)  (Kocsis & Hayes 2004: 149-160). Kocsis and Hayes (2004: 

149-160) suggest that an indicator of serial rape is: “stylized verbal scripts demanded 

from the victim, sadistic or violent behaviour, paraphilic activities, offenders’ inability 

to penetrate the victim or to climax, and souvenir collection”. Warren (1995: 219) states 

that geographic patterns of serial offences may be crime specific, and that patterns 

characteristic of some types of serial crime may not be characteristic of others. Taylor 

(1977: 134) however, goes on to reason that the similarities may be stronger than the 

differences: he further states that “there are no patterns; there are only processes” 

(1977: 134). LeBeau (1985, 1987c, 1991, 1992: np) asserts that the relationship 

between the victim and the offender in serial rape is also different from rape generally, 

in that the majority (84 per cent) of serial rapists are strangers to their victims. 

According to Miethe and McCorkle (1998: 230-257), many sexual attacks take place 

near the home of either the victim or the offender (37 per cent), and only a minority 

(14 per cent) take place in public areas. However, if the offender is a stranger, 

approximately half of the attacks take place in public areas. In crystallising the 

foregoing, it becomes clear that serial rape is not merely a function of the number of 

victims an offender leaves in his or her wake, but rather a function of more elaborate 

methodologies, processes and psychological makeup. 
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Rape is often seen as a crime of power and anger, but as research has unfolded, sex 

has been recognised as a primary motive for certain rapists (Felson 1993: 103-125). 

The principal components of the human sex drive include the biological, physiological, 

and psychosexual (Hazelwood & Warren 1995a: 127-137). The psychosexual 

component is the most important to the police investigator for an understanding of sex 

crimes (Rossmo 2000: 36). Fantasy thus plays an important part in criminal sexuality 

and, generally, the more complex the crime the greater the fantasy and, typically, the 

more intelligent the offender (Hazelwood & Warren 1995a: 127-137). The critical take-

away of this statement is this: because reality is imperfect and rarely lives up to 

fantasy, criminal offenders feel the need to try again, creating a process that results in 

serial crime. 

Rapist typologies have been postulated, for example the FBI/Groth typology proposed 

by Groth, Burgess and Holstrom (1997: 1239-1243), and the Massachusetts 

Treatment Center Rapist Typology, but Knight, Warren, Reboussin, and Soley (1998: 

46-80) point out that rape typologies lack empirical verification and remain, for the 

most part, untested. Knight et al (1997: 1239-1243) continue to state, however, that 

evidence of the ability to predict rapist type from crime-scene variables provides an 

empirical framework for profiling. “Geographic profiling technology…could be joined 

with crime-scene personality profiling (CIA) to provide law enforcement with 

immediate, empirically-based information not only on rapist type, but also on where 

the rapist may be operating from” (Rossmo 2000: 39). 

Hazelwood and Warren (1995a: 127-137) caution that most serial rapists do not hunt 

or stalk particular individual victims, but rather, that their hunt appears to be haphazard 

and only roughly planned. Target selection in serial rape is typically not symbolic – 

instead, victims are chosen because of general proximity, availability, and premise 

access. 

In an FBI study of serial rape (Rossmo 2000: 40), the concept of the convex hull 

polygon was used to characterise and examine spatial patterns of serial rapists. The 

study produced the following results: the residence of the rapist was located within the 

convex hull polygon in 24 per cent of the cases, and outside the convex hull polygon 

in 76 per cent of the cases. Warren, Reboussin, and Hazelwood (1995: 151) created 

four geographical models based on two dichotomised parameters (offender residence 
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– within, or outside, the convex hull polygon; and mean distance to crime sites – near 

or far) and concluded the following: 13 per cent fell into the category ‘inside near’, 11 

per cent fell into the category ‘inside far’, 37 per cent fell into the category ‘outside 

near’, and 39 per cent fell into the category ‘outside far’. The results are of particular 

interest, as 76 per cent of serial criminals fell outside the convex hull polygon, 

demonstrating that most serial offenders preferred to travel further from their residence 

to engage their victims and commit their offences. The studies clearly reflect that serial 

rapists predominantly travel from outside the convex hull, and denote a pattern 

consistent with a commuter offender.  

In a further serial rape FBI study (Rossmo 2000: 41) the FBI researchers looked at 

differences between marauders and commuters. In this regard, night-time offending 

by serial rapists was found to be more congruent with marauders (90 per cent) than 

with commuters (70 per cent). Commuters also demonstrated more ritualised 

behaviour than marauders. This is important as ritual is a determinant of sex offender 

spatial behaviour (Warren et al 1995: 151). Alston (in Rossmo 2000: 43) determines 

that rape locations are spatially patterned, and that Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for 

goodness-of-fit revealed significant clustering and the presence of distance decay. 

Alston further found that serial rapists used a narrow search space that closely 

followed their activity paths (94 per cent of offences were within 2.5 kilometres of the 

offender’s activity space – most within 0.3 kilometres). The above-mentioned research 

is significant in terms of the commuter offender, as it highlights that a commuter serial 

rapist has a highly patterned routine, and is deliberate in the clustering of hunting 

zones and crime sites. These organised patterns and routines are a key factor in 

establishing the geographic profile of a commuter serial rapist. 

South Africa currently has rape statistics exceeding 50 000 reported cases per year. 

While the majority of rapes (adult females and children: 74 per cent) are committed by 

people known to the victim, this leaves over 13 000 rapes committed by strangers, the 

typical victim of choice of the serial rapist. Serial rape has a significant impact on the 

victim, the community it occurs in, and society as a whole (De Wet, Labuschagne & 

Chiroro 2009: 37). According to De Wet et al (2009: 37-45), the profile of a South 

African serial rapist differs significantly from a United States of America (USA) serial 

rapist on many levels, namely: 
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• The majority of serial rapists in SA are black, compared to the white 

demographic of the USA. This may be a function of the overall population profile 

(South Africa being predominantly black) and the small sample size used by De 

Wet et al. 

• The average age of USA offenders is between 23-55 years (Hazelwood & 

Warren 1989a: 10-17, 1989b: 18-25, and Stevens 2000: 113), while in SA, it is 

between 22-44 years, with the common youngest age being between 18-23 

years (the USA average being 32). 

• In the USA, 54 per cent of the offenders had stable employment, 38 per cent 

unstable employment, and 8 per cent were unemployed (Stevens 2000: 113). 

In SA 56 per cent of offenders were employed as labourers or in unskilled 

positions, 22 per cent were unemployed and 22 per cent were employed in a 

professional capacity. 

• In the Hazelwood and Warren (1989a: 10-17) research, the education level of 

the offenders in the USA ranged from five to seventeen years of formal 

education, with an average of 11.3 years. Stevens (2000: 111) found that the 

offenders possessed an average education level equivalent to the eighth grade, 

prior to their convictions. In comparison with the South African data set, 55 per 

cent of offenders possessed a lower education, while 22 per cent of the 

offenders had tertiary-level education. Therefore, in general, it would appear 

that South African serial rape offenders are less educated than their USA 

counterparts. 

After extensive research, De Wet et al (2009: 44-45) concluded that: “In the South 

African context no research regarding this phenomenon had been conducted and 

international research regarding serial rape, specifically the research aimed at 

compiling a general profile of the male serial rapist, cannot be effectively applied to 

the South African context”. 

 

2.2 Geographic profiling – an overview 
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2.2.1 Mapping and crime analysis 

 

Crime mapping has become a common analytic practice within many law enforcement 

agencies. The capability to spatially manipulate and display offence-related data is the 

result of the power and availability of geographic information system (GIS) software. 

“GISs are automated systems for the capture, storage, retrieval, analysis, and display 

of spatial data” (Clarke 1990: 11). 

In predicting offender residence, LeBeau (1985: 385-398) recognised the investigative 

potential of geostatistical techniques and crime pattern research for reducing the 

offender search area in rape cases. However, until the development of geographic 

profiling in 1990, there was no tested systematic method beyond centrography 

(geographical techniques for locating the position of a point that represents the 

average location of the entire population sampled) for approaching this problem. 

Taylor (in Rossmo 2000: 231) states that geographic patterns should be viewed 

through the processes that produce them. Accordingly, crime pattern theory was used 

as a heuristic for the construction of an algorithmic model for locating offender 

residence. The research of Brantingham and Brantingham (1998: 1-30) interprets 

offenders’ activity spaces in order to describe where crimes are most likely to occur. 

Geographic profiling is, in effect, an attempt to invert this model, by using crime 

locations as the basis for predicting the most probable area of offender residence or 

workplace. So while the two models have different purposes and inputs, their 

underlying concepts and ideas are similar. 

In the simplest case, offenders’ residences lie at the centre of their crime patterns and 

can be found through the spatial mean. The intricacy of most criminal activity spaces, 

however, indicates that more complex patterns are the norm. Rengert, Piquero, and 

Jones (1999: 427-445) propose four hypothetical spatial patterns for the geography of 

crime sites, namely: uniform pattern, with no distance-decay influence; bull’s-eye 

pattern, exhibiting distance decay and spatial clustering around the offender’s anchor 

point; bimodal pattern, with crimes clustered around two anchor points; and teardrop 

pattern, centred around the offender’s primary anchor point, with a directional bias 

towards a secondary anchor point. Crime patterns are also distorted by a variety of 

other real world factors, for example, movement follows street layouts, traffic flows 
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affect mobility, variations exist in zoning and land use, and crime cluster is dependent 

upon the nature of the target backcloth. The spatial mean is therefore limited in its 

ability to determine criminal residence. 

Crime mapping and analysis were not enough on their own to render the desired 

results for investigators. The advent of environmental criminology began to string the 

components together, establishing a framework within which journey-to-crime 

research, centrography, and other geographic principles could be combined to create 

a method for determining offender residence from crime locations. 

Any geometric method of determining a hunting area has strengths and weaknesses 

(as discussed in 2.2.2.1 and 2.2.2.2 below), and the optimal approach depends 

ultimately upon the underlying purpose (Rossmo 2000: 234). Many predators exhibit 

a high hunting to offending ratio, and as a result, technically, a geoprofile can stretch 

to infinity. The hunting area is only a standardised method of displaying results so that 

important information is shown, and unimportant information is not. Special methods 

are used to deal with unusual patterns, including elimination of outliers, division of 

crimes into separate analyses, and geometric transformations of point patterns. The 

decision on how to proceed is ultimately based on the crime locations and their 

underlying landscape, guided by theory and methodology. Criminal geographic 

targeting considers offender hunting methods and mental maps within a framework 

informed by routine activity, rational choice, and pattern theories. 

South African, Brigadier G. Labuschagne (2006: 183-191), proposed that an effective 

type of criminal profiling is referred to as linkage analysis, and defined this as, “a form 

of behavioural analysis that is used to determine the possibility of a series of crimes 

as having been committed by one offender” (Labuschagne 2006: 185).  Gathering 

many aspects of the offender’s crime pattern such as modus operandi, ritual or 

fantasy-based behaviours exhibited, and the signature of the offender help to establish 

a basis for a linkage analysis. An offender’s modus operandi describes his or her 

habits or tendencies during the killing of the victim. An offender’s signature is the 

unique similarities in each of his or her kills. This methodology was effectively used in 

the solving of the Newcastle serial murderer in South Africa. 
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2.2.2 Geographic profiling 

 

A focus of any police investigation is the crime scene and its evidentiary contents. 

What is often overlooked, however, is a geographic perspective on the actions 

preceding the offence, like the spatial behaviour that led to the crime scene. In recent 

years, several police departments have added computer programmes to their arsenal 

of anti-crime tools. Although still an imprecise science, these programmes have been, 

or are being, developed in order to help police locate crime “hot spots”; spatially relate 

a list of potential suspects to actual crimes; profile crimes geographically to identify 

where a serial criminal most likely lives; and even forecast where the next crime in a 

series might occur. One of the oldest approaches in using computers to analyse crime 

patterns is known as geographic profiling. Developed in the late 1980s, geographic 

profiling involves the use of computer models to spatially analyse crime sites so that 

investigators can determine the most likely areas in which an offender lives. 

Geographic profiling assigns probability values to particular geographic areas, and can 

aid police in terms of where to look first (Rossmo 1995: 215-224). In South Africa, the 

CSIR has been involved in forensic geography since 1999, when the New Year’s Gang 

hijacking, hostage-taking, rape and murder case was presented using cellular 

telephone data as part of the evidence given by the prosecution during the trial at the 

Cape High Court in Cape Town. This was the first case in the country where cellular 

telephone usage was mapped and used as forensic evidence in court (Schmitz 2012: 

4). As part of the Innovation Fund project in the late 1990s, the CSIR became involved 

in the Wemmerpan serial murder case by mapping all the locations for court purposes 

and to demonstrate the use of GIS in investigations. As part of this demonstration, the 

CSIR invited Dr. Kim Rossmo to South Africa in 1999 with the aim of seeing whether 

his geographic profiling tool could be applied to this country’s conditions. It was a 

success in that the geographic profiling tool presented information that enabled the 

SAPS investigation. Following this, the SAPS and CSIR used geographic profiling in 

the Mine Dump serial killer (and rapist) case successfully in 2003 (Schmitz 2012: 20).  

 

For any violent crime to occur there must have been an intersection in both time and 

place between the victim and offender (Rossmo 1995: 219-220). “Locating where an 

offender might be is the cornerstone of any detective work ... and provides the 
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foundations from which discovery of the criminal’s identity may proceed” (Canter 1994: 

282). The probable spatial behaviour of an offender may be determined from 

information contained in crime site locations, their geographic connections, and the 

characteristics and demography of the surrounding neighbourhoods. This is 

particularly true for crimes in urban locations, and while the theory may apply in rural 

settings, the pragmatic application could be problematic. 

Police investigation and ultimate apprehension efforts are supported greatly when 

some idea of offender residence area exists. This information allows police to focus 

their investigative activities, prioritise suspects, and concentrate saturation patrol 

efforts in those zones where the criminal predator is most likely to reside. Such 

investigative approaches are part of geographic profiling (Rossmo 1992, 1993a, 

1995a: np). 

Geographic profiling is a strategic information management system designed to 

support serial violent crime investigations. It is part of the police behavioural science 

response, and has relationships to both linkage analysis and psychological profiling. 

Furthermore, it meets the definition of offender profiling: “an approach to police 

investigations whereby an attempt is made to deduce a description of an unknown 

offender based on evaluating minute details of the crime scene, the victim, and other 

available evidence” (Copson 1995: 1). According to Rossmo (2000: 247), the following 

sequence illustrates clearly where and how geographic profiling would fit into a 

criminal investigation: 

1. occurrence of a crime series; 

2. traditional investigative techniques; 

3. linkage analysis; 

4. criminal profile; 

5. geographic profile; and 

6. new investigative strategies. 

The ability to identify the existence of a serial offender is the starting point of the 

process. The extent and accuracy of the linkage analysis is important as the more 
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crimes committed, the more accurate the geographic profile. Providing there is no 

spatial bias, and not too many locations are missed, unlinked crimes are not a critical 

problem (Rossmo 2000: 248). 

Geographic profiling is primarily empirical, and has both quantitative (objective) and 

qualitative (subjective) components. The quantitative component uses a series of 

geostatistical techniques and measures, while the qualitative component is based 

upon the reconstruction and interpretation of the offenders’ mental map (Homant & 

Kennedy 1998: 319-343). 

However, not all types of offenders or crimes can be successfully geographically 

profiled, but in appropriate cases the process produces practical results. Generally, a 

profile may be developed when the following conditions have been met: 

• A series of crimes has occurred that have been linked together with a 

reasonable degree of certainty. 

• There are at least five crime sites in the series (although in some circumstances 

it may be possible to provide an assessment with fewer locations). 

• The investigation is of a serious enough nature to justify the time and effort to 

produce the profile (Rossmo 2000: 254). 

The critical factors that need to be considered in successful geographic profiling are: 

crime locations; offender type; hunting style; target backcloth; arterial roads and 

highways; bus stops and rapid transport stations; physical and psychological 

boundaries; zoning and land use; neighbourhood demographics; victim routine 

activities; singularities; and displacement. Above all, crime locations are the basis of 

a geographic profile. A geographic profile does not always necessarily point to the 

offender’s residence, but rather to an anchor point (typically home, work, social or 

family sites), or multiple anchor points (residence and work sites; residence and social 

or family sites; present and previous residences) – known as “two peak areas” 

(Rossmo 2000: 251). 

The strength of spatial models is that they offer a single-point prediction. This, 

however, is also the greatest weakness of these models and will be discussed below. 

Probability strategies attempt to rectify this problem by creating a combination of a 
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centre of gravity methodology with the distance decay function for every co-ordinate 

that is mapped (Canter et al 2000: 457-478). Buffer zones are often incorporated into 

the probability strategy to counteract this. The probable spatial behaviour of an 

offender can be derived from information contained in the known crime site locations, 

their geographic connections, and the characteristics and demography of the 

surrounding neighbourhoods (Rossmo 2000: 221-254). 

The habits of criminals have become well known through research and data-gathering 

to the point that Eden (1985: 15-89) maintains that criminals have specific patterns of 

behaviour, namely, that fleeing criminals tend to turn to the left if they are right-handed, 

move to the right upon encountering obstacles, discard evidentiary items to their right 

and stay near the outside walls when hiding in large buildings. 

  

2.2.2.1 Limitations of geographic profiling 

 

Given the above seemingly sound theoretical basis upon which geographic profiling 

anchors itself, the question is raised as to why it is not used more often and more 

successfully? English (2008: 2-7) states that a small percentage of law enforcement 

agencies use geographic profiling software. This is particularly true for South Africa, 

in that even though GIS systems are sometimes deployed to assist an investigation, 

there is no recognised geographic profiling software employed by the SAPS 

(Labuschagne, 2012 interview). One of the most common critiques of geographic 

profiling studies is the small sample sizes (Paulsen 2006a: 306-334). As mentioned 

previously, this is due partly to the difficulty of finding good data and to the time and 

effort needed to run large data sets through complicated software. Research is also 

limited by having only a few geographic profiling applications in existence.  

 

Because geographic profiling is based on the concepts of cognitive mapping and 

locations theories, the predictive models assume the offender is operating from a 

stable anchor point. When geographical profiling looks at a commuter-type offender, 

it will produce erroneous results. Paulsen (2007: 347-357) suggests that there is 

currently no way to reliably classify an unknown serial offender as a commuter or 
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marauder with any certainty, and little research has been done in this area. Paulsen 

continues to state that more research needs to be done regarding the degree of crime 

scene clustering, the area within the convex hull, and the average number of days 

between crimes in order to find ways to improve the accuracy of commuter-marauder 

prediction. English (2008: 2-7) adds that some serial offenders do not fall into either 

classification, and because investigators are not able to reliably classify unknown 

serial offenders, geographic profiling may be inadvertently applied to an invalid case. 

Geographic profiling also requires a series of crimes to be correctly linked to a single 

offender. Investigators are not always able to accurately link the two and this may 

result in the wrong crimes being attributed to an offender (Canter et al 2000: 457-478). 

Geographic profiling does not work well with mentally ill offenders, as they are driven 

by irrational delusions. Equally, it does not work well with spree killers who do not 

behave in the same manner as serial offenders (Rossmo 2000: 221-241).  

The effective use of geographic profiling depends on a number of assumptions, 

namely: 

• The profile must be based on multiple crime scenes. 

• The crime scenes must be linked to the same offender. 

• There cannot be a great distance between the residence of the offender and 

the area of criminal activity. 

• The crime scenes must be fairly evenly distributed around the offender’s home 

or anchor point. 

• The offender cannot move anchor points or operate from multiple anchor points 

during the crime series (Bennell & Corey 2007: 189-203). 

These assumptions have a direct correlation to the effectiveness of geographic 

profiling.  

The size of range of operation depends on the characteristics of the offender, the 

offence type, the characteristics of the spatial environment, and the prevalent modes 

of personal transportation, and empirical studies also show that the distance of travel 

(range of operation) of an offender is not constant (Lopez 2004: 424).  

From a software point of view it is evident (after reading literature on Rigel Analyst, 

CrimeStat and Dragnet) that the existing programmes pose one of two limitations, 
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namely, either the application is too costly to purchase and implement, or it is too 

difficult and time-consuming for everyday use. Rossmo (2000: 221-241) maintains that 

no matter how valid or reliable a particular investigative technique, it will have little 

practical value if it cannot be effectively used by police in the real world of crime 

investigation. 

While the generic suggestion that offenders will offend in an area in which they feel 

comfortable (such as near their home or workplace), has been correct for some 

instances of serial offences in South Africa, there are also many examples in which 

this has not been the case. Borgeson and Kuehnle (2012: 179-180) site socio-

economic circumstances as a determining factor in this regard. Borgeson and Kuehnle 

attribute this to the fact that a large portion of the population travels great distances to 

and from work and typically use informal transport such as taxis. In addition, due to 

the relatively high rate of unemployment, people are often willing to go with a stranger 

if it may mean the promise of employment. This often leads to victims being lured to 

out-of-the-way areas where the crime is committed. 

 

2.2.2.2 Successes of geographic profiling 

 

Although geographic profiling would appear to work only within a strict and limited 

range of parameters, there are many areas where it has been successful. Geographic 

profiling has been used effectively for cases such as serial rape, a series of burglaries, 

serial murder, bank robbery, kidnapping, arson, and bombings. Had it been developed 

in the sixties, it might even have provided better information about the Zodiac's 

cognitive map. The programme most widely used in Canada once pinpointed the 

workplace of a man who was robbing credit unions during lunch, and it also reduced 

a database of over three thousand suspects in a murder to merely a handful (Turvey 

1999: 67-121). Geographic profiling has been successfully used by law enforcement 

agencies around the world, including the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Scotland 

Yard and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ScienceDaily 

2011).  
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One of the advantages attributed to geographic profiling is the reduction of the surface 

area to be explored before localising an offender’s base of operation. According to the 

research available, geographic profiling could reduce the territory of investigation by 

90 per cent (Bennell, Snook, Taylor, Corey & Keyton, 2007: 119-132). Research 

conducted by Beauregard, Rossmo and Proulx (2007: 449-463) is even more 

optimistic – according to them, the proportion of surface area that should be examined 

by police would be 7.1 per cent for robbery, 5.1 per cent for homicides, 4.7 per cent 

for sexual assault and 2.2 per cent for arson. These results are the same, in terms of 

size, as those obtained by Laukkanen and Santtila (2006: 71-82), who obtained a 

median research area equivalent to 4.69 per cent of the area covered by crimes. 

Canter and Larkin (1993: 63-69) observed a median research area of 1.07 per cent 

when the paths of offenders seemed to correspond to the circle heuristic. However, 

when the offender travelled to the crime scene, predictions were much more 

inaccurate, with the median research area covering 24.06 per cent of the total surface 

area.  

Helms maintains that computer models are not a magic bullet, but they are powerful 

tools that give police a better starting place for following up leads and checking out 

lists of known offenders (National Institute of Justice 2006: 10-13). To illustrate this 

point, Helms cites the case of the Las Vegas,Nevada police who used CrimeStat and 

other computer models to identify a probable area where a serial killer lived. Based on 

that information, police canvassed a large apartment complex in the area and asked 

residents if they had seen anyone who matched the description of the killer. Normally, 

the police might have overlooked the apartment complex because it was not the 

residence of any known suspect; however, because of the information provided by 

CrimeStat, they staked out the complex and ultimately arrested a suspect. In this case, 

CrimeStat gave police an insight into crime and criminals not previously available 

(National Institute of Justice 2006:10-13). The case of the “Blue bandana bandit” in 

Glendale, Arizona, is another example of the value of computer models in solving 

crimes. In this case, police knew that a suspect wearing a blue bandana had 

committed a series of robberies at a chain of convenience stores. Glendale crime 

analysts and police detectives used a geographic information system to plot where the 

robberies had occurred and then used CrimeStat to predict where the next one might 
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take place. Police staked out that convenience store and made an arrest (National 

Institute of Justice 2006:10-13).  

A well-known case in the USA was the Southside rapist in Lafayette, Louisiana. A task 

force was formed fourteen years after the first crime and examined fourteen rapes – 

six linked through DNA, the other eight linked through the rapist’s behaviour. They had 

approximately 2000 tips and 1000 suspects. A geographic profile was performed, 

which aided in narrowing the probable area. The police revisited their suspect list and 

managed to be more precise in their focus. The rapist was a police sergeant. It was 

noted that if it had not been for the geographic profile, the police would never have 

prioritised him because of his position (Bourque, LeBlanc, Utzschneider & Wright 

2009: 6-53). 

In offender profiles compiled by the Investigative Psychology Unit (IPU) of the SAPS, 

commentary is always made regarding the geography and environment of the crime 

scenes (Borgeson & Kuehnle 2012: 179-180). Borgeson and Kuehnle observe that 

while offenders often may not live near the area where they offend, serial offenders in 

South Africa often do like to group their crimes scenes in close geographic proximity. 

When these principles are communicated to the investigators, it often leads to rapid 

success in an investigation, for example, the Sasolburg serial rapist case. The IPU 

has successfully assisted in many serial cases and the better-known ones include the 

Wemmerpan serial murderer; Moses Sithole (South Africa’s most notorious serial 

murderer to date); the quarry murderer (Richard Nyauza); the Capital Park serial 

murderer Samuel Sydino; the Phoenix serial murderer Sipho Twala; and the 

“Highwayman” serial murderer Elias Chauke. The aim of the IPU is to assist in 

psychologically-motivated crimes, including serial murder, serial rape, sexual murder, 

multi murders, infant rape, spree and mass murders, extortion, intimate partner 

murders, blackmail and death threats, and once-off murders with bizarre 

circumstances (Labuschagne 2003: 67).  

 

There are many instances where geographic profiling has been effective and has 

aided the investigation process. It has also been highlighted, however, that this 

profiling method has many limitations – it is not the silver bullet or panacea for 

resolving crimes, and no single police technique will work every time for every case. 
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Upon studying the literature regarding this topic, it is clear (especially from the leading 

thinkers in this area) that geographic profiling is a technique established to aid and 

support an investigation, and was never intended to be the sole source of the solution. 

Geographic profiling provides probabilities across a region, not a point location, 

therefore, it is designed to narrow the search base, not to find an individual. Hogarth 

(1987), Meehl and Rosen (1955), and Swets, Dawes and Monahan (2000) (in Snook, 

Bennell & Taylor 2004: 105-121)  maintain that although actuarial techniques are not 

likely to guarantee perfect decisions, it is often argued that they will yield better 

decisions on average than human judges. Rossmo (1995: 232) himself maintains 

“geographic profiling infers spatial characteristics of the offender from target patterns. 

This method uses qualitative and quantitative approaches that attempt to make sense 

of the pattern from both subjective and objective perspectives.” He continues to say 

that, “…not all types of offenders or categories of crime can be geographically profiled. 

In appropriate cases, such a spatial analysis can produce very practical results”.  

Geographic profiling therefore seems to have significant investigative value in certain 

types of criminal cases. This value is derived through the translation of criminological 

theory into a practical tool that aids the criminal justice problem. 

In the chapter to follow, the criminological theories underlying geographic profiling will 

be highlighted and discussed. These theories, coupled with what has been presented 

above, aims to present a holistic view of geographic profiling, and in so doing, provide 

the platform for the evaluation and interpretation of the serial rape cases. 
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CHAPTER 3: THE CRIMINOLOGICAL THEORIES THAT UNDERPIN 

GEOGRAPHIC PROFILING 

 

This chapter seeks to explain and put into context the criminological theories that drive 

geographic profiling. This will be accomplished by providing an outline of these 

theories, highlighting both their relevance to geographic profiling and, in particular, 

their context within the South African environment.  

The four main theories that buttress the geographic profiling technique are: crime 

pattern theory, journey to crime theory, routine activity theory, and rationale choice 

theory (Wortley & Mazerolle 2011: 161). Other theories that significantly contribute to 

geographic profiling include distance decay, buffer zones, awareness and activity 

spaces, as well as the least effort principle. To further enhance this research (by 

extending the behaviour patterns of serial offenders beyond the four main theories 

mentioned above and to further support the understanding of offender behaviour) 

hunting pattern theories will be incorporated. Rossmo (2000: 218) maintains that 

hunting patterns are particularly relevant in the cases of serial murder, rape and arson. 

The specific hunting patterns included in this research are: the hunter, the poacher, 

the trapper, the troller, the raptor, the stalker, and the ambusher. These specific 

hunting profiles are incorporated within this research because they address both the 

victim search and victim attack offender behaviour. These profiles furthermore relate 

back, particularly, to crime pattern theory, journey to crime theory, and rational choice 

theory in that they talk specifically to the offender’s state of mind, the way in which the 

offender plans his or her travel to crime, and the crime behaviour patterns. 

 

Finally, the profiles of a marauder and commuter will be elaborated upon. This is the 

key component of the research as it will be within the commuter profile that theories 

and alternate viewpoints will be tested and postulated. Outlining these two profiles will 

highlight the key differences between the two, and the reasoning behind theories that 

suggest a commuter serial offender cannot be accurately incorporated into a 

geographic profile. 

 

The importance of incorporating the foregoing theories within this research is to 

establish whether or not South African serial rape offenders support the notions put 

forward by the generally-accepted theories, thereby ascertaining a ‘fit’ (or ‘no fit’). 
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Furthermore, as stated, these theories form an integral part of the methodology behind 

geographic profiling. In this way, through establishing alignment with the serial 

offenders this research should, by definition, establish the viability of geographic 

profiling within a South African context. However, the theories are not enough by 

themselves as the researcher is, in particular, scrutinising the commuter serial rapist 

and although the theories may be aligned with the behaviour and patterns of the South 

African cases, this may still only hold true for marauder profiles. In this instance, it is 

important to describe the theory behind a commuter profile offender. It is within the 

profile of the commuter serial rapist where this research will attempt to make a unique 

contribution to the field of post-modern criminology. 

 

As a point of departure the concept of environmental criminology should be clarified in 

order to place in context, the ensuing discussion/s. 

 

3.1 Environmental criminology 

 

Environmental criminology is a family of theories that share a common interest in 

criminal events and the immediate circumstances in which they occur. According to 

environmental criminology pioneers Brantingham and Brantingham (1991a: 2), 

“environmental criminology argues that criminal events must be understood as 

confluences of offenders, victims or criminal targets, and laws in specific settings at 

particular times and places”. Environmental criminologists examine both the place and 

time the crime happened. They are interested in land usage, traffic patterns and street 

design, and the daily activities and movements of victims and offenders. 

Environmental criminologists often use maps to look for crime patterns using, for 

example, metric topology. (Verma & Lodha 2002: 1). Environmental criminology has 

quickly become a widely recognised perspective on crime, providing an umbrella 

under which several theories find a home. Approaching crime from this point of view 

prompts the researcher to focus on the opportunity constructs for crime and the 

patterns in which crimes occur, rather than on social or psychological motivations. 

Environmental criminology is, quite literally, a criminological perspective which – in 

many respects – considers the causes of crime to be highly related to the nature of 

the physical environment. In other words the very nature of neighbourhoods, 
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structures, and objects can have an impact on crime directed in them, at them, and 

around them (Randa 2014: 2). 

Environmental criminologists look for crime patterns and seek to explain them in terms 

of environmental influences. From these explanations they derive rules that enable 

predictions to be made about emerging crime problems, and that ultimately inform the 

development of strategies that might be employed to prevent crime.  

The environmental perspective’s areas of concern contrast sharply with those of most 

other criminological approaches. Traditional criminological theories are concerned 

with criminality and try to explain how biological factors, developmental experiences 

and/or social forces create the criminal. According to criminological theorists, once the 

criminal has been created, crime is more or less inevitable: the exact location and 

timing of the criminal act is of little interest. The environmental perspective takes a 

very different view – crime is the object of interest. The offender is just one element of 

a criminal event, and how offenders come to be the way they are is of little immediate 

relevance. Instead, the focus is on the current dynamics of crime – where did it 

happen, when did it happen, who was involved, what did they do, why did they do it, 

and how did they go about it? The aim of the environmental perspective is to prevent 

crime, not to cure offenders (Wortley & Mazerolle 2011: 23-25). 

The environmental perspective is based on three premises (Wortley & Mazerolle 2011: 

25): 

1. The nature of the environment influences where criminal behaviour occurs. The 

environmental perspective maintains that all behaviour results from a person–

situation interaction. The environment is not just a passive backdrop for criminal 

behaviour; rather, it plays a fundamental role in initiating the crime and shaping 

its course. Thus, crime events result not only from criminogenic individuals; they 

are equally caused by criminogenic elements of the crime scene. 

2. The environmental standpoint holds that the distribution of crime in time and 

space is non-random. Crime is patterned according to the location of 

criminogenic environments and it follows that crime will be concentrated around 

crime opportunities and other environmental features that facilitate criminal 

activity.  
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3. The third premise is that of understanding the role of criminogenic environments 

and being aware of the way in which police, crime prevention practitioners and 

other interested groups concentrate resources on particular crime problems in 

particular locations.  

Environmental criminology and crime analysis combine to provide practical solutions 

to crime problems. Across these three preceding premises, analyses and practices, 

the environmental perspective is “multi-disciplinary in its foundations, empirical in its 

methods and utilitarian in its mission” (Brantingham & Brantingham 1991b: 8). Randa 

(2014: 1-4) supports this in the assertion that the environmental criminology approach 

provides a home for many theories from various disciplines. The environmental 

perspective draws on the ideas and expertise of sociologists, psychologists, industrial 

designers, geographers, demographers, town planners, architects, computer 

scientists, economists and political scientists. It embraces measurement and the 

scientific method, and is committed to building theories and providing advice based on 

rigorous analysis of data. 

Brantingham and Brantingham (1991b: 7-26) identify three levels of analysis in the 

environmental perspective, namely, macro, meso and micro. Macro analysis “involves 

studies of distribution of crime between countries, between states or provinces or cities 

within a particular country, or between the counties or cities within a state” 

(Brantingham & Brantingham 1991b: 21). Meso analysis “involves the study of crime 

within the sub-areas of a city or metropolis” (Brantingham & Brantingham 1991b: 21). 

These areas represent intermediate levels of spatial aggregation, and may range from 

suburbs and police districts, to individual streets and addresses. Micro analysis 

examines specific crime sites, focusing on “building type and its placement, 

landscaping and lighting, interior form, and security hardware” (Brantingham & 

Brantingham 1991b: 21-22). 

Since the early work around crime and the environment, there has been a continuous 

line of research that has focused on mapping crime patterns. The idea of mapping the 

spatial distribution of crime was picked up by the Chicago School, whose focus on 

intra-city crime patterns reflected a trend away from macro-to-meso-level analysis. 

This research remained largely peripheral to mainstream criminology. However, since 

the 1980s there has been a resurgence of interest in understanding and analysing the 
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geo-spatial dimension of crime. This renewed activity is related to two main factors – 

the development of new theories of crime patterns, and the advent of powerful 

geographic software (Wortley & Mazerolle 2011: 36). 

Widely accessible computerised mapping and spatial analysis techniques have 

facilitated the advancement of the environmental perspective. In most cases, these 

mapping and spatial analytic techniques are carried out in geographic information 

systems (GIS). Research on crime and place in the USA and elsewhere has benefited 

greatly from these advancements. However, this has not been the case in South 

Africa.  Until recently, spatial data on crime and place were not readily available to 

researchers. Fortunately this is changing, given the availability of more reliable census 

data and the improving of access to crime data through the efforts of some of the 

country’s non-governmental organisations (Hiropoulos & Porter 2014: 17).  

 

3.1.1 Crime analysis and environmental criminology 

 

Crime analysis is an investigative tool defined as “the set of systematic, analytical 

processes that provide timely, pertinent information about crime patterns and crime-

trend correlations” (Emig 1980 in Wortley & Mazerolle 2011: 24). It uses crime data 

and police reports to study crime problems, including the characteristics of crime 

scenes, offenders and victims. Crime patterns are analysed in terms of their socio-

demographics, while analysts provide tactical advice to police on criminal 

investigations, deployment of resources, planning, evaluation and crime prevention. 

Crime analysts describe crime patterns, while the environmental criminologist focuses 

on understanding the patterns. These two tasks are intertwined and one informs the 

other. Crime analysts provide the facts that are the focus of environmental criminology 

and which are needed by environmental criminologists to develop and test their 

theories. Environmental criminology is used by crime analysts to guide them in the 

questions they ask of crime data and in the interpretations they extract from their 

findings. Together, the tasks of describing and understanding crime patterns comprise 

the environmental perspective on crime.  
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3.2 The four core theories underpinning geographic profiling 

 

As stated previously, four core theories form an integral part of geographic profiling: 

crime pattern theory, journey to crime theory, routine activity theory, and rational 

choice theory, which are elucidated upon below. Complimentary to the journey to 

crime theory are the theories of distance decay, the least effort principle, buffer zones, 

and the circle theory of environmental range. The awareness and activity space 

perspective is discussed in alignment with the routine activity theory. These theories 

and perspectives all supplement the four theories underpinning geographic profiling 

and are highlighted below.  

The above theories contribute to, and form, an integral part of this research in that: 

• they create the backbone of geographic profiling (under whose broad umbrella 

this research falls); and  

• more specifically, the South African commuter serial rapist profile will be 

examined in terms of alignment/misalignment with the theories. This will create 

the starting point in establishing whether or not a commuter profile of this nature 

can be incorporated into a geographic profile in an accurate manner. 

Understanding the correlation between the theories and the offenders’ 

behaviour and patterns provides a strong point of departure to evaluate a fit for 

geographic profiling. The methodology of how this will be achieved is covered 

in Chapter Four. 

Each of the theories are explained below, with emphasis on viewpoint; where the 

theories have been criticised, how each one contributes to, and enhances this 

research; and their place within the South African context. 

3.2.1 Crime pattern theory 

 

As mentioned above, criminology attempts to explain crime and criminal behaviour. 

This poses various questions, such as: Why do only certain people commit crimes? 

Why are some people re-victimised frequently while others are rarely victims? Why do 

some places experience a lot of crime while other places experience almost none? 
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The answers to these questions would lead one to create a better understanding of 

crime patterns within the complexities of criminal events (the law, offender motivation 

and victim/target characteristic against an environmental backdrop: Brantingham & 

Brantingham in Wortley & Mazerolle 2011: 78). 

Pattern theory sees crime as a complex phenomenon, but even assuming high 

degrees of complexity, it finds discernible patterns both in criminal events and in 

criminals that are scale independent. That is, the rules behind the patterns can be 

found at both detailed and general levels of analysis. Pattern is a term used to describe 

recognisable interconnectedness of objects, rules and processes. This 

interconnectedness, or linking, may be physical or conceptual, but recognising it 

involves the cognitive process of “seeing” similarity, of discerning prototypes or 

exemplars of inter-connections within cases distorted by local conditions (Churchland 

1989: 95-115). A pattern is sometimes obvious, but is sometimes discernible only 

through an initial insight, particularly an insight that is embedded within the 

environment as a whole. Crimes are patterned; decisions to commit crimes are 

patterned; and the process of committing a crime is patterned (Brantingham & 

Brantingham 2003a: 119-148). 

Crimes do not occur randomly or uniformly in time or space or society, across 

neighbourhoods, or social groups, or during an individual’s daily activities or during an 

individual’s lifetime. In fact, arguing for uniformity was once popular but now seems 

indefensible. There are hot spots and cold spots; there are high repeat offenders and 

high repeat victims. The two groups are frequently linked. While the numbers will 

continue to be debated, depending on the definition and the population being tested, 

a very small proportion of people commit most of the known crimes and also account 

for a large proportion of victimisations (Farrington, Lambert & West 1998: 85-106). It 

appears therefore, that people who commit crimes spend most of their day in non-

criminal activities and what typically shapes non-criminal activities goes a long way to 

shaping criminal activities. 

Brantingham and Brantingham (1991a: 1-6, 1991b: 7-26, 1998: 1-30) postulate and 

discuss ‘rules’ within environmental criminology, particularly with respect to crime 

pattern theory. These rules contribute greatly to the understanding of crime pattern 
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theory, particularly in the context of geographic profiling. The rules are outlined as 

follows: 

Rule 1 (individual crime patterns): “As individuals move through a series of activities 

they make decisions. When activities are repeated frequently, the decision process 

becomes regularised. This regularisation creates an abstract guiding template. For 

decisions to commit a crime this is called a crime template” (Wortley & Mazerolle 2011: 

80). 

Rule 2 (networks of individuals): “Most people do not function as individuals, but have 

a network of family, friends and acquaintances. These linkages have varying attributes 

and influence the decisions of others in the network” (Wortley & Mazerolle 2011: 81). 

Rule 3 (aggregation of individuals): “When individuals are making their decisions 

independently, individual decision processes and crime templates can be treated in a 

summative fashion, that is, average or typical patterns can be determined by 

combining the patterns of individuals” (Wortley & Mazerolle 2011: 82). 

Rule 4 (decision rules): “Individuals or networks of individuals commit crimes when 

there is a triggering event and a process by which an individual can locate a target or 

a victim that fits within a crime template. Criminal actions change the bank of 

accumulated experience and alter future actions” (Wortley & Mazerolle 2011: 82). 

Rule 5 (spatial and temporal decision rules): “Individuals have a range of routine daily 

activities. Usually these occur in different nodes of activity such as home, work, school, 

shopping, entertainment or time with friends, and along the normal pathways between 

these nodes” (Wortley & Mazerolle 2011: 83). 

Rule 6 (spatial and temporal decision rules): “People who commit crimes have normal 

spatio-temporal movement patterns like everyone else. The likely location for a crime 

is near this normal activity and awareness space” (Wortley & Mazerolle 2011: 108). 

Rule 7 (target and victim locations): “Potential targets and victims have passive or 

active locations or activity spaces that intersect the activity spaces of potential 

offenders. The potential targets and victims become actual targets or victims when the 

potential offender's willingness to commit a crime has been triggered and when the 
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potential target or victim fits the offender's crime template” (Wortley & Mazerolle 2011: 

110). 

Rule 8 (urban backcloth): “The prior rules operate within the built urban form. Crime 

generators are created by high flows of people through and to nodal activity points. 

Crime attractors are created when targets are located at nodal activity points of 

individuals who have a greater willingness to commit crimes” (Wortley & Mazerolle 

2011: 111). 

These rules tie in with, and unpack, the thinking behind crime pattern theory. They 

support the thinking that crime has defined patterns, and these patterns enable more 

precise profiling of an offender. In this research, the researcher will set out to 

demonstrate that these rules are equally important (or unimportant) to the South 

African commuter serial rapist, and thereby could render greater value to the crime 

pattern theory itself. 

As noted by Brantingham and Brantingham (1998: 1-30), crime is not randomly 

distributed in time and space. It is clustered, but the shape of the clustering is greatly 

influenced by where people live within a city; how and why they travel, or move, about 

a city; and how networks of people who know each other spend their time. There will 

be concentrations of overlapping activity nodes and within those nodes, some 

situations will become crime generators and some crime attractors. When looking at 

the representation of crime locations, one should consider individual offenders and 

their routine activity spaces; networks of friends who engage in some crimes and their 

joint activity spaces; the location of stationary targets and the activity spaces of mobile 

victims and mobile targets; and the catchment areas of fixed targets. The patterns are 

dynamic.  

Hiropoulos and Porter (2014: 17-26) found that in SA, where they used GIS in 

conjunction with crime pattern theory in Gauteng to visualise the spatial relationship 

between property crime rates and major crime attractors and generators, they found 

that place does matter, and that “the visualisation of crime can be descriptively linked 

to the physical location of crime attractors and generators within the framework of 

crime pattern theory” (Hiropoulos & Porter 2014: 26). 
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A key criticism of crime pattern theory is the applicability thereof to a situation where 

target density or victim availability is rapidly changing in unpredictable ways. Most of 

the studies using crime pattern theory have assumed a relatively constant or only 

slowly changing, environmental backcloth. This point is especially relevant to South 

Africa, where urban space is drastically and continually changing. South Africa is, at 

the moment, characterised by extensive population mobility, increasing income 

inequality, multi-ethnicity, racial and ethnic segregation, as well as family disruption 

(Hiropoulos & Porter 2014: 17-26). While these changing social geographies of urban 

(and consequently rural) SA provide a distinctive ecological platform to theorise about 

crime, they also enforce rigid boundaries on the sole use of the environmental 

perspective in so far as the environmental approach does not spend much time 

focusing on these characteristics to explain crime: instead it focuses on the physical 

layout and proximate locations of crime. 

 

3.2.2 Journey to crime theory 

 

Journey to crime has largely focused on offenders and, in particular, the distance 

between the crime event and their place of residence. 

By looking at offenders' customary movements, insights can be revealed regarding 

the range of possible crime locations. Locations of criminal events are best understood 

as a function of their normal actions – where they live, work and play, and the routes 

between these (Brantingham & Brantingham 1991: 1-6). This is consistent with routine 

activity theory (Cohen & Felson 1979: 588-608 and Felson 1987: 911-931) which 

argues that direct-contact predatory crime occurs during the everyday activities of the 

victim and offender, and that it is only possible at the intersection of them both in time 

and space, in the absence of agents of control. One can deduce then that offenders 

tend to commit crimes in those places where they spend most of their time and on the 

journeys in-between these places. Brantingham and Brantingham (1991: 1-6, 2003: 

119-148) talk about this in terms of the offender's “awareness space” – the space in 

which they spend a lot of time and with which they are therefore most familiar. More 

precisely, offences tend to be committed in places familiar to offenders but where they 

are unlikely to be recognised: this means tending to avoid acting criminally on their 
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own doorsteps, instead, offending in places where – whilst they know the place – they 

are not themselves known there. 

Although situational approaches to crime prevention point out the importance of the 

interaction between the offender, the victim and the location, travel-to-crime research 

has been almost exclusively preoccupied with the offender's movement from his or her 

home to the crime location (Hodgkinson & Tilley 2007: 281-298). 

Rand (1986: 117-126) explores travel-to-crime patterns using the 'mobility triangle', 

which takes into account the offender's place of residence, the crime location, and the 

victim's residence. Most emphasis is placed upon the relationship between offender 

home and crime location. Rand concludes that the offender generally commits 

offences against the person close to their own home. This tendency was especially 

pronounced in cases of homicide and rape (both with 53 per cent of crimes occurring 

in the same census tract to the offender's home). 

Rhodes and Conly (1991: 167-188) found that robbers travelled furthest to commit 

their crimes with an average of 2.10 miles from their home to the crime location. In 

contrast rapists travelled the least distance, travelling on average 1.15 miles from 

home (with almost half of recorded rapes occurring within half a mile). They concluded 

that more 'spontaneous' crimes such as rape tend to occur closer to home whilst those 

that involve more planning take place further away. The situational and temporal 

dynamics of stranger rape are well documented (LeBeau 1987: 125-142) and there is 

considerable evidence that rapes occur close to the offender's home. More 

interestingly, Warren et al (1998: 35-59) found that half of 108 serial rapists committed 

a rape within half a mile of their home, with an average journey of 3.14 miles. LeBeau 

(1987: 125-142, 1992: 124-145) studied the individual patterns, rather than average 

distances travelled, and discovered that rapists committed rapes in familiar spaces 

with serial rapists returning to the same geographic area to commit their offences. 

Research in the United Kingdom (UK) has also found that rapists offend close to home 

and in the same familiar areas. For example, Canter and Larkin's (1993: 63-69) study 

of 45 serial rapists revealed that 91 per cent committed their rapes within a precise 

circular region and, furthermore, 87 per cent of them lived within that circle.  

Crimes against victims who are strangers appear to be quite opportunistic in nature 

and decisions are made about where to offend (and who to victimise) as the offender 
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goes about his or her 'normal' non-criminal life (Brantingham & Brantingham 2003: 

119-148). This may be because these crimes are emotionally motivated (Hodgkinson 

& Tilley 2007: 281-298). 

Offenders’ familiarity with the crime location is obviously of importance, allowing them 

to optimise their chances of success. Criminals will also have a good idea of where 

likely targets can be found and will know the escape routes. Therefore, crime location 

should fall within the offender's awareness space – the areas traversed in the course 

of regular work and leisure activities (Bichler-Robertson & Potchak 2002: 41-61, and 

Brantingham & Brantingham 2000: 211-240). Further evidence shows that when 

offenders do leave their own neighbourhood to commit crime, they will still go to places 

with which they are familiar. Wiles and Costello (2000: 1-2) found that the crime site 

may be a place that has a close connection to an offender’s home area and tended to 

be places previously visited. Criminals may also choose an area that serves as a 

“regional activity node”, such as an entertainment district or shopping centre that 

becomes crimogenic – attracting or even generating crime (Brantingham & 

Brantingham 1995:5-26).  

Journey to crime theory plays a particularly significant role within this research, as this 

theory talks directly to the manner in which the commuter sets out to engage victims, 

as well as the associated travel patterns. Commuters travel further distances from their 

anchor points than marauders and, therefore, journeys to crime patterns and rationale 

become even more important if the goal is to establish whether or not a commuter 

offender could be accurately geographically profiled. 

 

A criticism of journey to crime is that the estimation follows a simplistic logic involving 

the distance dimension of spatial patterning of a criminal. It is a method aimed at 

estimating the distance that serial offenders will travel to commit a crime and, by 

implication, the likely location from which they started their crime ‘trip’. In short, it is a 

strictly statistical approach to estimating the residential whereabouts of an offender, 

as opposed to understanding the dynamics of serial offenders (Levine 2010: 13.1-

13.84). In the view of the researcher, this criticism may be more applicable to a 

marauder profile, than that of a commuter, where the anchor point sits within the 

convex hull and the travel patterns may be less impactful in determining a geographic 
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profile. The researcher will set out to demonstrate, or diffuse, the notion that a 

commuter’s journey to crime carries a higher level of planning and rational choice than 

that of a marauder, and is therefore more relevant in establishing a profile. In this way, 

the above-mentioned criticism should not influence the goals and objectives of this 

research, nor should it limit the research in any way. 

A core component of journey to crime theory is the distance decay approach, which is 

detailed below. 

 

3.2.2.1 Distance decay 

 

The distance decay approach is one of the most useful presentations of journey 

to crime data. In the context of geographic profiling, it refers to the decrease in 

frequency of crimes committed by an offender as the distance from the home 

base increases. Thus, there is an inverse relationship between the number of 

crimes committed and the distance the offender has to travel to commit the 

crimes. It has also been observed that as an offender’s criminal career matures, 

the distances lengthen and the hunting area increases. 

The general consensus is that offenders will more frequently commit crime in 

places around their own home, but the distance travelled will be related to the 

type and complexity of the offence committed (Brantingham & Brantingham 

1978: 105-118 and 1981: 27-54). Although this view has been considered 

Eurocentric, research has demonstrated that the principles are applicable within 

the USA, Australia and other environments. In reality, it has been well established 

that distance decay exists, at least for crime data at the aggregate level, because 

this behaviour has been seen in numerous studies. For example, van Koppen 

and Jansen (1998: 230-246) found strong evidence of the existence of a distance 

decay effect in their study of 434 robberies committed by 585 offenders in the 

Netherlands in 1992. Bernasco (2006: 139-155) analysed and compared the 

distance decay behaviour for 809 individual and 365 group residential burglaries 

in The Hague, Netherlands, between 1996 and 2004; he found clear evidence 

that the behaviour of both classes exhibited a distance decay pattern. Santtila, 
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Laukkanen and Zappalà (2007: 1-15) found strong support for distance decay in 

their study of a collection of rapes and homicides that took place in Finland 

between 1992 and 2000. In their analysis of 58 burglary series in rural Australian 

towns, Kocsis, Cooksey, Irwin and Allen (2002: 43-62) found that the paths from 

the anchor point to the offence sites tended to proceed in the same direction. 

Similarly, Goodwill and Alison (2005: 161-176) examined selected burglary, rape, 

and murder series: they also found that the paths from the anchor point to the 

offence site tended to lie in the same direction. Lu (2003: 422-433), who 

examined the direction between the auto theft location and the vehicle recovery 

location for 1,600 incidents in Buffalo, New York found similarly. Canter and 

Hammond (2006: 91-103) provide an aggregate distance decay curve for 96 

selected U.S. serial murderers. This type of analysis has been applied to 

offenders in India - Sarangi and Youngs (2006: 105-115) have aggregate 

distance decay graphs for serial burglars in both the Rourkela and Keonjhar 

districts. 

So, typically, the journey to crime for the offender is short, and the further they 

are from home the less crime they commit. This is known as the 'distance-decay 

relationship' or 'distance-decay hypothesis', which states that most offenders 

commit a large number of offences a short distance from home and, as the 

distance becomes greater, the volume of crime they commit lessens (Phillips 

1980: 167-180). Evidence suggests that this is a linear relationship (Turner 1969: 

11-26). 

There is substantial empirical evidence for the distance-decay relationship. For 

example, Phillips (1980: 167-180) found that very few offences by juveniles were 

committed beyond six miles from their home, and offences were most common 

within two miles. Measures of the average distance travelled by the offender do, 

however, vary considerably dependent upon the crime type. As early as the 

1930s White (1932) hypothesised that for crimes against the person, the distance 

the offender travels will be shorter than for property crime. This is supported by 

studies that have compared the average distance travelled across different 

categories of crime within one specific geographical area (Phillips 1980: 167-

180, and Rhodes & Conly 1991: 167-188). 
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However, the above-mentioned “general consensus” may not be applicable to 

South Africa. Although there has not been extensive research conducted within 

the SA context, the results of research conducted by Breetzke and Cohn (2013: 

57-65) provide the first empirical clue that offenders in South Africa may not 

subscribe to the same offender diffusion process so often found in international 

research (see for example, Bernasco & Nieuwbeerta 2005; Laukkanen & Santtila 

2006; van Koppen & Jansen 1998). An explanation for this finding, according to 

Breetzke and Cohn, is that it could be related to the unique socio-spatial structure 

of South African cities.  

The theory of distance decay is important within this research as the researcher 

will attempt to establish the “outer limits” of a commuter’s travel. In other words, 

in the view of the researcher, a commuter may have a limit beyond which they 

will cease offending.  

A criticism (in terms of geographic profiling) is in the distance decay function 

itself. The use of an inverse distance term has problems as the distance between 

the home location and the incident location decreases. For some types of crimes, 

there will be little or no buffer zone around the offender’s home base (for 

example, rapes by acquaintances). The buffer zone is where offenders will avoid 

committing crimes too close to their homes in case they may be identified by a 

neighbour (Hicks & Sales 2006: 221). Consequently, the buffer zone radius 

would approach zero (close to the offender’s home). However, this would cause 

the model to become unstable since the inverse distance term will approach 

infinity. Another criticism is that the use of a mathematical function to describe 

distance decay probably oversimplifies travel behaviour (Levine 2010: 13.1-

13.84). The researcher is of the view that this criticism will have little impact on 

the research with regard to commuter offenders as, by definition, the commuter 

will travel further distances than a marauder to engage potential victims. 

Closely aligned to the theory of distance decay is the circle hypothesis introduced 

by Canter and Larkin (1993: 63-69). They found that 87 per cent of a sample of 

serial rapists lived inside a circle with a diameter equal to the distance between 

the two furthest crime scenes. However, this pattern barely narrows the search 

area. Moreover, when this hypothesis was introduced, investigators were already 
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in the practice of looking within the “convex hull” the polygon created by 

connecting the outermost crime scenes, for the offender's residence (English 

2008: 2-7). 

Later research conducted by Trotta (2011: 3-7) postulates that serial offenders, 

by their repetitive behaviour, tend to minimise the variance in the distances 

travelled from their anchor point to the crime sites. This can be viewed as a 

limited case of the distance decay effect where the buffer area is larger in 

comparison to the distance an offender is willing to travel. As a result, the 

offender always travels immediately behind the ‘too-risky area’ and minimises 

the variance of the journey to crime. This presents several advantages. First, it 

is only based on the offender’s own spatial behaviour – distance decay does not 

need to be calibrated with already-solved cases on the same study area. This is 

in line with recent observations that variance is much higher for an inter-offenders 

journey to crime than for an intra-offender journey (Townsley & Sidebottom 2010: 

897-917). This hypothesis could be specifically applied to a commuter’s 

behaviour where the variance between the journeys is small in comparison to the 

travelled distances. 

A further concept that needs to be integrated in geographic profiling 

methodologies is place attractiveness. Brantingham and Brantingham (in Wortley 

& Mazerolle 2011: 24) distinguish three kinds of places: crime attractor places, 

crime generator places and neutral places. Both the crime attractors (places 

known for their numerous criminal opportunities) and generators (locations with 

a high concentration of both potential offenders and targets) are associated with 

a higher attractiveness. This means that offenders travel longer distances to 

reach those locations than they do for neutral places. However, the measure of 

the absolute place attractiveness can be very difficult to estimate (Trotta 2011: 

3-7). According to Brantingham and Brantingham (in Wortley & Mazerolle, 2011: 

24), a distance decay effect can only be observed for neutral places. However, 

this statement requires some distinction in that, “the slope of the distance decay 

actually depends on the place attractiveness; the more attractive is a place, the 

less steep is the slope” (Trotta 2011: 3). 
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In the view of Trotta (2011: 3), it may be possible to combine the assumptions 

concerning the distance variance and the place attractiveness. “The places 

presenting the same profile in terms of attractiveness should reflect the same 

offender’s decision process. The offender’s anchor point should then be located 

at the place minimising the variance of offence locations with the same 

attractiveness profile” (Trotta 2011: 3). Trotta (2011: 3-4) goes on to successfully 

demonstrate how to test the variance heuristic on a real environment when a 

road network is used to estimate the travel distances. More importantly, Trotta 

(2011: 4) continues to show how a serial rape series illustrates how place 

attractiveness can be combined with the afore-mentioned hypothesis. The 

importance hereof with regard to this research is, therefore, that the estimation 

of distance is not merely a function of mathematics, but rather, a combination of 

place attractiveness, travel infrastructure networks, distance decay, buffer zones 

and the mathematics behind them. This should serve well in terms of generating 

both better understanding of commuter travel patterns and, ultimately, a 

geographic profile.  

The principle of least effort comes into play particularly when an offender is faced 

with equally attractive places. This principle is described below. 

 

3.2.2.2 The least effort principle 

 

The least effort principle (Zipf 1949: 20) is the underlying law governing human 

activity and – according to Rossmo (2000: 87-88) – the most basic heuristic in 

geography. Reber (1985: 400) states that, according to the theory, “if all things 

are equal, an offender will choose to commit crimes closer to home than further 

away” (the latter requiring more effort). Aligning the principle to geographic 

profiling, familiar locations near the offender’s home are likely to require the least 

effort and maximum gain (Van Koppen & de Keijser 1997: 230-247). The 

principle of least effort is closely related to the distance decay function (Harries 

1999: 27), and hence forms an integral part of the functioning of geographic 

profiling.   
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According to prominent criminologists (see Brantingham & Brantingham, 

LeBeau, Canter, Rossmo, and others) regardless of, and in conjunction with, the 

theories and principles outlined above, in most cases offenders will not commit 

offences close to their anchor points. This concept is known as the buffer zone, 

and is elaborated upon below. 

 

3.2.2.3 Buffer zones 

 

The buffer zone is referred to as the area surrounding a particular activity node 

(mostly the offender’s home) from which little or no criminal activity will take place 

(Brantingham & Brantingham 1981: 27-54). This zone typically represents a 

higher risk for an offender to commit crimes. This, however, does not generally 

hold true for spontaneous crimes and crimes of passion (LeBeau 1987: 125-142). 

The buffer zone theory carries more weight for offences that are pre-meditated 

(Canter & Larkin, 1993: 63-69). The buffer zone may not always apply only to the 

offender’s home, but may also refer to any particular node that represents any 

single or shared location in the offender’s routine activity space (Newton & 

Swoope 1987 in Rossmo 2000: 93-119). 

A buffer zone may not always exist. If an offender perceives conditions and 

circumstances to be favourable inside the buffer zone, crimes could be executed 

within this zone (Rossmo 2000: 93-119).  

A criticism levelled at the buffer zone theory is that it is based on an idea that is 

but one interpretation of the tendency of many crimes not to be committed close 

to the home location. There are other interpretations that are applicable. For 

example, the distribution of crime opportunities is often not close to the home 

location, and one cannot distinguish between the buffer zone hypothesis and the 

distribution of viable opportunities (Levine 2010: 13.1-13.84). 

According to Breetzke and Horn (2008: 124), South African offenders may not 

subscribe to the generally agreed-upon principles of least effort, familiarity, 

criminal range, safety zones and mental buffers, among others, in the selection 

of a target. Similarly, local offenders may experience adverse ecological factors, 
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such as high residential mobility, which differs from international offenders. 

Breetzke (2008: 124) continues by stating that, “in short, as part of a 

comprehensive critical theory of crime this country also requires a theoretical 

perspective to make sense of the spatial reality of crime”. This research will 

attempt to ascertain whether or not these principles and theories are applicable 

within a commuter serial rapist profile in the South African context. Determining 

applicability (or not) should contribute to current understanding and further 

enhance post-modern criminology in South Africa by either establishing fit, or 

highlighting new theories for consideration. 

 

3.2.2.4 The circle theory of environmental range 

 

Closely aligned to the theory of distance decay and routine activity theory is the 

circle hypothesis introduced by Canter and Larkin (1993: 63-69). They found that 

87 per cent of a sample of serial rapists lived inside a circle with a diameter equal 

to the distance between the two furthest crime scenes. Locality limitations serve 

as the base for environmental classifications. Such categories have evolved from 

the circle theory of environmental range, which asserts that an offender’s home 

location can be discovered by examining information from the offences (Kocsis 

& Irwin 1997: 195-206). It is the location of these offences that provides 

inferences for the operating home base. Accordingly, each offence allows for a 

location to be noted with increasing specificity (Godwin & Canter 1997: 24-38).  

However, this pattern barely narrows the search area. Moreover, when this 

hypothesis was introduced, investigators were already in the practice of looking 

within the “convex hull” the polygon created by connecting the outermost crime 

scenes, for the offender's residence (English 2008: 2-7). 

While the circle theory visually represents the crime scene spread, routine 

activities theory is used to explain the distribution. Any changes in activity affect 

the opportunity for certain behaviours and these activities define environmental 

surroundings (Hipp, Bauer, Curran, & Bollen 2004: 1333-1372; Tita & Griffiths 

2005: 275-308). Consequently, routine exploration provides a predictable series 
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of events and people that give way to an offending comfort zone across both time 

and place (Godwin & Cante 1997:24-38; Kocsis & Irwin 1997: 195-206; Tita & 

Griffiths 2005: 275-308). Existing criminological theory is used to explain the use 

of a circle in the analysis of crime although the primary input and output is 

geographic. The subsequent output consists of either a marauder or commuter 

categorisation. 

In terms of geographic profiling, the sites are the primary inputs and a computer 

programme uses this information with topographical features to construct a 

pattern including offence order and spatial movement. This process allows for 

consideration of intricate configurations and infers an offender’s geographic 

characteristics (Rossmo 1998; Rossmo 2000). This technique, therefore, also 

uses the principles of least effort and distance decay to determine a base, but 

recognises that the circle theory fails to acknowledge any terrain features that 

would limit mobility or habitation. Instead, it creates a nondescript shape 

encompassing the sites of body discovery and the home base. 

Although the circle theory compliments distance decay, as stated by Breetzke 

and Horn (2008: 124), this theory needs further scrutiny within the South African 

context.  

Crime pattern theory and journey to crime (including distance decay, least effort, 

buffer zones and circle theory) outline the theories behind how an offender would 

physically move. The routine activity theory (including awareness spaces) 

highlights the theories behind the activity in which offenders routinely engage. 

These two sets of theories (along with the offender’s manner of thinking – rational 

choice) form a psychological epigenesis where activities mould and form 

movement, and movement moulds and forms activities. The rationale behind 

routine activity theory and awareness space is depicted below. 

    

3.2.3 Routine activity theory 

 

According to Felson and Clarke (1998: 7-9), there are three elements in routine activity 

theory: motivated offenders, suitable targets, and an environment with an absence of 
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capable guardians against a violation. Routine activity theory maintains that crime is 

normal and depends on the opportunities available. If a target is not protected enough, 

and if there is a strong enough reward, crime will happen. One does not necessarily 

need “hardened” offenders, convicted felons, wicked people or predators – crime only 

needs an opportunity. According to this theory, for a crime to occur, the target and 

offender’s activity space must intersect at some point in time and space, in an 

environment appropriate for crime to occur (Rossmo 2000: 93-119).  

 

Rossmo (2000: 93-119) summarises it as follows: 

Crime = (offender + target – guardian) (place + time) 

 

The initial routine activity approach did not come to terms with control theory, and left 

it largely aside. But in time, routine activity theory recognised control on its own terms 

(Felson 1997: 209-221). Rather than viewing control as something internalised, it 

emphasised the presences or absences of others who might supervise a person. 

Thus, parents can influence their children to be good, but not so effectively when the 

parents are away. The concept of “handler” was added as a fourth element in routine 

activity theory. The offender had to first escape the handler and then find a target with 

a guardian absent. Again, tangible settings became central for understanding crime 

processes. 

These elements were elaborated on cleverly by John Eck (2003: 79-113), who devised 

the “crime triangle” (also called the “problem triangle”). There are two triangles, one 

engulfing the other (as Figure 2 below illustrates). The inside triangle has three 

elements that must converge for a normal crime to occur: the potential offender, the 

crime target and the place setting for the crime. For a crime problem to occur, the 

offender needs to find a target in a suitable setting. The outside triangle depicts three 

sorts of supervisors: the handler, the guardian and the place manager. The handler 

supervises the offender, the guardian supervises the target and the manager 

supervises managers. 
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Woodhams and Labuschagne (2012: 544-574), in their research on South African 

serial rapists, postulated that theory from environmental criminology, such as routine 

activity theory and rational choice theory, is useful within the context of serial rape. For 

example, the immediate physical environment (including the degree of natural 

surveillance in the offence locality) can affect the choices made by a sex offender in 

terms of the lengths to which they have to go to control the victim and avoid interruption 

(Leclerc, Wortley, & Smallbone 2011: 209-237). The social environment and the 

routine activities of potential victims can affect their accessibility (Beauregard et al 

2007: 449-463). If one adopts a broad definition of situational factors, this could also 

include the social and economic environment in which crimes are committed. The 

economic environment can affect the financial means available to the offender to 

commit his crimes, as well as the time available to him. Aligned with this, several 

theories on sexual offending behaviour highlight the role of cultural values and norms, 

which may be internalised by the offender and thus guide his behaviour. It would follow 

that cultural and economic differences between countries could therefore influence the 

decision-making of sex offenders, which could alter the distinctiveness of some crime 

scene behaviours and thus their relative effectiveness when relied on for some 

forensic psychological practices (Woodhams & Labuschagne 2012: 544-574). 

The simplistic nature of the routine activity theory has been criticised as lacking value, 

and has been referred to as a “description of crime not an explanation” (Jeffery 1993: 

492). Massey, Krohn and Bonati (1989: 379) examined property crimes from a routine 
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activity approach and concluded that the routine activity concept had only a limited 

application. Miethe, Stafford and Long (1987: 184-194) identified three major problems 

with Cohen and Felson’s (1979: 588-608) routine activity theory. The problems were 

the operationalising of lifestyle and non-household activities, the absence of 

independent measures of routine activities and the “failure to address whether 

variation in routine activities/lifestyles can mediate and explain” differences in 

victimisation levels (Miethe et al 1987: 185). The failure of the routine activity theory 

to address certain fundamental research issues has been critiqued. It has been found 

that different demographic groups have different routine activity patterns (Miethe et al 

1987: 185).  The predictive value of victimisation using the routine activity theory has 

not been established (Massey et al 1989: 380; Miethe et al 1987:192). 

Within the routine activity paradigm (Cohen & Felson 1979: 588-608; Felson 2008: 70-

77), it is argued that crime takes place when a motivated offender finds a suitable 

target while capable guardians are lacking. The exquisiteness of this theory lies in its 

clarity and simplicity on a sufficiently abstract level (Elffers 2004: 92-99). The theory’s 

simplicity disintegrates, however, when moving from an abstract level to questions of 

underlying processes such as what governs whether a motivated offender will find an 

attractive target. The answer is dependent on the movement of offenders and the 

whereabouts of targets. For instance, the likelihood of such meetings will be 

dependent on the distribution of targets’ attraction levels, their positions in space, 

whether they move or not, and whether their attraction levels are constant over time 

or not, and if not – what it might be that is governing their change. Likewise, the 

occurrence of a meeting between offenders and targets may be influenced by the 

movement pattern of motivated offenders, dependent on their knowledge of target 

availability or on other business of the offenders, and based on their preferences for 

certain attraction levels, and on whether these characteristics are influenced by having 

successfully or unsuccessfully attacked a target previously. Targets may have a 

movement pattern based both on their perception of criminal risk as well as on 

parameters governing their non-crime-related behaviour (for example, the route they 

take to work), which will also be influenced by experiencing crime. The third routine 

activity factor – availability of capable guardians – should be taken into account 

(whether there are formal guardians, such as police officers and security personnel, 

or informal guardians, or natural guardians such as inhabitants and passers-by). The 
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temporal and spatial dynamics of such offender, target and guardian processes is 

paramount for the occurrence of crime within a routine activity context. This becomes 

problematic in real life situations, as it seems rather optimistic that all of these 

processes can be specified, estimated and analysed. Measurement problems as well 

as analytical problems will be formidable (Bosse, Elffers & Gerritsen 2010: 51-66). 

In research conducted by Hiropoulos and Porter (2014: 17-26) in South Africa 

(specifically Gauteng) with regard to criminal activity, their findings illustrated that they 

were completely aligned with Brantingham and Brantingham’s assertion that “places 

with routine activities and situational precipitators located along the routes offenders 

travel, or near nodes that offenders frequent, are more likely to be subject to criminal 

activities” (Hiropoulos & Porter 2014: 26). 

 

3.2.3.1 Awareness and activity space 

 

An awareness space is defined as “all the locations about which a person has 

knowledge above a minimum level even without visiting some of 

them…Awareness space includes activity space and its area enlarges as new 

locations are discovered and/or new information gathered” (Clark 1990: 24-25). 

In general, offences should occur within an offender’s awareness space. An 

activity space is defined as “the area within which most of a person’s activities 

are carried out, within which the individual comes most frequently into contact 

with others and with the features of the environment and its area enlarges as 

new locations are discovered and/or new information gathered” (Clark 1990: 24-

25). An activity space then includes those areas that are well known to the 

offender and target through routine activities (and is contained within the 

awareness space). Recently, awareness space principles and views were 

incorporated into routine activity theories, as awareness spaces come into being 

through routine activity. 

Canter makes the observation that: “Attacks outdoors seem often to involve the 

pre-selection of an area by the offender, with which he is familiar, rather than the 

pre-selection or targeting of particular victims. These offenders attack where they 
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are comfortable and in surroundings which are known to them and where they 

may be confident of effecting escape. The victim is then selected by the 

circumstances in which she becomes available to the attacker and vulnerable to 

the attack” (Canter 1994: 188). 

The routine of the offender, and possible identification of areas where routine 

activities (for example, shopping, job searching, socialising) could transpire, lend 

invaluable information and data when identifying and understanding commuter 

geographic patterns (or possible patterns). This concept will be explored in-depth 

both in the quantitative and qualitative data of each case. 

As outlined above, the two sets of theories form a psychological epigenesis 

where activities mould and form movement, and movement moulds and forms 

activities. The third element, namely rational choice theory completes this 

alliance of criminological theories and principles that form an integral foundation 

of geographic profiling. The mindset of the offender, and the way in which he or 

she makes decisions and choices is unpacked in greater detail below. 

 

3.2.4 Rational choice theory 

 

Willie Sutton (William Francis "Willie" Sutton, Jr.) was a prolific American bank robber. 

During his forty-year criminal career he stole an estimated $2 million, and eventually 

spent more than half of his adult life in prison (escaping three times). When asked why 

he robbed banks, Sutton is said to have replied, “Because that's where the money is” 

(Cocheo 1997 in Wortley & Mazerolle 2011: 44). This wisecrack was later elevated 

into a rule-of-thumb – Sutton's law – to guide physicians when making diagnoses: ‘Go 

first for the most likely explanation.’ Curiously, there seems to be no equivalent 

Sutton's law in criminology, where one might most expect to find one (Wortley & 

Mazerolle 2011: 44-45). 

The rational choice theory adopts a view that man is a reasoning person who weighs 

means and ends, costs and benefits, and makes a rational choice (Felson 1993: 103-

125). The theory is, therefore, based on a decision-making approach and is voluntary 

and utilitarian, where crime and criminal behaviour are viewed as outcomes of choices. 
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The choices, in turn, are influenced by a rational consideration of the efforts, rewards, 

and costs involved in alternative courses of action (Cornish 1993: 362). Clarke and 

Cornish (1985: 147-185) postulate that rational choice theory is based on three 

concepts, namely: offenders are rational and make decisions that benefit themselves; 

a crime specific focus is required; and there is a distinction between choices related 

to criminal involvement and decisions related to criminal events (Rossmo 2000: 137). 

To facilitate the analysis of the entire crime commission process, Cornish (1993: 351-

382) introduced the concept of crime script (which is essentially borrowed from the 

field of cognitive science). In the context of rational choice theory, crime scripts 

represent the complete sequence of instrumental decisions and actions prior to, 

during, and following, the criminal act. Cornish and Clarke (2002: 41-63) suggest  that 

scripts should be viewed as routinisations of criminal decision-making and, in turn, 

represent solutions to the issue of risk, effort, and benefits. Cornish (1993: 351-382) 

identifies a single male-victim sexual abuse script, and illustrates how crime script 

analysis may be applied for sexual offending, namely; preparation phase 

(development of sexual fantasies, of offending strategies, and of inducements and 

selection of victim-rich settings); entry into setting phase; preconditions (legitimate 

roles, absence of managers, disorganised settings); instrumental preconditions 

(identification of suitable victims); instrumental initiation (non-threatening approach, 

initiation of interaction, preliminary grooming); instrumental actualisation (isolation 

from others, removal to unsupervised area); commission of the sexual assault; post 

conditions (successful disengagement); and, exit from setting (disposal of evidence).  

The rational choice perspective is a heuristic device, or conceptual tool, rather than a 

conventional criminological theory: its purpose has always been to offer a means of 

looking at offending that is both present-centred and recognises the influence of the 

environment on behaviour. This environment is both the environment of everyday life 

and the more particular environment of instrumental action to achieve particular goals. 

As currently conceptualised, the rational choice perspective consists of six core 

concepts and four decision-making models embodying them (Wortley & Mazerolle 

2011: 48-55), namely: 

• Criminal behaviour is purposive. This perspective maintains that crimes are 

deliberate acts, committed with the intention of benefiting the offender. 
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• Criminal behaviour is rational. This view holds that most of the time,  people's 

actions are not only purposive and intelligible, but also rational in so far as  – 

given their motives and goals – individuals will try to select the best available 

means to achieve them. 

• Criminal decision-making is crime-specific. Offenders do not merely commit 

crime, but rather, engage in specific crimes, each of which has its own particular 

motives, purposes and benefits.  

• Criminal choices fall into two broad groups: “involvement” and “event” 

decisions. Event decisions are crime-centred and concentrate upon crime-

commission and, as mentioned above, they are crime-specific and concern 

choices and decisions made when preparing for, carrying out and concluding 

the commission of a particular type of crime. Involvement decisions, on the 

other hand, concern the offender's criminal career and include decisions about 

initial involvement (initiation), continued involvement (habituation) and 

desistance. 

• There are separate stages of involvement. Separating an offender's 

involvement in a particular form of crime into the three broad stages of initiation, 

habituation and desistance (as depicted above) serves to emphasise the fact 

that, at each stage, different sets of variables influence the offender's decisions. 

• Criminal events unfold in a sequence of stages and decisions. The focus of the 

offender is not merely in the middle phases of the events, but much detailed 

planning and decision-making is required throughout the event continuum. For 

example, Rossmo's studies (2000: 1-49) of serial murder have indicated just 

how complex the demands are of successful offending, in terms of choice of 

locations for different stages of the crime event. 

“The rational choice perspective is concerned to understand, prevent and disrupt 

criminal actions. Since actions are a function of opportunity as well as motivation, the 

rational choice perspective focuses upon those points where the individual has to 

interact with the current environment in order to achieve his or her goals by getting 

things done. Hence its appreciation of the role of opportunity in offending, its detailed 

analysis of the role of situational factors throughout the crime-commission process, 
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and its use of the concepts of choices, decisions and actions highlight the ways in 

which offenders interact with situational factors” (Wortley & Mazerolle 2011: 61-62). 

Partly because of its perceived association with economics, and partly because it does 

not fit in with conventional views about what constitutes a criminological theory, the 

rational choice perspective has faced a range of misunderstandings, misperceptions 

and criticisms. The rational choice theory, within the parameters of criminology and – 

particularly – geographic profiling, has often been criticised. Most of the criticism 

levelled has revolved around the point that people are all psychologically different and 

therefore make different choices in different ways. Offenders who suffer from 

psychological disorders can also influence choice, and this may not always comply 

with the rational choice theories.  

Psychologists often criticise it for not paying sufficient attention to the development 

and importance of criminal motivation, and to the merits of early prevention. 

Sociologists tend to criticise it for failing to contextualise offending and its meaning(s) 

within the offenders’ lives and lifestyles, and for being too policy-oriented (that is, too 

concerned with preventing crime: Wortley & Mazerolle 2011: 64). 

Understanding how an offender hunts (both in terms of attack method and victim 

search) is useful in this research as the various typologies in this regard relate to the 

commuter or marauder profile and add further value to the theories and principles 

outlined above. The various hunting typologies are explained in the ensuing section. 

 

3.2.5 Offender hunting typologies 

 

“A hunter goes where there is game ... Selection of a hunting territory is the first 

prerequisite for a successful kill. A slayer’s choice of stalking grounds may be 

determined by a private fantasy or vision, but it must include the basic elements of 

reasonable access, a supply of ready victims, and a decent prospect for evading 

capture ... In short, the ideal hunting ground depends upon a given killer’s personality 

and needs” (Newton 1992: 64). 
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Rossmo (2000: 133) maintains that serial violent criminals are, in essence, predators 

and they search for human victims in the same way carnivores hunt for animal prey. 

Like wildlife, they employ various hunting styles in their efforts to seek out and attack 

victims. Rossmo (2000: 137) postulates that the hunting process is typically broken 

down into two components – the search for a suitable victim, and the method of attack. 

The former influences the choice of encounter sites, and the latter determines the body 

dump or victim release sites. The holistic hunting typology emanates from a 

combination of the search and attack components. 

The following four victim search methods have been identified by Rossmo (2000: 137-

138): 

• “The ‘Hunter’ – this is an offender who sets out specifically to search for a victim, 

basing the search from his or her residence”. 

• “The ‘Poacher’ – this is an offender who sets out specifically to search for a 

victim, basing the search from an activity site other than his or her residence, 

or who commutes or travels to another city during the victim search process”. 

• “The ‘Troller’ – this is an offender who, while involved in other, non-predatory 

activities, opportunistically encounters a victim”. 

• “The ‘Trapper’ – this is an offender who has an occupation or position where 

potential victims come to him or her or by means of deception, lures victims into 

a home or other location they control”. 

Rossmo (2000: 138) classified three victim attack methods as follows: 

• “The ‘Raptor’ - an offender who attacks a victim upon encounter”. 

• “The ‘Stalker’ - an offender who first follows a victim upon encounter, and then 

attacks”. 

• “The ‘Ambusher’ - an offender who attacks a victim after he or she has been 

enticed to a location, such as a residence or workplace, controlled by the 

offender”. 
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Understanding whether or not a commuter serial rapist in South Africa conforms to 

one or more of the hunting typologies unveils an area of research never before 

conducted in this country. The results will shed light on the matter of whether or not 

commuters subscribe in general to certain typologies or whether these typologies are 

random amongst these offenders, or whether these offenders do not match any of the 

typologies. The results may generate better insights into commuter patterns and 

behaviour and thus support the ends of this research. 

The crimes of a hunter are generally confined to the offender’s city of residence. 

Conversely, poachers travel outside of their home city, or operate from an activity of 

site other than their residence in the search for targets. Understanding the 

differentiation between these two types is sometimes an intricate task, requiring a 

subjective interpretation of crime location familiarity. The hunter and poacher 

categories are similar, though not identical, to the marauder and commuter 

designations (Canter & Larkin 1993:63-69). 

Trollers are opportunistic killers who do not specifically search for victims, but rather, 

encounter them during the course of other (usually routine) activities (Eck & Weisburd 

1995b: 1-33). Their crimes are often spontaneous, but many serial killers have 

fantasised about and planned their crimes in advance so that they are ready and 

prepared when an opportunity presents itself. This has been termed “premeditated 

opportunism” and is related to the concept of pattern planning (Cornish & Clarke 

1986a: 1-16). 

Trappers have an occupation or position, such as a psychologist, doctor or social 

worker, where potential victims come to them. They also use a mechanism of 

enticement to lure victims into their home or a location they control. This may be done 

in many forms, for example, through placing want ads, or taking in boarders. 

On the other hand, raptors, upon encountering a victim, attack almost immediately. 

This is the most common method used by criminal predators (Rossmo 2000: 139).  

Stalkers follow and watch their targets, moving into the victim’s activity space, waiting 

for an opportune moment to strike. The attack, murder, and body dump sites of stalkers 

are thus strongly influenced by the victims’ activity spaces. 
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Ambushers attack victims they have lured into a place where the offender believes he 

or she has a high level of control, most often their home or workplace. The bodies are 

usually hidden somewhere on the offender’s property. 

Rossmo (2000: 141) maintains that offenders may employ different hunting methods, 

but generally, they stay with one (or at most, two) method/s. 

The table below (Table 1) is adapted from Rossmo’s criminal predator hunting 

typology (1997: 159-175), and illustrates how various combinations of attack and 

search methods may work in terms of the “encounter sites” and the “body dump sites”. 

             

The key focus of this research is to establish whether or not a commuter serial rapist 

can be accurately geographically profiled. To this end, one must understand the key 

differences between a commuter and marauder serial offender.  

 

3.2.6 The marauder 

 

Under the marauder model, the circle theory is directly applied. The offender branches 

out from a base to commit offences and then returns to the base (Kocsis & Irwin 1997: 

195-206). In the visual representation, the majority of offences are found within the 

hypothesised circle and the offender’s residential base is centralised within those limits 
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(see Figure 3). Due to the central location of the home base, there is considerable, 

and even complete, overlap between the home range and the scope of criminal activity 

(Kocsis & Irwin 1997: 195-206). The offender is familiar with this area and its traffic 

patterns, allowing him or her to make informed decisions about the places most 

suitable for avoiding the detection of criminal behaviour. Further, the clear relationship 

between the criminal area and residential base provides a targeted space for law 

enforcement searches. The marauder is then an individual who restricts action to the 

immediate area. 

                                                  

 

3.2.7 The commuter 

 

In contrast to the marauder interpretation of the circle theory, a commuter is an 

individual who travels from a base to the area of offence. As a result, there is no direct 

relationship between the criminal range and the offender’s base (Kocsis & Irwin 1997: 

195-206). When graphing the offence locations, the scenes are within the circle but 

the offender’s residential base is outside of the criminal range (see Figure 4). 

Consequently, there are no geographic commonalities between the home base and 

the area of offending (Kocsis & Irwin 1997: 195-206). This implies an access to some 

method of transportation, whether a privately-owned automobile or a public system, in 

order to move from one area to the next. Although the circle is seen as representing 

an area of familiarity, the offender may have a connection to the criminal range that is 

not residential in nature. As Kocsis and Irwin (1997: 198) note, “The commuter model 

does not necessarily imply that the criminal range is unfamiliar to the offender, but 

rather, that it is at a substantial distance from the area in which the offender regularly 
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operates in non-criminal activities”. Therefore, in some cases, the commuter is 

comfortable in the offence area because, like the marauder, he or she is familiar with 

the location’s activities. Ultimately, the commuter’s criminal range circle resembles that 

of the marauder but the residential base is removed from the area. 

                          

 

An examination of homicides by Young (2006: 4) yields support for the existence of 

marauders and commuters. According to Kocsis and Irwin (1997: 195-206), all 

offences can be included within the hypothesised circle and most of the cases possess 

a centralised home base for the offender, assigning the marauder classification. The 

lack of commuters is noted and, in the instances where a commuter was present, 

existing technology did not identify the behaviour as commuter and thus applied an 

inappropriate label (Godwin & Canter 1997: 24-38, and Laukkanen & Santtila 2006: 

71-82). As a result, the presence of commuters is limited and the marauder model is 

more often applied. 

Within the marauder classification, the residential bases are found in a centralised 

location even without land use and topographical considerations (Canter et al 2000: 

457-458). The circle theory is generally applied to marked offence locations and has 

recently been modified to examine the different types of crime scenes – sites of 

abduction, locations of the dumped body, and any tertiary crime scenes. Accordingly, 

the sequence of offences provides base indicators since the dump sites move closer 

as the number of incidents increases (Godwin & Canter 1997: 24-38). Although the 

crime scenes where the victim was discovered can be used to isolate the base, 

Godwin and Canter (1997: 24-38) assert that the abduction locations provide a clearer 
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pattern more quickly, with the scenes circling the offender’s residence. This suggestion 

also counters the proposed buffer zone, which now appears to be non-existent. The 

dominant marauder model then conforms to homicides and could potentially be used 

in geographic methodologies. These marauder and commuter categories divide the 

spatial behaviour of an offender for use by certain methodologies. They are applied 

because of a positive correlation between location information and homicide case 

clearance (Godwin & Canter 1997: 24-38). Geographic classifications have the 

potential to isolate a search area for law enforcement, provided that the offender is 

either a marauder or commuter. If the offender travels without a permanent base, 

neither model applies and the individual is considered to be a drifter (Kocsis & Irwin 

1997: 195-206). No distinguishing characteristics between the marauder and 

commuter appear to be present in the location and thus, a concretely accurate label 

is unavailable from that data alone. However, the existing types can be used to classify 

offenders even though the application differs. The present typologies can therefore be 

used in varying geographic methodologies. 

The statement that commuters are offenders who travel outside of their normal activity 

and awareness spaces to commit crimes, and is most likely done in an attempt to 

leave no connection between their offence locations and residences, may not 

necessarily hold water in the South African context. This is due to the fact that many 

of the cases of serial rape in South Africa are committed by commuter offenders (for 

example, the Sasolburg Rapist and the Muldersdrift rapist), who commit these 

offences in areas that are part of their routine activity, their awareness and activity 

spaces, and form part of their journey to crime behaviour. The need for these offenders 

to travel from their rural anchor point to areas that are more attractive in terms of, for 

example, ”job hunting” forms part of their daily or weekly routine. Furthermore, it is 

suggested that geographic profiling will not identify the anchor point of a commuter. In 

these instances (particularly in SA) investigators should consider the possibility of a 

commuter when a geographic profile puts major highway exits near the highest points 

of the probability map. These points will be elaborated on further within Chapter Six 

and Seven. 
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As a concluding comment, research conducted by Hodgskiss (2004: 94) highlights that 

“South African offenders display similar geographical behaviours to foreign serial 

murderers. Overall, South African offenders display more behaviour in common with 

their non-European counterparts than serial offenders from the USA. South African 

serial offenders display certain diagnostic and developmental features that are 

different from those reported in North American serial offenders, and of these, the most 

notable is the seeming lack of sexually violent conscious fantasy”. 

This chapter has outlined the theoretical background and conditions under which 

geographic profiling has typically been successful, particularly the criminological 

theories that drive this success and logic within geographic profiling. Chapters Six and 

Seven will bring these theories together in more detail, while examining South African 

commuter serial rapists. 

The ensuing chapter will demonstrate the methodological approach of the research, 

and will explain how and why a specific approach is valuable in this research. 
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CHAPTER 4: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

The aim of this chapter is to provide an exposition of the methodological approach 

applied in this research endeavour. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the approach to 

examining the serial rapist as a commuter will be in the form of mixed methods, that 

is, a combination of quantitative and qualitative data. The rationale behind this 

approach, and the manner in which this approach will be executed, is explained in 

detail below. 

Mixed methods research, touted as a third methodological movement, is increasingly 

becoming a popular approach in several fields as a result of the promise it holds in 

providing a better and more balanced investigation of research problems in context. 

However, there is limited knowledge about its pervasiveness in South Africa (Ngulube 

& Ngulube 2015: 2). 

 

4.1 Mixed methods research 

 

According to Creswell (2015: 2) mixed methods research is viewed as “an approach 

to research in the social and health sciences in which the investigator gathers both 

quantitative (closed-ended) and qualitative (open-ended) data, integrates the two, and 

then draws interpretations based on the combined strengths of both sets of data to 

understand research problems”. This approach assumes that the synergy between the 

two approaches is stronger than either one approach on its own. 

Given the above, one can deduce that the mixed methods approach is not simply the 

gathering of quantitative and qualitative data, but rather the combination and 

integration of the two. 

Conducting mixed methods research involves collecting, analysing, and interpreting 

quantitative and qualitative data in a single study, or in a series of studies, that 

investigate the same underlying phenomenon. As noted by Johnson and 

Onwuegbuzie (2004: 17), “its logic of inquiry includes the use of induction (or discovery 

of patterns), deduction (testing of theories and hypotheses), and abduction 

(uncovering and relying on the best of a set of explanations for understanding one’s 

results).” 
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A challenge arises when a researcher is faced with integrating the data sets. To 

understand how to integrate data sets, one should first have an understanding about 

the types of mixed methods designs. Creswell (2015: 6) highlights three basic designs 

that are at the centre of any mixed methods research, and three advanced designs 

that essentially constitute add-ons to the basic designs.  

 

4.1.1 Mixed methods research design 

 

The three basic designs (Creswell 2015: 6) are: 

• A convergent design. In this instance, the intent is to collect quantitative and 

qualitative data, analyse both data sets and then merge the results of the two 

with the purpose of comparing the results, or with the intent of validating the 

results of one set of data with the other. 

• An explanatory sequential design. Here, the intent is to first use quantitative 

methods and then qualitative methods to help explain the quantitative results in 

more depth. 

• An exploratory sequential design. In this instance, one would first explore a 

problem with qualitative methods because the question may not be known, the 

population may be under-studied or little understood, or the site may be difficult 

to access. After the initial exploration, the researcher will use the qualitative 

findings to construct a second quantitative phase of the research. This evolves 

into a third phase where the quantitative instrument, intervention, or variables 

(developed in the second phase) are used in a quantitative data collection and 

analysis procedure. 

Advanced designs that are commonly used in mixed methods research (according to 

Creswell 2015: 7) are: 

• Intervention designs. Here, the researcher employs one of the basic designs 

within a larger experimental framework. 
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• Social justice or transformative designs. In this case, the researcher includes a 

social justice framework that surrounds the basic design. This framework will 

flow into the mixed methods research at different points, but becomes a 

constant focus of the research, aimed at improving lives of individuals in 

society. 

• Multistage evaluation designs. These are longitudinal studies consisting of 

many stages conducted over time with the central objective being a sustained 

line of enquiry. 

This research will conform to an “explanatory sequential design” in that quantitative 

data will be collected (in the form of case files from the SAPS) where each case will 

conform to specific criteria (as outlined in Figure 5 below).  
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Figure 5: Mixed methods approach for this research 
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Each case will be thoroughly scrutinised against the criteria for a fit. Qualitative 

interviews will commence with the offenders from selected cases (as outlined in 1.7.4 

in Chapter 1), in order to establish and test the hypothesis postulated within the 

quantitative realm. The research questions are constructed specifically to address and 

extract relevant theory (see Table 2 below) in terms of geographic profiling.  

Table 2: Qualitative research questions 
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Implicit in all the questions is the ability to extract behaviour that is consistent or 

random, that may fall outside of existing thinking and theories. Figure 5 outlines the 

qualitative and quantitative process that will enable the researcher to establish 

whether or not a commuter serial rapist’s behaviour can contribute meaningfully to 

geographic profiling. Establishing whether or not the underlying criminological theories 

are aligned with respect to South African commuter serial rapists is not enough on its 

own to determine whether a commuter can be successfully incorporated into a 

geographic profile (as this approach will also be applicable for a marauder profile). The 

researcher needs to establish other consistent or inconsistent behaviours, patterns 

and geographies (over and above the current criminological theories), that will 

ultimately answer the research objectives. This critical information and data will be 

extracted during the qualitative steps of the process and addressed and discussed in 

detail within Chapter 6 and 7 of this research. 

In order to create better structure, the researcher will adopt a sequential step 

approach. These steps are described below. 

 

 

 

4.1.2 Mixed methods research steps 
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To further enhance the methodology of this research, the following thirteen distinct 

steps, as conceptualised by Collins, Onwuegbuzie, and Sutton (2006: 67-100), will be 

followed. These steps correlate strongly with Creswell’s (2015: 11) suggested steps 

for mixed methods design:  

1. determining the goal of the study; 

2. formulating the research objective(s); 

3. determining the research/mixing rationale; 

4. determining the research/mixing purpose; 

5. determining the research question(s); 

6. selecting the sampling design; 

7. selecting the mixed methods research design; 

8. collecting the data; 

9. analysing the data; 

10. validating/legitimating the data; 

11. interpreting the data; 

12. writing the mixed methods research report; and  

13. re-formulating the research question(s).  

 

These thirteen steps will be incorporated and utilised in this research in the following 

manner: 

 

 

4.1.2.1 Determining the goal of the research 
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This research sets out to demonstrate that a South African commuter serial rapist can 

be accurately incorporated into a geographic profile or, alternatively, to support current 

thinking that commuter profiles render inaccurate results. Furthermore, the research 

will emphasise typical commuter patterns which have not been researched in depth. 

The research will contribute to the newly-proposed theories of directionality, 

dimensional analysis and angular dependence. Additionally, it is envisaged that this 

research should give the South African Police Services greater insight into the use 

and application of criminological theories that underpin geographic profiling.    

 

4.1.2.2 Formulating the research objective(s) 

 

This research, in its primary instance, will attempt to ascertain whether or not a 

South African commuter serial rapist offender can in fact be accurately 

geographically profiled. 

In a secondary instance, this research will attempt to ascertain whether or not there 

is consistency in terms of the commuter serial rapist offender’s patterns. 

In both instances, the results of this research will be useful for investigators and 

profilers in that a clearer understanding of commuter serial rapists’ geographic 

pattern behaviour will be illuminated. 

 

4.1.2.3 Determining the research/mixing rationale 

 

The rationale behind utilising the mixed methods research approach is that using 

both case files and interviews should optimise the use and integration of both 

quantitative data and qualitative data. In most instances, investigators are faced 

with quantitative data (geographic data of crime scenes), and would need to 

extrapolate this data into a profile of the offender. Understanding the link between 

the quantitative data and offender behaviour may provide a better perspective for 

the SAPS investigator, thereby enhancing the investigative process. 
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4.1.2.4 Determining the research/mixing purpose 

 

The purpose behind this mixed methods research approach is to make use of case 

files (quantitative data) and correlate case file findings with qualitative interviews. 

The use of qualitative interviews will provide data over and above that of the 

quantitative data, and therefore contribute to the goal and objectives of the 

research. 

 

4.1.2.5 Determining the research question(s) 

 

The research questions are designed to extract the data/information required to 

facilitate the goal and objectives of this research. The questions that will be 

addressed, both broadly and more specifically, are as follows: 

• Do the commuters have fixed anchor points? 

• Were there consistent travel patterns for the commuters? 

• Were the geographic travel patterns deliberate and planned? 

• Was there a limit to the distance the commuter would travel? 

• Why were specific travel patterns used? 

• What infrastructure (roads, transport, etc.) influenced the travel patterns of the 

offenders? 

• Were the travel patterns/routes part of the offenders’ routine activity (e.g. routes 

to work) or were they specific to the offences? 

• If travel patterns were changed, why were these altered? 

 

More specifically, this research will seek answers to the following question: 

Is there sufficient evidence to propose that a commuter serial rapist can be 

accurately incorporated into a geographic profile? 

Figure 5 below illustrates how the flow of data/information could result in value 

additions in the field of South African post-modern criminology and, particularly, 

geographic profiling. 
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4.1.2.6 Selecting the sampling design 

  

The sampling design used in this research will be non-random, purposive 

sampling. This type of sampling is extremely useful when the researcher wants to 

construct a historical reality, describe a phenomenon or develop something about 

which only a little is known. This sampling strategy is often more common in 

qualitative research, but when used in quantitative research, the researcher will 

select a predetermined number of people who, in the researcher’s judgement, are 

best positioned to provide the necessary information for the research (Given 2008: 

697-698). Within the purposive sampling technique the researcher will furthermore 

utilise the following two sampling frameworks: 

• Criterion sampling. This involves searching for cases or individuals who meet a 

certain criterion, as per those set out in Figure 5. 

• Theory‐ guided sampling: Researchers who are following a more deductive, or 

theory-testing approach (as per the theory and criteria set out in Figure 5) would 

be interested in finding cases that embody theoretical constructs. As this could 

be considered a particular type of criterion sampling, it also illustrates the 

overlaps that can exist between these categories.  

 

4.1.2.7 Selecting the mixed methods research design 

  

The mixed methods research design will be that of “explanatory sequential design”, 

as set out above. 

4.1.2.8 Collecting the data 

 

Data will be collected in two forms, namely, via case files from the SAPS, and via 

interviews with incarcerated offenders. 
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No ethics, morals, or codes of conduct will be breached, as the researcher has 

gained all necessary approvals and guidelines from the SAPS and the DCS in this 

regard. Furthermore, the approach and relevant approvals obtained by the 

researcher have been approved by UNISA 

  

4.1.2.9 Analysing the data 

 

In this research, the analysis will essentially be a qualitative-dominant mixed 

analysis. The researcher will follow Onwuegbuzie and Teddlie’s (2003: 5) proposed 

seven-step process for mixed analyses in order to xamine the data. The analysis 

methodology will be as follows:  

I. data reduction, where the dimensionality of the quantitative data and 

qualitative data is reduced; 

II. data display,  whereby the data is described visually (particularly in the form 

of maps and patterns); 

III. data transformation, that is, quantitising and/or qualitising the data; 

IV. data correlation, where the researcher correlates quantitative data with 

quantitised data and/or correlates quantitative data with qualitised data; 

V. data consolidation, where both quantitative and qualitative data is combined 

to create new or consolidated variables or data sets; 

VI. data comparison, where data is compared from the quantitative and 

qualitative data sources; and  

VII. data integration, where both qualitative and quantitative data is integrated 

into a coherent whole. 

 

4.1.2.10 Validating/legitimating the data 
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Onwuegbuzie (2007: 299) identified the following four crises or challenges that 

researchers face when undertaking mixed methods research: representation, 

legitimation, integration, and politics. 

Representation refers to the fact that sampling problems characterise both 

quantitative and qualitative research. With respect to quantitative research, the 

majority of quantitative studies utilise sample sizes that are too small to detect 

statistically significant differences or relationships. That is, in the majority of 

quantitative inquiries, the statistical power for conducting null hypothesis 

significance tests is inadequate. In qualitative research, the crisis of representation 

refers to the difficulty researchers have in capturing lived experiences. As noted by 

Denzin and Lincoln (2005: 19), such experience is arguably created in the social 

text written by the researcher. This is the representational crisis. It confronts the 

inescapable problem of representation, but does so within a framework that makes 

the direct link between experience and text problematic. The crisis of 

representation asks who the “other” is and whether qualitative researchers can use 

text to represent authentically, the experience of the “other” (Lincoln & Denzin 

2000: 1047-1065). 

To overcome this challenge, the researcher has set forth very specific criteria to 

which both the quantitative and qualitative samples must adhere. The quantitative 

data will be rigorously scrutinised for fit before the offenders are engaged on a 

qualitative level.  

The second crisis in mixed methods research pertains to legitimation or validity. 

The threats to legitimacy are captured aptly in the “quantitative legitimation model” 

proposed by Onwuegbuzie (2007: 298-300), and are presented in Figure 6 below.  

Figure 6: Quantitative Legitimation Model adapted from Onwuegbuzie (2007: 298-

300). 
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Onwuegbuzie identified 22 threats to internal validity and 12 threats to external 

validity at the research design/data collection stage of the quantitative research 

process. At the data analysis stage, 21 threats to internal validity and 5 threats to 

external validity were conceptualised. Finally, at the data interpretation stage, 7 

and 3 threats to internal validity and external validity were identified, respectively.  

Of these threats, the following are particularly important within this research: 

• Population validity: This is an external validity aspect that describes how 

well the sample used can be extrapolated to a population as a whole 

(Onwuegbuzie & Johnson 2006: 48-63). This research makes use of a 

relatively small sample size, as the research is focused on a specific group 

and further sub-group of offenders. As mentioned, little research has been 

conducted in this specific area, particularly in South Africa. In this instance, 

the researcher (through the use of both case studies and qualitative 

interviews, and the highly specific representative sample criteria) attempts 
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to ensure that the sample selected represents the greater population in this 

regard.  

• Researcher bias: In research, bias occurs when researcher expectancies 

regarding study results sway the outcome (Onwuegbuzie & Johnson 2006: 

48-63). Such bias in this research will be largely overcome through the 

mixed methods approach, where biases that could occur in the quantitative 

aspect may be offset by the correlations determined (or not) during the 

qualitative part of the research. In the case where bias may occur in both 

the qualitative and quantitative aspects, an interview questionnaire has 

been drafted to again offset such. This questionnaire was rigorously tested 

with the researcher’s supervisor and the IPU of the SAPS, prior to the 

qualitative phase.  

• Interviewer bias: This refers to a systematic difference between how 

information is solicited, recorded, or interpreted (Onwuegbuzie & Johnson 

2006: 48-63). This bias should be largely overcome through the use of the 

above-mentioned questionnaire (which is constructed to produce neutral, 

objective outcomes). The same sets of questions will be used for each 

interview, which is designed to keep the researcher focused and provide a 

uniform approach to each offender. 

• Observer bias: This refers to the cultural assumptions which all researchers 

bring to their work and which help determine their method of research and 

their observations (Onwuegbuzie & Johnson 2006: 48-63). It has been 

argued by some that all enquiry (including “pure” science) is simply a 

reflection of such biases. Again, the research questionnaire should address 

this issue. Furthermore, the questionnaire is designed to produce results 

that can be correlated with/tested against relevant theory. 

• Confirmation bias: This is the tendency to interpret new evidence as 

confirmation of one's existing beliefs or theories (Onwuegbuzie & Johnson 

2006: 48-63). This is a key bias that the researcher must continually be 

cognisant of, as an objective of this research is to ascertain whether or not 

‘new’ views/theories may emanate through the course of the research. 
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Confirmation bias in this research is addressed by the objectives of the 

research itself, in that it is not only seeking to identify correlations, but also 

to expose itself to alternate thinking/theories that may arise. Given this 

paradigm, the researcher must have the discipline to enter the qualitative 

and quantitative arena with no preconceived notions – instead, searching 

for the objective rationale behind the offenders’ behaviour.  

• Illusory correlation: This is the phenomenon of perceiving a relationship 

between variables (typically people, events, or behaviours) even when no 

such relationship exists (Onwuegbuzie & Johnson 2006: 48-63). Within the 

quantitative realm of this research, overcoming this bias may be less of a 

challenge than in the qualitative arena. The purposive sample selected for 

the quantitative inspection must adhere to stringent, objective criteria (as 

set forth in Figure 5). To overcome this bias within the qualitative space, the 

researcher will adhere strictly to the questionnaire and the process outlined 

in Figure 5. Data collected from the interviews will continually be checked 

against theories described, and where there is no obvious fit with the 

theories, the observations will be inserted into clusters/boxes outlined in the 

approach described in Figure 5, for further review and proposal.  

With respect to the qualitative research paradigm, Denzin and Lincoln (2005: 19-

20) argue for “a serious rethinking of such terms as validity, generalizability, and 

reliability, terms already retheorised in postpositivist…, constructivist-

naturalistic…, feminist…, interpretive…, poststructural…, and critical…discourses. 

This problem asks, ‘How are qualitative studies to be evaluated in the 

contemporary, poststructural moment?’”. Part of their solution has been to 

reconceptualise traditional validity concepts with new labels (Lincoln & Guba 1990: 

53-59). For example, Lincoln and Guba (1990: 53-59) presented the following 

types: credibility (replacement for quantitative concept of internal validity), 

transferability (replacement for quantitative concept of external validity), 

dependability (replacement for quantitative concept of reliability), and confirmability 

(replacement for quantitative concept of objectivity).  

Another popular classification for validity in qualitative research was provided by 

Maxwell (1992: 279-299), who identified the following five types of validity:  
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• descriptive validity: the factual accuracy of the account as documented 

by the researcher;  

• interpretive validity:  the extent to which an interpretation of the account 

represents an understanding of the perspective of the underlying group 

and the meanings attached to the members’ words and actions;  

• theoretical validity: the degree to which a theoretical explanation 

developed from research findings is consistent with the data;  

• evaluative validity:  the extent to which an evaluation framework can be 

applied to the objects of study, as opposed to a descriptive, interpretive, 

or explanatory one; and  

• generalisability: the extent to which a researcher can generalise the 

account of a particular situation, context, or population to other 

individuals, times, settings, or context. 

With regard to the latter validity type, Maxwell (1992: 279-299) differentiates 

internal from external generalisability, with the former referring to the 

generalisability of a conclusion within the underlying setting or group, and the latter 

pertaining to generalisability beyond the group, setting, time, or context. According 

to Maxwell, internal generalisability is typically more important to qualitative 

researchers than is external generalisability. 

Onwuegbuzie (2007: 298-300) conceptualised what he called the “qualitative 

legitimation model”, which contains 29 elements of legitimation for qualitative 

research at the following three stages of the research process: research 

design/data collection, data analysis, and data interpretation. As illustrated in 

Figure 7 below, the following threats to internal credibility are pertinent to qualitative 

research: ironic legitimation, paralogical legitimation, rhizomatic legitimation, 

voluptuous (that is, embodied) legitimation, descriptive validity, structural 

corroboration, theoretical validity, observational bias, researcher bias, reactivity, 

confirmation bias, illusory correlation, causal error, and effect size.  

Figure 7: Qualitative legitimation model adapted from Onwuegbuzie (2007: 298-300). 
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Also in this model, the following threats to external credibility have been identified 

as being pertinent to qualitative research: catalytic validity, communicative validity, 

action validity, investigation validity, interpretive validity, evaluative validity, 

consensual validity, population generalisability, ecological generalisability, 

temporal generalisability, researcher bias, reactivity, order bias, and effect size. 

Of the biases mentioned for qualitative legitimation by Onwuegbuzie, observational 

bias, researcher bias, confirmation bias, illusory bias, and population 

generalisability will be addressed in the same manner as set out in the previous 

section. 

Maréchal (2010: 43-45) would argue that ironic legitimation, paralogical 

legitimation, rhizomatic legitimation, and voluptuous legitimation would fall within 

autoethnography, which is a form of self-reflection and writing that “explores the 

researcher's personal experience and connects this autobiographical story to wider 

cultural, political, and social meanings and understandings” (Maréchal 2010: 43). 

Richardson (1997: 92) describes ironic validity as concerning the problems of 

representation; paralogical validity, which honours differences and uncertainties; 
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rhizomatic validity, which seeks out multiplicity; and voluptuous validity, which 

seeks out ethics through practices of engagement and self-reflexivity (see also Ellis 

2004: 124-125). Autoethnography, at its roots, focuses on the personal attributes 

the researcher brings to the fore during research, and suggests that these 

attributes, emotions, paradigms, and biases may slant the outcome of the process. 

The researcher is of the view that the mixed methods methodology in itself, goes 

a long way to balance the more emotive qualitative style with the less emotive 

quantitative approach. Constructing a questionnaire and deliberate approach for 

the qualitative data extraction keeps the researcher focused on the retrieval and 

understanding of factual data derived from interviews. Furthermore, the interviews 

are not designed to illicit deep emotions from the offenders, but rather to gather 

objective, unemotional facts (for example, “Why did you travel to a specific area?” 

– as set out in Table 2). This approach goes on to address the threats to external 

credibility (catalytic validity, communicative validity, action validity, investigation 

validity, interpretive validity, evaluative validity, and consensual validity). 

Because of the association with the quantitative conceptualisation of the research 

process, qualitative researchers have, by and large, replaced the term validity with 

terms such as legitimation, trustworthiness, and credibility. In mixed method 

research, the crises of representation and legitimation are often exacerbated 

because both the quantitative and qualitative components of studies bring to the 

fore their own unique crises. In mixed methods studies, the crisis of representation 

refers to the difficulty in capturing the lived experience using text, in general, and 

words and numbers, in particular. The problem of legitimation refers to the difficulty 

in obtaining findings and/or making inferences that are credible, trustworthy, 

dependable, transferable, and/or confirmable (Onwuegbuzie & Collins 2007: 303). 

 

The third crisis in mixed methods research pertains to integration (Onwuegbuzie 

2007: 2978-2981). The crisis of integration refers to the extent to which combining 

qualitative and quantitative approaches can address adequately the research goal, 

research objective(s), research purpose(s), and research question(s). This crisis 

compels mixed methods researchers to ask questions such as the following: Is it 

appropriate to triangulate, consolidate, or compare quantitative data stemming 
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from a large random sample on equal grounds with qualitative data arising from a 

small purposive sample? How much weight should be placed on qualitative data 

when compared to quantitative data? Are quantitatively-confirmed findings more 

important than findings that emerge during a qualitative study component? When 

quantitative and qualitative findings contradict themselves, what should the 

researcher conclude? 

In this research an explanatory sequential design is adopted, with a purposive, 

non-random sample, and in this way, the questions raised above are addressed. 

The qualitative data will be used to attempt to explain the quantitative data, and the 

offenders used for qualitative purposes are derived from the cases used for 

quantitative data collection. Greater weight will be placed on the data derived from 

the qualitative process, as this data seeks to explain the quantitative data. Where 

the findings may appear to contradict themselves, the researcher will focus on the 

qualitative data, and seek to extract meaning from this data. 

The fourth crisis in mixed methods research is the crisis of politics (Onwuegbuzie 

2007). This crisis refers to the tensions that arise as a result of combining 

quantitative and qualitative approaches. These tensions include any conflicts that 

arise when different investigators are used for the quantitative and qualitative 

components of a study, as well as the contradictions and paradoxes that come to 

the fore when the quantitative and qualitative data are compared and contrasted. 

The crisis of politics also pertains to the difficulty in persuading the consumers of 

mixed methods research, including stakeholders and policymakers, to value the 

results stemming from both the quantitative and qualitative components of a study. 

Additionally, the crisis of politics refers to tensions ensuing when ethical standards 

are not addressed within the research design. 

In this research, the same researcher will conduct the quantitative and qualitative 

processes, thereby overcoming the issue of different investigators and subsequent 

differing viewpoints. All ethical considerations are addressed within this research, 

and relevant alignment to approaches and appropriate permissions are gained 

upfront.  
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4.1.2.11 Interpreting the data 

 

In terms of quantitative-based research, Onwuegbuzie and Leech (2004: 770-792) 

assert that the collection, analysis, and interpretation of qualitative data aid the 

interpretation of statistically-significant, practically-significant, clinically-significant, 

and economically-significant findings. In terms of qualitative-based research, the 

collection, analysis, and interpretation of quantitative data add meaning and 

enhance the achievement of verstehen (“to understand”). This research is 

quantitative-based, as an analysis and selection based on case files (quantitative 

data) will precede qualitative data collection. 

A sequential mixed analysis approach will be adopted, wherein “multiple 

approaches to data collection, analysis, and inference are employed in a sequence 

of phases” (Tashakkori & Teddlie 1998: 149-150). Here, the data analysis always 

begins before all the data is collected. In this research, the qualitative data analysis 

stage follows the quantitative data analysis stage, and is referred to as a sequential 

quantitative-qualitative analysis (Onwuegbuzie & Teddlie 2003: 351-383). This 

involves forming a group of offenders on the initial basis of quantitative data and 

then comparing the group on qualitative data subsequently collected via interviews 

(Tashakkori & Teddlie 1998: 135). The sequential quantitative-qualitative analysis 

techniques that can enhance significant results include those identified by 

Onwuegbuzie and Teddlie (2003: 351-383) and are: qualitative contrasting case 

analysis, qualitative residual analysis, qualitative follow-up interaction analyses, 

and qualitative internal replication analysis. In this research, the technique of 

“qualitative follow-up interaction analysis” will be utilised. In this approach, once a 

pattern is observed from a quantitative analysis, the researcher will collect follow-

up qualitative data from those offenders who are most likely able to increase 

understanding of how and why the observed patterns emerged. 

 

4.1.2.12 Writing the mixed methods research report 
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Lynch (1996: 174) states that “the final product of an evaluation is a report, which 

can take many different forms, depending on the audiences and goals”. Creswell 

(1994: 169) emphasises the issue of how the outcome compares and contrasts 

with theories and relevant literature, and that this should form an integral part of 

the research report.  

This research’s report will be constructed to address the research questions, goals 

and objectives as set out in Section 1.5 in Chapter One. The report will go on to 

highlight the similarities and/or differences between the quantitative data and the 

qualitative data, all within the backdrop of the criminological theories presented in 

this research. Specific applicability (or lack thereof) in terms of a commuter profile 

will be illuminated. Furthermore, the report will contain (if any) evidence of, or 

proposed ‘new theories’ regarding South African commuter serial rapists that the 

researcher understands could add value and contribute to geographic profiling of 

the said rapists, and/or to South African post-modern criminology. 

 

4.1.2.13 Reformulating the research question(s) 

 

The findings during interviews, and after the analysis of all the data, did not lead to 

the reformulating of any research questions. The research questions, as initially 

set out, supported and aided the achievement of the research goal and objectives.  

 

As depicted above, the mixed method approach to research rendered great value 

to achieving the outcomes sought by the researcher. The researcher is of the view 

that the mixed methods methodology is the most suitable to use, to achieve the 

desired results. However, it is important to be aware that the mixed methods 

approach has drawn criticisms and does harbour shortcomings that the researcher 

must be cognisant of when conducting the research. These criticisms and 

shortcomings are outlined below. 

 

4.2 Criticisms and shortcomings of the mixed methods approach 
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Despite its growing popularity, dissenting views are often prevalent around the 

mixed methods approach. De Loo and Lowe (2011: 24) argue that the potential 

contribution of mixed methods research to knowledge is “often oversold”.  

Other criticisms of mixed methods research, according to Denzin (2012: 80-88), 

are that: there is no agreement on the definition of the method and not all 

researchers are competent in the full spectrum of research methods and 

approaches, therefore mixed methods research requires a team approach to 

research, a model which may not be appealing to some researchers; the two 

research paradigms are based on different axiological, epistemological, ontological 

and methodological assumptions that render their methodological eclecticism 

untenable, according to the methodological purists or fundamentalists; some of the 

mixed methods research conceptual design models are not necessarily transferred 

to a research context, forcing researchers to adapt and combine existing models 

to create their own; not all the research questions may be answered by mixed 

methods research since “the best method for any given study... may be purely 

qualitative or purely quantitative, rather than mixed” (Tashakkori & Teddlie 

2010a:10); and, there is no consensus on the core characteristics of the field 

(Teddlie & Tashakkori 2012: 774-788). 

Moreover, some critics (Doyle, Brady & Byrne 2009: 175-185; Tashakkori & 

Teddlie 2010b: 803-826) argue that mixed methods research is inherently more 

expensive compared to quantitative-only or qualitative-only approaches; is more 

time consuming than using either the quantitative-only or the qualitative-only 

approaches, especially for time-bound projects such as master's and doctoral 

studies, and contracted work is difficult to implement; and, most mixed methods 

research studies have a post-positivist bias with a tendency for subordinating the 

qualitative strand to the quantitative one. 

In summary, the research approach used in any investigation should be 

determined by the research problem and its epistemological framing (Ngulube & 

Ngulube 2015: 2-5). Scholars such as Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (in Ngulube 

& Ngulube 2015: 2-5) argue that the research problem determines the research 

approach and the methods employed in relation to data needed to answer the 
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questions, where such data is and how such data is to be collected and analysed. 

If combined effectively, both “words” and “numbers” convey meaning, which can 

enhance better, holistic understanding of the world. The benefit of the mixed 

methods approach would be in combining the complementary strengths of 

qualitative and quantitative research methods when conducting a study. The major 

attraction of mixed methods research is that it can simultaneously address a 

diverse range of confirmatory and exploratory questions, where single-approach 

studies often address only one or the other (Tashakkori & Teddlie 2010a: 9). 

To this point, an overview and orientation has been provided in terms of the goals and 

objectives of the research, an outline of geographic profiling and commuter serial rape 

has been presented; details of the key criminological theories supporting geographic 

profiling have been highlighted; and the methodological approach has been captured 

and explained. The ensuing chapter will bring the cases into view, and will outline for 

the reader, all the cases being used for this research.  
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CHAPTER 5: CASE STUDIES AND INTERVIEW DATA 

 

At this point, the reader has been introduced to the concept of geographic profiling, 

serial rape (within the context of geographic profiling), the key criminological theories 

that buttress geographic profiling, and the researcher’s specific methodological 

approach to the research questions and objectives. The foregoing chapters illuminated 

the fact that use would be made of 20 quantitative solved serial rape case files and 10 

qualitative interviews with incarcerated serial rape offenders, to enable this research. 

This captures the essence of the acquired quantitative and qualitative data, and 

presents it in a standardised and structured format. 

This chapter will go on to give an account of solved serial rape cases. Each case will 

be detailed in terms of the geographical hunting patterns of the offenders. Their anchor 

points (residence, work place, places of socialising), timelines of offences (dates of 

each offence), specific environments in which crimes took place (urban/rural, 

residential/commercial, house/flat/apartment/complex), victim types (gender, age), the 

time of day that each offence occurred (day/night, peak times/off-peak times, 

consistent times), and geographical spread of offences (distance from anchor points) 

will be established. To ensure objectivity the data is presented with limited researcher 

inference or opinions. 

Furthermore, a summary of the key findings from the interviews conducted by the 

researcher with incarcerated offenders will be presented. Although fractional insights 

are offered to provide greater clarity, detailed discussions and conclusions will be put 

forward within Chapter 6 and 7. 

The two sets of data (quantitative and qualitative) will be linked with each other, and 

with the criminological theories set forth in this research. This however will be 

addressed in greater detail within Chapter 6 and 7. 

The aim of this chapter is to present the reader with relevant, objective data derived 

from both the quantitative and qualitative sources.  

 

5.1 Quantitative data 
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The quantitative data dealing with the detail of the solved cases presented within this 

chapter was extracted from case files obtained from various sources within the SAPS. 

Data was winnowed from the investigating officers’ notes, victim statements, and 

evidence collected during the case. Interviews to confirm data (where needed) were 

held with the investigating officers.  

For the sake of anonymity, and to adhere to ethics and codes of conduct, the data is 

labelled ‘case 1, case 2…case 20’ and the offenders’ names are not used. Each case 

has been allocated a moniker, and has no official relationship to any of the cases. 

All the cases illustrated below conform to the criteria as set out in Chapter 4, Figure 5. 

 

5.1.1 Case 1 

 

The first case is named the ‘Sasolburg Serial Rapist’. In this case, the offender has 

been found guilty on all counts, so every victim in this case-study has been linked to 

the offender. In this case, there were eleven victims, all black females, ranging in age 

from 14-23.  

A summary of case 1 is represented in Table 3 below: 
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Table 3: Case 1 summary 

Interpretation of the above summary reveals that the modus operandi varied from 

victim to victim; however, some patterns present and can be extracted. In all but two 

of the rapes, the offender used a “decoy house” to assist him in enticing victims and 

to lend some credibility to his plot. Nine of the rapes happened within a 500-metre 

radius of the “decoy house”. The “decoy house” appeared to demonstrate that the 

offender had good knowledge of the area and was comfortable in its surrounds. This 

house formed a central theme through his storyline, irrespective of whether he was 

offering employment, or requesting assistance from his victims.  

Figure 8 below illustrates the clustering of all meeting areas and rape sites. The maps 

illustrate the distances travelled and the radii of the crime scenes and meeting areas. 

The “decoy house” used by the offender is shown in Figure 9, and is close to the 

majority of the rape sites. 

Victim 

number Victim description

Days 

elapsed 

between 

offences

Day and time of 

offence

Travel 

distance to 

victim 

encounter Convex hull

Offender's 

modus operandi

1 Female, black, aged 17 0

Saturday, November 

2002, 11h00 28km

Offer of 

employment

2 Female, black, aged 15 29

Monday, December 

2002, 11h00 28km

Offer to assist in 

finding a friend

3 Female, black, aged 16 33

Sunday, January 

2003, 09h30 26.5km

Threatened victim 

with a knife

4 Female, black, aged 15 84

Monday, April 2003, 

14h45 28km

Offer of 

employment

5 Female, black, aged 15 13

Sunday, May 2003, 

11h00 38km

Offer of 

employment

6 Female, black, aged 23 1

Monday, May 2003, 

10h40 27.5km

Enticed victim to 

help the offender 

find someone. 

Threatened with a 

knife en-route

7 Female, black, aged 21 2

Wednesday, May 

2003, 12h30 27.5km

Offer of 

employment

8 Female, black, aged 18 9

Saturday, May 2003, 

14h30 27.5km

Offer of 

employment

9 Female, black, aged 14 5

Friday, May 2003, 

11h00 27.5km

Enticed victim to 

help the offender 

find someone. 

Threatened with a 

knife en-route

10 Female, black, aged 18 30

Monday, June 2003, 

09h00 28km

Enticed victim to 

help the offender 

find someone. 

Threatened with a 

knife en-route

11 Female, black, aged 15 5

Sunday, June 2003, 

12h00 26,5km

Enticed victim to 

help the offender 

find someone. 

Threatened with a 

knife en-route

Case 1

In all cases, the 

offender made use of 

a decoy house to lure 

victims from the 

meeting place toward 

the rape sites.

The convex 

hull for 

offence site 

was 60km2. 

82% of rapes 

took place in a 

0.5km2 area.
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Figure 8: Clustering of all meeting areas and rape sites 

 

Figure 9: The decoy house 
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5.1.1.1 Meeting place choice 

 

The meeting places were located close to both rape areas. Meeting areas were 

focused in populous residential areas, creating opportunity through the availability of 

suitable targets. The meeting areas were also close to schools. The offender 

predominantly targeted school-going victims, and this enabled him to maximally utilise 

the opportunities in this arena.  

 

5.1.1.2 Crime location choice 

 

The majority of the rapes (9) occurred in an area that appeared to be familiar to the 

offender. In all these offences, the “decoy house” was used effectively. The rape sites 

that were chosen by the offender were some distance from the meeting places.  

The two rapes that occurred outside of the area mentioned above happened close to 

the meeting sites (which were also out of the norm of the offender’s typical meeting 

site areas). These two instances enlarged the offender’s hunting area from 30 km2 to 

60 km2.  The greatest distance covered, from meeting place to rape site, was 3 

kilometres. The distance between the meeting places of victims three and eleven, and 

the rape area was 6.5 kilometres.  

 

5.1.1.3 The offender 

 

The offender was a thirty-four year-old man, who worked as a handyman doing 

“piecemeal” jobs or casual labour. The offender lived in a flat on his own, next door to 

his parents. According to the Mail and Guardian (2005), the offender’s modus operandi 

was to befriend women under the pretext of offering them jobs. The offender was 

arrested after one of his victims recognised him in a taxi in the Zamdela area (a suburb 

of Sasol), and reported the sighting to the police. Police forensics then linked the 

offender to 18 different offences (Captain Benade, investigating officer, in an interview 

with the Mail and Guardian, 2005). The Circuit Court in Parys heard evidence that one 
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of the offender’s victims had fallen pregnant, another had attempted suicide, and most 

had failed at school. 

The offender was sentenced to 270 years in jail, with the first possibility of a parole 

hearing after twenty-seven years (Judge C Cillie, SAPA 2005).   

 

5.1.2 Case 2 

 

The second serial rape case is named the “Muldersdrift Serial Rapist”. The offender 

began his spree in 2006 and waited 1125 days (more than three years) between his 

first and second victim. The offender’s modus operandi was initially crude and 

unimaginative, and it would appear that his crimes were opportunistic. There was a 

large gap between victim one and victim two. Hereafter the offender’s modus operandi 

evolved and he became more creative in his approach to snare victims. All in all, the 

offender raped six victims, robbed five, and attempted to rape one. Table 4 below 

captures the key aspects of this serial rapist. 
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Table 4: Case 2 summary 

 

Figure 10 below illustrates the clustering of all meeting areas and rape sites. The 

maps illustrate the distances travelled and the radii of the crime scenes and meeting 

areas. 

Victim 

number

Victim 

description

Days elapsed 

between 

offences

Day and time 

of offence

Travel distance 

to victim 

encounter Convex hull Offender's modus operandi

1
Female, black, 

aged 7
Start

Tuesday, May 

2006, 14h30
4.7km

Approached vicitm while she 

was waiting to go home, and 

threatened her with her life.

2
Female, black, 

aged 38

3 years 1 

month

Saturday, June 

2009, 08h00
4.7km

Offer of employment through 

the victim's neighbour.

3
Female, black, 

aged 24
238

Monday, 

February 2010, 

10h30

5.2km
Offer of employment through 

the victim's sister.

4
Female, black, 

aged 26
42

Monday, March 

2010, early 

morning

4.7km

Offender found the victim's 

details at an employment 

agency. Had a white man 

phone the victim, and told her 

that the offender would pick her 

up.

5
Female, black, 

aged 24
9

Thursday, 

March 2010, 

12h30

4.7km

Offender found the victim's 

details through a newspaper 

advert (Caxton) placed by 

victim, looking for employment. 

Had a white man SMS the 

victim, and told her offender 

would pick her up.

6
Female, black, 

aged 36
37

Saturday, May 

2010, 06h50
4.7km

Found victim's name in 

newspaper advert, contacted 

her with offer of employment.

7
Female, black, 

aged 30
25

Friday, May 

2010, 18h00
4.7km

Offender found the victim's 

details through a newspaper 

advert (Caxton) placed by 

victim, looking for employment. 

Had a white man phone the 

victim, and told her offender 

would pick her up.

Case 2

The convex hull 

for offence site 

was 0.63km2. 
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Figure 10: The clustering of all meeting areas and rape sites 

 

5.1.2.1 Meeting location choice 

 

There was observable consistency in the geographic spread of the offender’s meeting 

places – he appeared to be deliberate in the area that he chose, which indicates 

apparent familiarity with the region. All meetings transpired in a radius of 0.32km2, 

which is relatively small. They all occurred alongside main roads that are usually very 

busy. The meeting places were approximately 4.7 kilometres from the offender’s 

residence. 

 

5.1.2.2 Crime location choice 
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The clustering presents as planned and deliberate. The offender operated within a 

radius of 0.63km2. The crime sites were 5.8 kilometres from the offender’s home. The 

choice of site was that of a secluded, bushy area, with little or no traffic. The residence 

of the victims had no bearing on victim choice or locale, as victims were predominantly 

“met” through the media or acquaintances.  

 

5.1.2.3 The offender 

 

The man known as the “Muldersdrift Serial Rapist” was sentenced to two life terms 

plus ninety-seven years, after being convicted in June 2011 on six counts of rape, two 

counts of theft and three counts of robbery with aggravating circumstances.  

The offender, thirty-four years of age, was charged with the rape of five adult women 

and the attempted rape of one adult woman, who managed to escape from him, as 

well as the rape of an eight-year-old child.  All the attacks took place in the Muldersdrift 

area, Gauteng. 

The offender was arrested on the 2nd June 2010 by members of the Investigative 

Psychology Unit of the SAPS, within two weeks of the case being assigned to them. 

Despite the offender’s ludicrous defence that he was a male prostitute and the victims 

were his “clients”, good detective work and solid evidence – including DNA which 

directly linked him to the six rapes – proved to be his downfall.  The offender was also 

found guilty on two counts of theft and three counts of robbery with aggravating 

circumstances (Media Statement from the National Media Centre Corporate 

Communication, SAPS, Pretoria, 2nd August, 2011). 

 

5.1.3 Case 3 

 

The third serial rape case is named the “Hospital Serial Rapist”. The offender began 

his spree in 2012, and waited seventy-seven days between his first and second victim. 

The modus operandi was always the same, and hence the geographically narrow area 
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for hunting and committing the offence. There was a large gap between victim one 

and victim two when compared to his subsequent attack on victim three. All in all, the 

offender raped three victims whom he also robbed, and robbed another five victims 

using the same modus operandi. Table 5 below captures the key aspects of this serial 

rapist. 

 

Table 5: Case 3 summary 

 

Figure 11 below illustrates the clustering of all meeting areas and rape sites. The 

maps illustrate the distances travelled and the radii of the crime scenes and meeting 

areas. 

Victim 

number

Victim 

description

Days elapsed 

between 

offences

Day and time of 

offence

Travel distance 

to victim 

encounter Convex hull Offender's modus operandi

1

Female, black, 

aged 22 0

Tuesday, May 2012, 

between 5:45 and 6:30 12.7km

2

Female, black, 

aged 23 77

Tuesday, August 2012, 

between 5:45 and 6:30 12.7km

3

Female, black, 

aged 28 7

Tuesday, August 2012, 

between 5:45 and 6:30 12.7km

Case 3

The modus operandi of the 

perpetrator in each case was the 

same.  The crimes were committed 

weekdays between 5:45 and 6:30 AM.  

The perpetrator asked the victim 

whether she was on her way to the 

hospital.  He told her that it was 

unsafe to walk along the road from 

Nyanga Junction to the main entrance 

to the hospital.  He said he knew a 

safer route.  The victim would then 

accompany him.  When they got to a 

bushy area behind the hospital 

alongside the railway line, the 

perpetrator would rob her of her cell 

phone at knife point and remove the 

SIM card.  He would then rape the 

victim from behind while she was in a 

crouched position. 

Total area 

was 

0.241km2, 

12.7km from 

the offender's 

anchor point 

(home)
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Figure 11: The clustering of all meeting areas and rape sites 

 

5.1.3.1 Meeting location choice 

 

There was observable consistency in the geographic spread of the offender’s meeting 

places. The perpetrator appeared to be deliberate in the area that he chose, which 

indicates apparent familiarity with the region. All meetings transpired in a radius of 

0.01km2, which is relatively small. They all occurred at the rail junction in the early 

hours of the morning (between 05:45 and 06:30), during busy commuting times. The 

meeting places were approximately 12.7 kilometres from the offender’s residence. 

 

5.1.3.2 Crime location choice 

 

The clustering mosaic projects as planned and deliberate. The offender operated 

within a radius of 0.24km2. The crime sites were 12.9 kilometres from the offender’s 

home. The choice of site was that of a secluded, bushy area, with little or no traffic. 
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The residence of the victims had no bearing on victim choice or locale, as victims were 

engaged while commuting to their final destination.  

 

5.1.3.3 The offender 

 

The offender was convicted of four counts of rape and six of robbery with aggravated 

circumstances, and sentenced to a life sentence plus forty-four years.  

The offender, aged thirty-two, was convicted in the Western Cape High Court in mid-

May 2014 stemming from incidents that took place between April and September 

2012. 

Three of his victims – two of whom were pregnant at the time – were robbed and raped. 

The others were robbed. 

The offender had preyed on women from disadvantaged backgrounds, robbing them 

of their cell phones and small amounts of money (as little as ZAR6).  

According to testimony by the head of the SAPS IPU, Brigadier Gerard Labuschagne, 

the only way to guarantee the safety of women was to incarcerate the offender for a 

lengthy period. The offender’s personal circumstances revealed that he was married 

with two children and had a clean record. Notwithstanding, the judge stated that the 

offender had expressed no remorse and that the prospects for his rehabilitation were 

extremely remote (Samodien 2014). 

The judge found no compelling circumstances to justify a deviation from the prescribed 

minimum sentences of ten years’ imprisonment for two of the rapes, and life for the 

other as the victim had been raped twice. The National Prosecuting Authority said: 

“We believe it sends a stern warning to rapists that the violation of women’s privacy, 

dignity and physical integrity will not be tolerated” (Samodien 2014). 

 

5.1.4 Case 4 
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The fourth serial rape case is named the “Western Cape Farm Serial Rapist”. The 

offender began his spree in 2003, and 495 days elapsed between his first and second 

victim. This was partly due to the fact that the offender was incarcerated between 

offences. The perpetrator’s modus operandi was the same for all victims with the 

exception of the first, and hence the geographically narrow area, for both convex hulls, 

for hunting and for committing the offence. All in all, the offender raped six victims. 

Four of the victims were raped once, while victim five was raped twice. Victim seven 

(as depicted in the table below) was repeatedly raped, as she was restrained in a small 

dug-out for eighteen months. Victim six was the offender’s daughter, whom he 

imprisoned in the dug-out with victim seven.  Table 6 below captures the key aspects 

of this serial rapist. 

 

 

Table 6: Case 4 summary 

 

Figure 12 below illustrates the clustering of all rape sites. The maps illustrate the 

distances travelled and the radii of the crime scenes. 

Victim 

number Victim description

Days elapsed 

between offences

Day and time of 

offence

Travel distance 

to victim 

encounter Convex hull Offender's modus operandi

1 Female, coloured, aged 10 0

Monday, October 

2003, 17h30 9.3km Threatened with knife while walking.

2 Female, coloured, aged 46 495

Saturday, February 

2005, 02h30 9.3km

House break-in. Threatened with 

firearm.

3 Female, coloured, aged 32 275

Monday, November 

2005, 02h45 27km

House break-in. Threatened with 

firearm.

4 Female, coloured, aged 22 42

Monday, December 

2005, 05h00 11.3km

Abducted victim from house, took 

her to nearby field, assaulted and 

raped her.

5 Female, coloured, aged 21 7

Monday, January 

2006, 03h00 9.3km

House break-in. Threatened with 

firearm. Vaginal and anal 

penetration.

6

Female, coloured, aged 2 

(offender's own daughter)

7 Female, coloured, aged 13

Case 4

The convex hull 

for offence site 2 

was 1.51km2. 

The convex hull 

for offence site 1 

was 0.144km2.

9.3km
2 abducted victims, 

held for 18 months
November, 2005

Abducted victims, kept them in 

small enclosure, continuous sexual 

abuse of 15 year old for 18 months.
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Figure 12: The clustering of all rape sites 

 

5.1.4.1 Meeting location choice 

 

There was observable consistency in the geographic spread of the offender’s offence 

sites. The offender appeared to be deliberate in the area that he chose, indicating 

apparent familiarity with the region. The meeting area and crime scene were one and 

the same, with the exception of the two abducted victims. 

 

5.1.4.2 Crime location choice 

 

All offences transpired within a radius of 1.51km2 and 0.144km2 (the convex hulls), 

which is relatively small. They all occurred at different farms, at the victim’s home (with 

the exception of victim one and six/seven). The offence sites were approximately 9-11 
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kilometres from the offender’s hideout (2), with the exception of one offence, which 

was 27 kilometres from the offender’s hideout (1). 

 

5.1.4.3 The offender 

 

The offender was twenty-eight years old when he began his serial offences, and was 

apprehended and sentenced when he was thirty-three. The offender lived and worked 

in the area in which he committed his offences, and did not appear to have a specific 

profile of victim (as they ranged in age from 10-46 years). However, the perpetrator 

did have a specific hunting area, with which he appeared to be extremely familiar. The 

offender created two hideouts – anchor points away from his place of work and his 

given home address, and he operated from both of these, staying at hideout 1 during 

the week, and moving to hideout 2 during the weekend. This was simply because the 

owners of the area near hideout 1 would spend their weekends in the area, forcing the 

offender to find an alternate place to stay during the weekend. Eighty per cent of the 

perpetrator’s rapes transpired on a Monday during the early hours of the morning and 

this suggests that he committed these crimes from hideout 2. 

The case files suggest that the offender was somewhat boastful, “arrogant” and devoid 

of fear of being apprehended during his crime spree. This is strongly supported by a 

documented conversation between the offender and the SAPS, where the offender 

used his last victim’s mobile phone to call the police (immediately after raping her) to 

inform them that he had committed another crime. In this conversation the offender 

taunted the SAPS, stating that they were unable to catch him (SAPS case file). 

The offender pleaded guilty to twenty-eight charges, including abduction and rape of 

a minor, four additional rapes, kidnapping, assault and housebreaking. 

The prosecution dropped other charges under an agreement that effectively gave the 

offender one life sentence rather than many - making him eligible for parole after about 

twenty-five years (Venter 2007). 
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5.1.5 Case 5 

 

The fifth serial rape case is named the “Sandwich Serial Rapist”. The offender began 

his spree in 2001, and 665 days elapsed between his first and second victim. 

Thereafter, the frequency escalated until the final act in early 2005. The modus 

operandi was similar for all victims in that the offender would approach them with a 

firearm, threaten them, and instruct them to accompany him to a site where he would 

commit the offence (typically a bushy area). The offender’s victims were mostly black 

females with the exception of three coloured females. In 90 per cent of the offences, 

the offender raped victims who were with someone else and he involved the other 

people in the rape. In only two cases the victims were walking unaccompanied. In one 

of the cases, the victim was walking alone and a male (not associated with the victim) 

was walking near the victim. The offender forced the male to participate. In eight cases, 

the victims were walking with other females. In these instances, the offender took all 

victims to the crime scene and raped them all. In one case, the offender approached 

4 people (2 females and 2 males) and committed the offences. Table 7 below captures 

the key aspects of this serial rapist. 

 

Victim 

number Victim description

Days elapsed 

between 

offences

Day and time of 

offence

Travel distance 

to victim 

encounter Convex hull Offender's modus operandi

1 Female, black, aged 30

2 Female, black, aged 32

3 Female, black, aged 16 665

Sunday, April 2003, 

19h00

3.41km

Offender approached victim and two male 

friends (while walking) and threatened with a 

firearm. Took them to bushes. Offender was 

interupted by a telephone call and oncoming 

vehicle. Offender fled before raping.

4 Female, black, aged 16 5

Friday, April 2003, 

18h45

3.13km
Offender approached victim and boyfriend 

while they were walking. Threatened them with 

a firearm. 

5 Female, black, aged 42 1

Saturday, April 

2003, 20h50

3.2km
Offender approached victim, children and 

boyfriend while walking. Forced them at 

gunpoint to the bushes. 

6 Female, coloured, aged 32 55

Friday, June 2003, 

20h15

5.12km

Offender approached victim, boyfriend and 

boyfriend's cousin while they were walking. 

Threatened them with a firearm. 

7

Female, Coloured, aged 

18

198 Sunday, January 

2004, 00h30

1.88km

Offender approached victim and boyfriend 

while they were walking. Threatened them with 

a firearm. 

8 Female, black, aged 19

0 Sunday, January 

2004, 02h00

No geographic 

detail

Offender approached victim and boyfriend 

while they were walking. Threatened them with 

a firearm. 

9 Female, black, aged 16

4 Tuesday, January 

2004, 20h40

No geographic 

detail

Offender approached victim and male friend 

while they were walking. Threatened them with 

a firearm. 

Case 5

Met victims while walking. Produced a firearm 

and ordered victims to the bush.
Sunday, June 2001, 

19h45
0 15.3km

The convex hull 

for offence site 1 

was 14.4km2. 

The convex hull 

for offence site 2 

was 4.2km2.  

The convex hull 

for offence site 3 

was 0.23km2. 

The convex hull 

for offence site 4 

was 0.08km2.
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Table 7: Case 5 summary 

 

Victim 

number Victim description

Days elapsed 

between 

offences

Day and time of 

offence

Travel distance 

to victim 

encounter Convex hull Offender's modus operandi

10 Female, black, aged 29

43

Wednesday, 

February 2004, 

20h00

4.4km Offender approached victim while she was 

walking. Threatened her with a firearm. 

11 Female, black, aged 29

12 Female, black, aged 25

13

Female, black, age 

unknown

14 Female, black, aged 17

15 Female, black, aged 19

16 Female, black, aged 20

1
Saturday, February 

2004, 22h30

4.5km

Offender approached victim while she was 

walking with her two friends. Threatened her 

with a firearm. Offender was interupted by an 

oncoming vehicle and fled before raping. 

17 Female, black, aged 15

28 Saturday, March 

2004, 20h00

4km

Offender approached victim and boyfriend 

while they were walking. Threatened them with 

a firearm. 

18 Female, black, aged 34

20 Friday, April 2004, 

19h30

1.4km

Offender approached victim and husband while 

they were walking. Threatened them with a 

firearm. 

19 Female, black, aged 23

46 Tuesday, May 2004, 

18h55

3.28km

Offender approached victim and a 'random' 

man passing by while they were walking. 

Threatened them with a firearm. 

20 Female, black, aged 31

21 Female, black, aged 24

Saturday, July 

2004, 19h45
6.5km46

Offender approached both victims while they 

were walking. Threatened them with a firearm. 

Friday, February 

2004, 21h00

Offender approached victims while they were 

walking. Threatened them with a firearm. 
2 4.26km

0 Wednesday, 

February 2004, 

20h45

Offender approached victims while they were 

walking. Threatened them with a firearm. 
3.85km

The convex hull 

for offence site 1 

was 14.4km2. 

The convex hull 

for offence site 2 

was 4.2km2.  

The convex hull 

for offence site 3 

was 0.23km2. 

The convex hull 

for offence site 4 

was 0.08km2.

Victim 

number Victim description

Days elapsed 

between 

offences

Day and time of 

offence

Travel distance 

to victim 

encounter Convex hull Offender's modus operandi

22 Female, black, aged 16

23 Female, coloured, aged 17

24 Female, black, aged 19

25 Female, black, aged 23

26 Female, black, aged 33

23
Monday, August 

2004, 01h00

15,26km

Offender approached victim while she was 

walking. Threatened her with a firearm. 

Offender was interrupted by nearby vehicle and 

fled before raping. 

27 Female, black, aged 17

10

Wednesday, 

September 2004, 

01h15

15,76km

Offender approached victim and boyfriend 

while they were walking. Threatened them with 

a firearm. 

28 Female, black, aged 11

18
Sunday, September 

2004, 19h30

3.6km

Offender approached victim and father while 

they were walking. Threatened them with a 

firearm. Girl hid behind father and refused to go 

with the offender. Offender fled before raping.

29 Female, black, aged 15

0
Sunday, September 

2004, 19h30

No geographic 

detail

Offender approached victim and boyfriend 

while they were walking. Threatened them with 

a firearm. While raping the victim, two men 

approached and the offender fled.

30 Female, black, aged 18

31 Female, black, aged 19

32 Female, black, aged 29

0
Thursday, 

September 2004, 

19h45

2.64km
Offender approached victim, husband and baby 

while they were walking. Threatened them with 

a firearm. 

33 Female, black, aged 21

118

Wednesday, 

January 2005, 

22h00

3.4km

Offender approached victim and boyfriend 

while they were walking. Threatened them with 

a firearm. 

34 Female, black, aged 21

35

Female, black, age 

unknown

Offender approached both victims while they 

were walking. Threatened them with a firearm. 

4.71km
Offender approached victims and two male 

friends while they were walking. Threatened 

them with a firearm. 

4 Sunday, January 

2005, 20h30

Offender approached both victims while they 

were walking. Threatened them with a firearm. 

3.6km

The convex hull 

for offence site 1 

was 14.4km2. 

The convex hull 

for offence site 2 

was 4.2km2.  

The convex hull 

for offence site 3 

was 0.23km2. 

The convex hull 

for offence site 4 

was 0.08km2.
4

Thursday, 

September 2004, 

19h20

1 Sunday, July 2004, 

19h15

15.78km

Offender approached victims while they were 

waiting for a train. Walked them to a find a taxi. 

Threatened them with a firearm.

19
Friday, July 2004, 

21h50
5.37km
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Figure 13 below illustrates the clustering of all rape sites. The maps illustrate the 

distances travelled and the radii of the crime scenes. 

 

Figure 13: The clustering of all rape sites 

 

5.1.5.1 Meeting location choice 

 

There was observable consistency in the geographic spread of the offender’s offence 

sites and he appeared to be deliberate in the area that he chose, which indicates 

apparent familiarity with the region. The meeting area and crime scene were never far 

apart, as the offender encountered his victims while walking and forced them into the 

nearest bushy area. 

 

5.1.5.2 Crime location choice 

 

All offences transpired within a radius of 14.4km2, 4.2km2, 0.23km2, and 0.08km2 (the 

convex hulls 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively) which is relatively small. They all occurred 

within bushy areas, not far from the meeting sites. The offence sites were 
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approximately 4–15.5 kilometres from the offender’s residence, and 2–19.2 kilometres 

from the offender’s place of work. 

 

5.1.5.3 The offender 

 

The offender was thirty years old when he began his serial offences, and was 

apprehended and sentenced when he was thirty-three. The offender lived and worked 

at either end of the area in which he committed his offences and had a stable job in 

the South African Navy. The perpetrator did not appear to have a specific profile of 

victim (they ranged in age from 11-42 years), however, he did have a specific idea 

when targeting victims in that he targeted couples (with the exception of two cases). 

The couples were not necessarily romantically involved; rather, it would appear as if 

the offender needed couples of any make-up to complete his plan and/or fantasy. 

The offender was found guilty on thirty-four charges, and was given five life sentences 

and an additional 243 years in jail for charges that included rape, attempted rape, 

indecent assault and aggravated robbery (SAPS case file).  

 

5.1.6 Case 6 

 

The sixth serial rape case is named the “Ivory Park Serial Rapist”. The offender began 

his spree in 2007, and his first and second victims were raped 137 days apart. Three 

years and forty-two days elapsed between the second and third victims. Thereafter, 

the offences became more frequent and constant until the final act in early 2012. The 

modus operandi was similar for all victims in that the offender would approach victims 

with a firearm, threaten them, and instruct them either to accompany him to a site 

where he would commit the offence (typically a bushy area), or he would kidnap them, 

making use of either the car owned by the victim or friend, or one of the offender’s 

accomplice’s cars, and drive them to the rape sites. The offender’s victims were all 

black females and their ages ranged from 14-35 years. In 62 per cent of the attacks, 

the victim’s friend was abducted along with the victim. In these instances, the offender 

would tie the friend up, and take the victim a few meters away to commit the rape. In 
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54 per cent of the instances, the offender approached the victims with one or two 

accomplices. In all cases, the offender (and accomplices) robbed the victims of cellular 

phones, money and other valuables. In all cases, the meeting place and rape sites 

were not the same, nor in relatively close proximity. Table 8 below captures the key 

aspects of this serial rapist. 

 

Victim 

number

Victim 

description

Days 

elapsed 

between 

offences

Day and time of 

offence

Travel 

distance to 

victim 

encounter Convex hull Offender's modus operandi

2

Female, black, 

aged 34 137

Wednesday, 

October 2007, 

19h50

6.78km

Approached victim with a firearm while victim 

was loading her car at home. Kidnapped her in 

her car and drove to rape site.

3

Female, black, 

aged 34 1251

Monday, March 

2011, 21h45

4.62km

Offender approached the victim and her boyfriend 

while they were in a car at victim's home. 

Kidnapped the victim and the boyfriend at 

gunpoint. Used the car to transport them to the 

rape site.

4

Female, black, 

aged 27 62

Sunday, May 

2011, 19h40

1.57km

Approached victim with a firearm while victim 

was visiting her boyfriend. Kidnapped her and her 

boyfriend and drove to rape site.

5

Female, black, 

aged 14 41

Saturday, July 

2011, 20h10
4.85km

Approached victim while she was walking home. 

Produced a firearm and ordered victim to walk 

with him to the bush.

6

Female, black, 

age unknown

127

Monday, 

September 2011, 

19h30

4.97km

Approached victim near her home. Threatened 

with a firearm and forced victim to accompany 

him to a nearby bush.

7

Female, black, 

aged 20

8 Tuesday, October 

2011, 21h00

5.15km

Approached victim near her home. Threatened 

with a firearm and forced victim to accompany 

him to a nearby bush.

8

Female, black, 

aged 31

8
Wednesday, 

October 2011, 

19h10

3.96km

Approached victim and two friends while they 

were running. Used a firearm to coerce them into 

a nearby bush. Raped all three victims, two of 

whom did not report the rape.

9

Female, black, 

aged 20

6 Tuesday, October 

2011, 19h10

4.96km

Offender approached the victim and her boyfriend 

while they were home. Forced the victim and the 

boyfriend at gunpoint to nearby bushes.

Female, black, 

aged 35

The convex hull for 

offence site 1 was 

27.4km2. The convex 

hull for offence site 2 

was 1.4km2.  The 

convex hull for 

offence site 3 was 

0.5km2.

Case 6

0
Saturday, June 

2007, 21h00
2.46km

Met victim while walking. Produced a firearm and 

ordered victim to the bush.
1
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Table 8: Case 6 summary 

Victim 

number

Victim 

description

Days 

elapsed 

between 

offences

Day and time of 

offence

Travel 

distance to 

victim 

encounter Convex hull Offender's modus operandi

10

Female, black, 

aged 25

8

Wednesday, 

October 2011, 

20h00

7.18km

Approached victim near her home. Threatened 

with a firearm and forced victim to accompany 

him to a nearby bush.

11

Female, black, 

aged 28

18 Sunday, 

November  2011, 

21h05

3.44km

Offender approached the victim and her boyfriend 

while they were in a car at victim's home. 

Kidnapped the victim and the boyfriend at 

gunpoint. Used the car to transport them to the 

rape site.

12

Female, black, 

aged 24

24

Wednesday, 

December 2011, 

22h30

12.46km

Approached victim near her home. Threatened 

with a firearm and forced victim to accompany 

him to a nearby bush.

13

Female, black, 

aged 18

23

Friday, December 

2011, 22h30

3.60km

Offender approached the victim and her boyfriend 

while they were in a car at victim's home. 

Kidnapped the victim and the boyfriend at 

gunpoint. Used the car to transport them to the 

rape site.

14

Female, black, 

aged 35

3 Monday, January 

2012, 19h30

12.57km

Offender approached the victim and her boyfriend 

while they were home. Forced the victim and the 

boyfriend at gunpoint to nearby bushes.

15

Female, black, 

aged 17

13 Monday, January 

2012, 21h35

13.43km

Offender approached the victim and her boyfriend 

while they were home. Forced the victim and the 

boyfriend at gunpoint to nearby bushes.

16

Female, black, 

aged 32

19

Friday, February 

2012, 20h45

1.29km

Offender approached the victim and her boyfriend 

while they were in a car at victim's home. 

Kidnapped the victim and the boyfriend at 

gunpoint. Used the car to transport them to the 

rape site.

The convex hull for 

offence site 1 was 

27.4km2. The convex 

hull for offence site 2 

was 1.4km2.  The 

convex hull for 

offence site 3 was 

0.5km2.

Victim 

number

Victim 

description

Days 

elapsed 

between 

offences

Day and time of 

offence

Travel 

distance to 

victim 

encounter Convex hull Offender's modus operandi

17

Female, black, 

aged 16

14 Friday, February 

2012, 21h30

3.60km

Offender approached the victim and her boyfriend 

while they were home. Forced the victim and the 

boyfriend at gunpoint to nearby bushes.

18

Female, black, 

aged 34

18

Tuesday, March 

2012, 19h20

7.02km

Offender approached the victim and her boyfriend 

while they were in a car at victim's home. 

Kidnapped the victim and the boyfriend at 

gunpoint. Used the car to transport them to the 

rape site.

19

Female, black, 

aged 25

2

Thursday, March 

2012, 20h00

2.90km

Offender approached the victim and her boyfriend 

while they were in a car at victim's home. 

Kidnapped the victim and the boyfriend at 

gunpoint. Used the car to transport them to the 

rape site.

20

Female, black, 

aged unknown

2

Saturday, March 

2012, 18h45

12.40km

Offender approached the victim and her boyfriend 

while they were in a car at a stop street. 

Kidnapped the victim and the boyfriend at 

gunpoint. Used the car to transport them to the 

rape site.

21

Female, black, 

aged 26
29 Sunday, April 

2012, 22h00
7.00km

Approached victim near her home. Threatened 

with a firearm and forced victim to accompany 

him to a nearby bush.

22

Female, black, 

age unknown

29 Monday, May 

2012, 20h00

13.34km

Offender approached the victim and her boyfriend 

while they were home. Forced the victim and the 

boyfriend at gunpoint to nearby bushes.

23

Female, black, 

aged 31

15 Tuesday, May 

2012, 20h00

3.66km

Offender approached the victim and her boyfriend 

while they were home. Forced the victim and the 

boyfriend at gunpoint to nearby bushes.

24

Female, black, 

aged 21

13 Monday, June 

2012, 18h45

13.40km

Offender approached vctim and a female friend. 

Coerced them with a firearm and forced them 

into the offender's car. Drove them to rape site.

25

Female, black, 

age unknown

45 Thursday, July 

2012, 22h15

5.38km

Offender approached the victim and her boyfriend 

while they were home in their car. Victim was 

raped in the back of the car.

26

Female, black, 

aged 32
17

Sunday, August 

2012, 23h00
3.72km

Offender approached victim while she was in her 

car. Used her car to transport her to the rape site.

The convex hull for 

offence site 1 was 

27.4km2. The convex 

hull for offence site 2 

was 1.4km2.  The 

convex hull for 

offence site 3 was 

0.5km2.
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Figure 14 below illustrates the clustering of all rape sites. The maps illustrate the 

distances travelled and the radii of the crime scenes. 

 

Figure 14: The clustering of all rape and meeting sites 

 

5.1.6.1 Meeting location choice 

 

There was observable consistency in the geographic spread of the offender’s meeting 

sites and he appeared to be deliberate in the area that he chose, indicating apparent 

familiarity with the region. The meeting area and crime scene were often far apart, as 

the offender frequently met with other accomplices in order to rid himself of stolen 

items. 

 

5.1.6.2 Crime location choice 
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All offences transpired within a radius of 27.4km2, 1.4km2, and 0.5km2 (the convex 

hulls 1, 2, and 3 respectively). The rapes all occurred within bushy areas (with the 

exception of one, which occurred in the back of a car). The offender’s meeting and 

rape site appeared to be “interchangeable”; that is, the offender would often meet his 

victims at site 1 and commit the rape at site 2, and vice-versa. The offence sites were 

approximately 1.8 – 12.7 kilometres from the offender’s residence. 

 

5.1.6.3 The offender 

 

The offender was thirty-four years old when he began his serial offences, and was 

apprehended and sentenced when he was thirty-five. The offender pleaded not guilty 

to 175 charges, including thirty of rape, forty-one of kidnapping, twenty-four of robbery 

with aggravating circumstances, three of attempted robbery and one of attempted 

murder. He was found guilty on 144 counts. 

The Johannesburg High Court, sitting at the Palm Ridge Magistrate's Court, on the 

East Rand, sentenced the offender to 1535 years of imprisonment, including thirty life 

terms for the counts of rape, fifteen years on each count of robbery with aggravating 

circumstances, ten years for attempted murder, five years on each kidnapping count 

and five years for possession of an unlicensed firearm (Jordaan 2015). 

 

5.1.7 Case 7 

 

The seventh serial rape case is known as the “Makhado Serial Rapist”. The offender 

began his spree in 1996, and his first and second victims were raped 3577 days 

(almost ten years) apart. Thereafter, the frequency of the offences became more 

constant until the final act in early 2008. The modus operandi was the same for all 

victims in that the offender would meet the victims in town and use a ruse of an 

employment offer to entice the victims to accompany him to a proposed building or 

place of work to introduce them to their potential employer. Once near a selected 

bushy area, the offender would threaten the victims with a knife, force them into a 

secluded area and commit the offences. The offender’s victims were all black females, 
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and their ages ranged from 18-33 years. Table 9 below captures the key aspects of 

this serial rapist. 

 

 

Table 9: Case 7 summary 

 

Figure 15 below illustrates the clustering of all rape sites. The maps illustrate the 

distances travelled and the radii of the crime scenes. 

Victim 

number Victim description

Days elapsed 

between 

offences

Day and time of 

offence

Travel distance 

to victim 

encounter Convex hull Offender's modus operandi

1 Female, black, aged 30 0

Monday, August 

1996, 12h45 40.2km

2 Female, black, aged 33 3577

Monday, May 2006, 

05h00 40.2km

3 Female, black, aged 22 119

Monday, September 

2006, 11h00 40.2km

4 Female, black, aged 18 141

Tuesday, February 

2007, 14h00 40.2km

5 Female, black, aged 22 76

Monday, April 2007, 

13h00 40.2km

6 Female, black, aged 18 523

Saturday, October 

2008, 09h00 40.2km

7 Female, black, aged 32 3

Tuesday, October 

2008, 08h00
38.3km

8 Female, black, aged 23 30

Friday, November 

2008, 09h30 40.2km

9 Female, black, aged 25 17

Monday, November 

2008, 09h30
39.1km

The offender enticed victims 

with an offer of employment. 

The offender would convince 

victims that he must 

accompany them to a building 

where the victims would meet 

their proposed employer. 

Offender would then thereaten 

victims with a firearm or knife 

and rape them in the nearby 

bushes.

The convex 

hull for 

meetings and 

offence sites 

was 6.33km2. 

Case 7
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Figure 15: The clustering of all rape and meeting sites 

 

5.1.7.1 Meeting location choice 

 

There was observable consistency in the geographic spread of the offender’s meeting 

sites. The offender appeared to be deliberate in the area that he chose, which indicates 
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apparent familiarity with the region. The meeting areas and crime scenes were not far 

apart, and were within walking distance of each other. 

 

5.1.7.2 Crime location choice 

 

All offences transpired within a radius of 6.33km2 (the convex hull). The rapes all 

occurred within bushy areas. The offence sites were approximately 40 kilometres from 

the offender’s residence. 

 

5.1.7.3 The offender 

 

The offender was thirty-four years old when he committed his first offence, and was 

apprehended and sentenced when he was forty-six. There was an extremely large 

gap between the first and second offence (almost ten years). The majority of his 

offences (89 per cent) transpired between the ages 44-46 years. At the time of the 

offences, the offender was employed as a builder. 

The offender was apprehended and convicted on nine counts of rape, and sentenced 

to a total of eighty years in prison, half of which were suspended (Zulu 2010). 

 

5.1.8 Case 8 

 

The eighth serial rape case is named the “Taxi Serial Rapists”. In this case, there were 

two offenders (a father and son) who committed rapes in unison. The offenders began 

their series of rapes in 2008 and continued until mid-2009. The frequency of the 

offences was constant throughout this period. The modus operandi was the same for 

all victims in that the offenders would meet the victims using a taxi, offering transport 

to waiting commuters. The offenders would threaten the victims while in the taxi, and 

either stop at a secluded, bushy area to commit the offences, or commit their offences 
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while inside the taxi. The offender’s victims were all black females, and their ages 

ranged from 20-37 years. 

This case presents itself differently to others in that establishing this commuter serial 

rapist profile relies on the geographic spread of the meeting places, as the rapes 

transpired “in-transit” and did not present any fixed geographic points. The meeting 

places, in contrast, presented as deliberate and planned. Table 10 below captures the 

key aspects of these serial rapists. 

 

Table 10: Case 8 summary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Victim 

number Victim description

Days elapsed 

between 

offences

Day and time of 

offence

Travel distance 

to victim 

encounter Convex hull Offender's modus operandi

1 Female, black, aged 23 0

Sunday, March 

2008, 07h50 10,6km

2 Female, black, aged 23 105

Sunday, June 2008, 

05h00 11.6km

3 Female, black, aged 23 14

Sunday, July 2008, 

03h00 7km

4 Female, black, aged 20 70

Sunday, September 

2008, unknown time 41km

5 Female, black, aged 22 100

Tuesday, 

December 2008, 

19h30 4.8km

6 Female, black, aged 33 29

Wednesday, 

January 2009, 

20h30 4.8km

7 Female, black, aged 32 113

Thursday, May 

2009, 04h30
11.6km

8 Female, black, aged 32 5

Tuesday, May 2009, 

04h00
11.6km

9 Female, black, aged 37 27

Monday, June 2009, 

21h00
11.6km

10 Female, black, aged 29 12

Saturday, June 

2009, 23h00
7.6km

Case 8

The convex 

hull for 

meeting sites 

was 80.5km2. 

The offenders enticed victims 

with an offer of transportation in 

their taxi. The offenders would 

threaten victims while in the taxi. 

Offenders would then stop at a 

bush somewhere along their 

journey and rape the victims, or 

the offenders would rape the 

victims inside the taxi whilst 

driving. After being raped, 

victims would be left at the 

offence site or dropped off in a 

remote area.
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Figure 16 below illustrates the clustering of all rape sites. The maps illustrate the distances travelled and the radii of the crime 

scenes. 

 

Figure 16: The clustering of all rape and meeting sites 
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5.1.8.1 Meeting location choice 

 

There was observable consistency in the geographic spread of the offenders’ meeting 

sites, in that the victims were engaged at different taxi stops. Sixty-seven per cent of 

the victims were met at two of the clusters. The offenders appeared to be deliberate 

in the area that they chose, which indicates familiarity with the region and routes. 

 

5.1.8.2 Crime location choice 

 

Offence sites varied; 60 per cent occurred in bushes alongside the road and 40 per 

cent occurred inside the taxi while driving. Fifty percent of the rapes that occurred in 

the bushes were clustered in one concentrated area (victims one, two and three). 

Thereafter, the remaining 50 per cent occurred in a “random” spread. 

 

5.1.8.3 The offender 

 

The offenders were forty-seven (father) and twenty-three (son) years old when they 

committed their first offence, and were apprehended and sentenced when they were 

fifty and twenty-six respectively. 

“The offenders were sentenced to a collective 26 life terms each for rape. They were 

also sentenced to 10 years each for each of the 10 charges of kidnapping and 10 

years each for each of the 4 charges of robbery with aggravated circumstances. For 

the 7 assault charges, they were handed down 15 years each” (Ndhlovu 2012). 

 

5.1.9 Case 9 

 

The ninth serial rape case is named the “Lenasia Serial Rapist”. In this case, the 

offender began his series of rapes in 2005 and continued until early 2006. The 
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frequency of the offences was constant throughout, with an exception between victim 

seven and eight, where there was a lapse of 190 days. The modus operandi was the 

same for all victims with the exception of two. The offender engaged the victims with 

a promise of employment. In the case of the two exceptions, the offender offered one 

a lift home, and the other to assist with the finding of accommodation. The offender’s 

victims were all black females, and their ages ranged from 19-25 years.  

Data demonstrated that the offender appeared to be patient and deliberate in that he 

generally waited several days between the meeting and rape. During the days in-

between the meeting and offence, the offender kept in touch with his victim via 

telephone conversations or physical meetings. This appeared to be done to keep the 

ruse of the perpetrator’s modus operandi and to gain the confidence of the victim. 

Table 11 below captures the key aspects of this serial rapist. 

 

 

Table 11: Case 9 summary 

 

Figure 17 below illustrates the clustering of all rape and meeting sites. The maps 

illustrate the distances travelled and the radii of the crime scenes. 

Victim 

number Victim description

Days elapsed 

between 

offences

Day and time of 

offence

Travel distance 

to victim 

encounter Convex hull Offender's modus operandi

1 Female, black, aged 25 0

Friday, June 2005, 

16h00 16.6km
Offer of employment.

2 Female, black, aged 23 3

Monday, June 2005, 

16h00 17km
Offered the victim a lift home.

3 Female, black, aged 22 3

Thursday, June 

2005, 19h00 17.3km
Offer of employment.

4 Female, black, aged 21 5

Monday, July 2005, 

18h00 15.3km
Offer of employment.

5 Female, black, aged 21 23

Wednesday, July 

2005, 12h30 23km
Offer of employment.

6 Female, black, aged 23 5

Tuesday, August 

2005, 18h00 23km
Offer of employment.

7 Female, black, aged 22 8

Wednesday, 

August 2005, 12h00 23km
Offer of employment.

8 Female, black, aged 20 190

Thursday, February 

2006, 16h00
23km Offer of employment.

9 Female, black, aged 19 3

Sunday, February 

2006, unknown time
23km Offer of accommodation.

Case 9

The convex 

hull for site 1 

was 4.4km2 

and site 2 was 

2.95km2. 
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Figure 17: The clustering of all rape and meeting sites 

 

5.1.9.1 Meeting location choice 

 

There was observable consistency in the geographic spread of the offender’s meeting 

sites. Meeting sites were concentrated in two focused areas. From this it could be 

deduced that the offender appeared to be deliberate in the area that he chose, 

indicating apparent familiarity with the region and routes. 

 

5.1.9.2 Crime location choice 

 

Offence sites were clustered within two distinct areas, with relatively small convex hulls 

(4.4km2 and 2.95km2). This again could lead one to deduce that the offender appeared 

to be deliberate in the areas chosen, indicating some familiarity with the regions and 

routes. 
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5.1.9.3 The offender 

 

The offender was thirty-three years old when he committed his first offence, and was 

apprehended and sentenced when he was thirty-eight. 

The offender was sentenced to more than twenty-five years in prison (SAPS case file 

2010). 

 

5.1.10 Case 10 

 

The tenth serial rape case is named the “Naboomspruit Serial Rapist”. In this case, 

the offender began his series of rapes in 2007 and continued until mid-2009. The 

frequency of the offences was erratic throughout this time. The modus operandi was 

the same for all victims with the exception of one. The offender engaged the victims 

while they were walking and threatened them with a knife. The offender appeared to 

ambush victims while he lay in waiting; his attacks were swift, and engagement prior 

to the rape was kept to a minimum. The offender’s victims were all black females, and 

their ages ranged from 15-51 years. The extensive age range suggests that the 

offender was not particular in the choice of victim, but rather engaged victims as the 

opportunity presented itself. Table 12 below captures the key aspects of this serial 

rapist. 
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Table 12: Case 10 summary 

 

Figure 18 below illustrates the clustering of all rape sites. The maps illustrate the 

distances travelled and the radii of the crime scenes. 

Victim 

number Victim description

Days elapsed 

between 

offences

Day and time of 

offence

Travel distance 

to victim 

encounter Convex hull Offender's modus operandi

1 Female, black, aged 15 0

Wednesday, 

December 2007, 

13h00

41.2km

2 Female, black, aged 30 152

Monday, May 2008, 

09h00
40km

3 Female, black, aged 30 10

Thursday, June 

2008, 05h30
41km

4 Female, black, aged 18 56

Wednesday, July 

2008, 20h00
41km

5 Female, black, aged 33 2

Tuesday, August 

2008, 08h15
42.5km

6 Female, black, aged 51 21

Saturday, August 

2008, 16h30

42km

Tried to sell oranges to the 

victim. Grabbed the victim, 

threatened her with a knife, and 

took her to nearby bushes.

7 Female, black, aged 48 7

Wednesday, 

August 2008, 06h00
41km

8 Female, black, aged 40 11

Wednesday, 

September 2008, 

14h00

41km

9 Female, black, aged 31 233

Friday, May 2009, 

20h30
40km

10 Female, black, aged 18 90

Saturday, July 

2009, unknown time

40km

Approached the victim while the 

offender was in a car. Offered 

the victim a lift. Threatened her 

with a knife. Took the victim to 

the bushes.

Case 10

The convex 

hull was 

3.38km2. 

Approached victim while she 

was walking. Threatened her 

with a knife. Forced the victim 

into nearby bushes.

Approached victim while she 

was walking. Threatened her 

with a knife. Forced the victim 

into nearby bushes.
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Figure 18: The clustering of all rape sites 

 

5.1.10.1 Meeting location choice 

 

There was observable consistency in the geographic spread of the offender’s meeting 

sites. Meeting sites were concentrated and in very close proximity to the rape sites. 

From this it could be deduced that the offender appeared to be deliberate in the area 

that he chose, which indicates apparent familiarity with the region and routes. 

 

5.1.10.2 Crime location choice 

 

Offence sites were clustered within a distinct area, with a focused convex hull 

(3.38km2). One can deduce that the offender appeared to be deliberate in the area 

that he chose, which indicates some familiarity with the region. 
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5.1.10.3 The offender 

 

The offender was twenty-seven years old when he committed his first offence, and 

was apprehended and sentenced when he was thirty-two. The offender was 

unemployed at the time of his offences, married, and a father of two.  

The offender was sentenced to 125 years in prison by the Modimolle Regional Court. 

“The offender, who was arrested in 2012 on various accounts, including rape, in 

Mookgophong and Modimolle, was sentenced on Friday, 15 March. He was sentenced 

on 11 charges of rape, and would only be eligible for parole after 25 years in prison.” 

(Mashaba 2013). 

 

5.1.11 Case 11 

 

The eleventh serial rape case is named the “Birthday Serial Rapist”. In this case, the 

offender began his series of rapes in August 2010 and maintained a high tempo until 

he was apprehended in November 2010. The frequency of the offences was constant 

throughout this time, and the number of days that elapsed between victims was 

relatively low. The modus operandi was the same for all victims. The offender engaged 

the victims while in a public place and asked them to join him in celebrating his birthday 

(as he had been abandoned by his friends). During the course of the celebration, the 

offender would ask the victim to accompany him to collect more supplies from his 

home. The offender would travel with the victim by taxi to a pre-selected hotel and 

once he had his victim inside the hotel room, he would commit the crime. The 

offender’s victims had a specific profile in that they were all black, female, university 

students, and their ages fell within a narrow band from 18-22 years. Table 13 below 

captures the key aspects of this serial rapist. 
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Table 13: Case 11 summary 

 

Figure 19 below illustrates the clustering of all rape sites. The maps illustrate the 

distances travelled and the radii of the crime scenes. 

Victim 

number Victim description

Days elapsed 

between 

offences

Day and time of 

offence

Travel distance 

to victim 

encounter Convex hull Offender's modus operandi

1 Female, black, aged 19 0

Tuesday, August 

2010, 11h00
6.4km

2 Female, black, aged 19 4

Sunday, August 

2010, 09h00
27.8km

3 Female, black, aged 18 7

Sunday, August 

2010, 17h45
10.1km

4 Female, black, aged 20 6

Saturday, August 

2010, 18h30
4.7km

5 Female, black, aged 19 4

Wednesday, 

August 2010, 13h20
5.7km

6 Female, black, aged 20 5

Monday, August 

2010, 15h30
10.4km

7 Female, black, aged 21 10

Thursday, 

September 2010, 

14h00
5.8km

8 Female, black, aged 18 3

Sunday, September 

2010, 18h00
4.8km

9 Female, black, aged 19 3

Wednesday, 

September 2010, 

16h00

5.3km

10 Female, black, aged 20 12

Monday, September 

2010, 17h00
8km

11 Female, black, aged 19 28

Monday, October 

2010, 15h30
8km

12 Female, black, aged 22 2

Wednesday, 

October 2010, 

12h00

16.6km

Case 11

The convex 

hull for the 

rape sites was 

4.9km2. 

In all cases the offender 

approached the victims stating 

that it was his birthday. He 

would convince the victim to 

celebrate his birthday with him. 

The offender would then inform 

the victims that he needed to 

collect an item and that they 

should accompany him. They 

would travel via taxi to a hotel. 

He invited them into the hotel 

room, where he raped them.
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Figure 19: The clustering of all rape sites 

 

5.1.11.1 Meeting location choice 

 

There was no obvious consistency in the geographic spread of the offender’s meeting 

sites: they were spread with no specific, observable pattern. The offender did appear 

to be familiar with the areas in which he met his victims, as these areas formed the 

preamble to enticing the victims to his rape sites. The offender spent a considerable 

amount of time with the victims at the meeting sites celebrating his birthday and 

convincing them of his ruse. 

 

5.1.11.2 Crime location choice 

 

Offence sites were clustered within a distinct area, with a focused convex hull (4.9km2). 

All rapes took place in a pre-selected hotel room, and a different hotel was chosen for 
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each offence. The inference can thus be made that the offender was familiar with the 

area and appeared to be extremely specific in the area that he chose, which indicates 

a high level of knowledge of the region. The fact that the offender had pre-booked a 

hotel room to commit his offence indicates a high degree of planning. 

 

5.1.11.3 The offender 

 

The offender was twenty-eight years old when he committed his first offence, and was 

apprehended and sentenced when he was twenty-eight. He was unemployed at the 

time of his offences, unmarried, and lived alone.  

The offender was sentenced to thirty-nine life terms by the Johannesburg Magistrate's 

Court, and further sentenced to 212 years on more than seventy additional charges of 

sexual assault, kidnapping and theft (News24 2013). 

 

5.1.12 Case 12 

 

The twelfth serial rape case is named the “Dashboy Serial Rapist”. In this case, the 

offender began his series of rapes in June 2007 until he was arrested in 2013. There 

was a lapse of 669 days between victim one and two. The frequency of the offences 

was constant after victim two, from 2009 to 2010 where an extensive time period 

elapsed between victim twelve and thirteen. Offences were erratic until 2012, after 

which they became more consistent and frequent until the offender’s apprehension. 

Two observable events transpired which led to the erratic offence pattern, namely, the 

offender was engaged in a relationship and he shifted his hunting and rape sites’ 

geographic locations. The modus operandi was similar for all victims. The offender 

engaged the victims while walking, selling items in the street, or at play and either 

asked them to help him find a specific place (directions) or to accompany him to fetch 

his child. The victims would accompany the offender thinking that they were helping 

him. While en route, the offender forced the victims into a bush and raped them. Once 

the offender had completed his crime, he would leave the victims at the crime scene 

and depart. The offender’s victims had a specific profile in that they were all black, 
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female, and their ages fell within a narrow band from 8-14 years. Table 14 below 

captures the key aspects of this serial rapist. 

 

Victim 

number Victim description

Days elapsed 

between 

offences

Day and time of 

offence

Travel distance 

to victim 

encounter Convex hull Offender's modus operandi

1 Female, black, aged 11 0

Wednesday, June 

2007, 16h00

No geographic 

detail

Met victim while she was selling tomatoes. 

Enticed her to the bush.

2 Female, black, aged 13 669

Sunday, April 2009, 

10h00

2.6km

Met victim while she was playing. Convinced 

her to accompany him to search for a friend. 

Attacked the victim en route.

3 Female, black, aged 11 32

Thursday, May 

2009, 15h00
2.6km

Met victim while she was playing. Told her to 

accompany him, forced her to bushes.

4 Female, black, aged 10 24

Sunday, May 2009, 

16h00

2.6km
Met victim while she was playing. Enticed her 

with money to accompany him. Forced victim 

into bushes.

5 Female, black, aged 12 6

Saturday, June 

2009, 12h00

2.6km

Met victim while she was shopping. Offered 

money to victim to assist in finding someone. 

Forced victim into bushes.

6 Female, black, aged 14 27

Friday, July 2009, 

14h00

2.6km

Approached victim while she was walking. 

Asked victim for directions. While victim was 

showing directions, offender produced a knife 

and forced victim into bushes.

7 Female, black, aged 11 9

Sunday, July 2009, 

time unknown
2.6km

Met victim while she was shopping. Grabbed 

the victim and forced her into bushes.

8 Female, black, aged 10 34

Saturday, August 

2009, 12h00

2.6km

Approached victim while she was walking. 

Asked victim to walk with him. Victim ran away. 

Offender caught victim and forced her into 

bushes.

9 Female, black, aged 13 49

Saturday, October 

2009, 15h00

2.6km

Victim was selling clothes. Offender 

approached victim and asked her to follow him. 

Forced victim into the bushes.

10 Female, black, aged 14 37

Wednesday, 

December 2009, 

13h00

2.6km

Approached victim while she was playing. 

Asked to  go with him to fetch his child. En 

route, forced victim into bushes.

11 Female, black, aged 8 20

Tuesday, 

December 2009, 

12h00

2.6km

Approached victim while she was playing. 

Asked her to accompany him to the shop. En 

route, the offender forced the victim into the 

bush.

12 Female, black, aged 10 18

Saturday, January 

2010, 14h00

2.6km

Approached victim while she was walking. 

Asked for directions from the victim. While 

victim was showing the offender where to go, 

he forced her into nearby bushes.

13 Female, black, age 14 445

Wednesday, April 

2011, time unknown

2.6km

Approached victim while she was playing. 

Asked to  go with him to fetch his child. En 

route, forced victim into bushes.

The convex hull 

for offence site 1 

was 0.6km2. The 

convex hull for 

offence site 2 

was 3.8km2.

Case 12
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Table 14: Case 12 summary 

 

Figure 20 below illustrates the clustering of all rape sites. The maps illustrate the 

distances travelled and the radii of the crime scenes. 

Victim 

number Victim description

Days elapsed 

between 

offences

Day and time of 

offence

Travel distance 

to victim 

encounter Convex hull Offender's modus operandi

14

Female, black, age 

unknown 2008 - 2011

Ongoing 2008 - 

2011

N/A

The offender had a relationship with victim 14. 

During this time, he beat her, locked her up, bit 

her, and raped her.

15

Female, black, age 

unknown 42

Wednesday, May 

2011, time unknown
3.5km

Met victim and forced her into a nearby bush.

16 Female, black, aged 9 76

Tuesday, August 

2011, 16h00

2.6km

Met victim while she was playing. Offered her a 

chocolate. En route to collect the chocolate, the 

offender forced her into the bush.

17 Female, black, aged 10 193

Saturday, February 

2012, 12h00

46km

Approached victim while she was playing. 

Asked to  go with him to fetch his child. En 

route, forced victim into bushes.

18 Female, black, aged 9 10

Tuesday, February 

2012, 07h30

46km

Approached victim while she was playing. 

Asked to  go with him to fetch his child. En 

route, forced victim into bushes.

19 Female, black, aged 11 39

Saturday, March 

2012, time unknown

46km

Approached victim while she was walking. 

Asked for directions from the victim. While 

victim was showing the offender where to go, 

he forced her into nearby bushes.

20 Female, black, aged 11 13

Friday, April 2012, 

16h00

46km

Approached victim while she was walking. 

Asked for directions from the victim. While 

victim was showing the offender where to go, 

he forced her into nearby bushes.

21 Female, black, aged 13 23

Sunday, May 2012, 

time unknown

46km

Approached victim while she was walking. 

Asked for directions from the victim. While 

victim was showing the offender where to go, 

he forced her into nearby bushes.

22 Female, black, aged 10 13

Saturday, May 

2012, 16h00

46km

Approached victim while she was playing. 

Asked to  go with him to fetch his child. En 

route, forced victim into bushes.

23 Female, black, aged 12 28

Saturday, June 

2012, 11h30

2.6km

Approached the victim while she was selling 

items. Asked victim to accompany him to a 

nearby school. En route, forced victim to 

nearby bushes.

24 Female, black, aged 11 17

Tuesday, July 2012, 

14h00

2.6km

Approached victim while she was playing. 

Asked to  go with him to look for his child. En 

route, forced victim into bushes.

25 Female, black, aged 10 54

Sunday, August 

2012, 13h00

46km

Approached victim while she was playing. 

Asked to  go with him to fetch his child. En 

route, forced victim into bushes.

26 Female, black, aged 11 243

Friday, April 2013, 

15h00

2.6km

Approached victim while she was playing. 

Asked to  go with him to fetch his child. En 

route, forced victim into bushes.

The convex hull 

for offence site 1 

was 0.6km2. The 

convex hull for 

offence site 2 

was 3.8km2.
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Figure 20: The clustering of all rape sites 

 

5.1.12.1 Meeting location choice 

 

Meeting places were not clearly identified, and the victims were unable to articulate 

exactly where the offender met them. In most cases it could be deduced that – after 

studying the detail available in the SAPS case file –the meeting places were not too 

far from the rape sites: the victims spoke of walking with the offender for short 

distances. The offender generally targeted victims in public areas (play parks, streets 

and on the front lawn of their homes). 

 

5.1.12.2 Crime location choice 

 

Offence sites were clustered within two distinct areas, with focused convex hulls of 

0.6km2 (site 1) and 3.8km2 (site 2). The offender committed his first fourteen offences 

at site 1, his next six offences at site 2, and three of his last four offences at site 1. The 
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offender was specific in his choice of sites, and, from case file evidence, it can be 

construed that he was extremely familiar with both sites. 

 

5.1.12.3 The offender 

 

The offender was twenty-eight years old when he committed his first offence, and was 

apprehended and sentenced when he was thirty-four. He was unemployed at the time 

of his offences, unmarried, and lived with his aunt.  

The offender was sentenced to twenty-eight life sentences for each of the rapes he 

committed and was sentenced to another 538 years for his other crimes‚ including 

kidnapping and assaulting the children, and others, he raped.  

The offender was convicted of twenty-eight counts of rape and two of attempted rape‚ 

forty-five of kidnapping‚ seventeen of assault with the intent to do grievous bodily harm‚ 

nine of common assault‚ eighteen of sexual assault‚ sixteen of compelling a child to 

witness a sexual offence and four of theft. All the sentences run concurrently (Jordaan 

2016). 

 

5.1.13 Case 13 

 

The thirteenth serial rape case is named the “Randfontein Serial Rapist”. In this case, 

the offender committed his series of rapes from March 1998 to August 1998. The 

frequency of the offences was relatively constant, with an escalation after victim two. 

The offence sites were not clustered in a convex hull, but were spread around the 

offender’s home base. The offender travelled a vast distance to his first victim, and 

thereafter the distance diminished from victim to victim for the remainder of his 

offences. Victim choice was very specific in that the offender selected young, black 

females, aged between four and nine years. Table 15 below captures the key aspects 

of this serial rapist. 
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Table 15: Case 13 summary 

 

Figure 21 below illustrates the clustering of all rape sites. The maps illustrate the 

distances travelled and the radii of the crime scenes. 

 

Figure 21: The spread of all rape sites 

 

5.1.13.1 Meeting location choice 

 

Victim 

number

Victim 

description

Days elapsed 

between offences

Day and time of 

offence

Travel distance 

to victim 

encounter Convex hull Offender's modus operandi

1

Female, black, 

aged 9 0

Monday, March 

1998, time unknown 86km

2

Female, black, 

aged 7 82

Saturday, May 

1998, time unknown 37km

3

Female, black, 

aged 6 18

Wednesday, June 

1998, 13h30 17km

4

Female, black, 

aged 5 30

Friday, July 1998, 

15h00 3km

5

Female, black, 

aged 4 23

Sunday, August 

1998, 07h00 4.6km

Case 13

The was no 

convex hull. 

Victims where 

engaged while 

the offender was 

commuting.

The offender would pick his victims 

up alongside the road, while driving 

around in his car. He would entice 

the victims into his car, and rape 

them in his car.
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The offender selected victims while driving his car. There was no specific, identifiable 

pattern or consistency in the meeting locales.  

 

5.1.13.2 Crime location choice 

 

The offender enticed victims into his car, and committed the offences inside his car. 

There was no observable pattern or connections between the locations other than the 

fact that the offences were committed inside the offender’s car. 

 

5.1.13.3 The offender 

 

The offender was thirty-nine years old when he committed his first offence. He was 

unemployed at the time of his offences, was unmarried, lived with his parents, and 

was the father of two children.  

During the month of June 1998 the offender was arrested, appeared in court and was 

released on bail. He went on to commit a further two offences until his final arrest and 

imprisonment. The offender was sentenced to a total of fifty-one years in prison for 

rape and kidnapping (Court docket RC 308/98).  

 

5.1.14 Case 14 

 

The fourteenth serial rape case is named the “Hillcrest Serial Rapist”. In this case, the 

offender committed his series of rapes from March 2003 to June 2003. The frequency 

of the offences was relatively constant throughout the series of crimes. The offence 

sites were clustered in a specific convex hull, and the meeting sites were clustered in 

one particular area. Victim choice was precise in that the offender selected black 

females, between 20-33 years old. Table 16 below captures the key aspects of this 

serial rapist. 
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Table 16: Case 14 summary 

 

Figure 22 below illustrates the clustering of all meeting and rape sites. The maps 

illustrate the distances travelled and the radii of the crime scenes. 

 

Figure 22: The spread of all meeting and rape sites 

 

5.1.14.1 Meeting location choice 

 

The offender engaged victims (with the exception of one) within an urban environment. 

The offender was deliberate and specific in the area he chose to meet his victims. His 

Victim 

number

Victim 

description

Days elapsed 

between offences

Day and time of 

offence

Travel distance 

to victim 

encounter Convex hull Offender's modus operandi

1

Female, black, 

aged 24 0

Wednesday, March 

2003, 10h30 9.07km

2

Female, black, 

aged 20 36

Thursday, April 

2003, time unknown 9.07km

3

Female, black, 

aged 32 25

Monday, May 2003, 

08h30 9.15km

4

Female, black, 

aged 33 32

Friday, June 2003, 

08h30 10.2km

5

Female, black, 

aged 24 2

Sunday, June 2003, 

17h30 9.5km

6

Female, black, 

aged 27 15

Monday, June 2003, 

09h00 11.72km

Case 14

The convex hull 

for the offence 

site was 28km2. 

The convex hull 

for meeting sites 

was 0.48km2.

Modus operandi was the same for 

all victims. The offender would meet 

the victims in town and make an 

offer of employment. He would then 

ask the victim to accompany him to 

an interview site. En route, he would 

produce a knife and force the 

victims into a bush where he would 

rape them.
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ruse was an offer of employment, and it appeared as if he selected a meeting area 

where people set out to seek employment.   

 

5.1.14.2 Crime location choice 

 

The offender was specific in his choice of crime site: he would entice his victims away 

from their meeting area to an area with which he was apparently familiar. The crime 

sites were all in secluded, bushy environments. 

 

5.1.14.3 The offender 

 

The offender was forty-five years old when he committed his offences. The offender 

had a series of prior convictions, including housebreaking and theft.  

The offender was sentenced to life in prison for the double rape of his second victim, 

and twenty years for the other five counts of rape. He was further sentenced to two 

months’ imprisonment for assault and fifteen years for two counts of robbery. His 

sentences all run concurrently (Langanparsad 2014).  

 

5.1.15 Case 15 

 

The fifteenth serial rape case is named the “Mine Serial Rapist”. In this case, the 

offender committed his series of rapes from September 1994 to July 2004. The time 

between the first and second offence was 1205 days. Thereafter, the frequency of the 

offences was more constant, with the exception of 395 days between victim fourteen 

and fifteen, and 826 days between victim twenty-three and twenty-four. The offence 

sites were clustered in three specific convex hulls, all within secluded, mine dump 

areas. Victim choice was that of black females, 17-40 years old. The modus operandi 

remained the same for all victims. Table 17 below captures the key aspects of this 

serial rapist. 
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Table 17: Case 15 summary 

 

Victim 

number

Victim 

description

Days elapsed 

between offences

Day and time of 

offence

Travel distance 

to victim 

encounter Convex hull Offender's modus operandi

1

Female, black, 

aged 29 0

Wednesday, 

September 1994, 

12h30 5km

2

Female, black, 

aged 34 1205

Thursday, January 

1998, time unknown 5km

3

Female, black, 

aged 17 25

Monday, February 

1998, 12h00 17.5km

4

Female, black, 

aged 29 27

Sunday, March 

1998, 14h30 11.5km

5

Female, black, 

aged 35 20

Saturday, March 

1998, 09h30 5km

6

Female, black, 

aged 29 61

Thursday, May 

1998, 009h30 5km

7

Female, black, 

aged age 

unknown 86

Saturday, August 

1998, 12h00 11.5km

8

Female, black, 

aged 19 81

Wednesday, 

November 1998, 

11h40 11.5km

9

Female, black, 

aged 27 167

Tuesday, April 

1999, 12h00 17.5km

10

Female, black, 

aged age 

unknown 63

Tuesday, June 

1999, 09h00 5km

11

Female, black, 

aged 24 35

Tuesday, July 1999, 

15h00 11.5km

12

Female, black, 

aged 19 136

Friday, December 

1999, 08h30 11.5km

13

Female, black, 

aged 32 21

Friday, December 

1999, 13h45 5km

14

Female, black, 

aged 33 28

Friday, January 

2000, 08h30 11.5km

15

Female, black, 

aged 40 395

Monday, February 

2001, 09h00 11.5km

16

Female, black, 

aged 26 64

Tuesday, May 2001, 

14h00 11.5km

17

Female, black, 

aged 34 105

Tuesday, August 

2001, 14h00 5km

18

Female, black, 

aged 19 8

Wednesday, 

August 2001, 12h00 5km

19

Female, black, 

aged 22 8

Thursday, August 

2001, 09h45 17.5km

20

Female, black, 

aged 23 30

Saturday, 

September 2001, 

16h00 11.5km

21

Female, black, 

aged 23 24

Tuesday, October 

2001, 06h30 17.5km

22

Female, black, 

aged 18 136

Friday, March 2002, 

11h15 17.5km

23

Female, black, 

aged 20 4

Tuesday, March 

2002, 09h00 11.5km

24

Female, black, 

aged 22 826

Tuesday, June 

2004, 13h00 5km

25

Female, black, 

aged 18 20

Monday, July 2004, 

14h00 11.5km

26

Female, black, 

aged 17 16

Wednesday, July 

2004, 15h00 11.5km

Case 15

Modus operandi was the same for 

all victims. The offender would meet 

the victims in a built up, urban area 

and make an offer of employment. 

He would then ask the victim to 

accompany him to an interview site. 

En-route, he would produce a knife 

or firearm and force the victims into 

a bush where he would rape them.

The convex hull 

for offence site 1 

was 0.75km2. 

The convex hull 

for offence site 2 

was 0.1km2. The 

convex hull for 

offence site 3 

was 0.09km2.
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Figure 23 below illustrates the clustering of all meeting and rape sites. The maps 

illustrate the distances travelled and the radii of the crime scenes. 

 

Figure 23: The spread of all meeting and rape sites 

 

5.1.15.1 Meeting location choice 

 

The offender engaged victims in built-up, urban areas close to his rape sites and was 

deliberate and specific in the area he chose to meet his victims. The offender’s ruse 

was an offer of employment, and he selected areas where targets were easily 

accessible. Once the perpetrator met his victims, he quickly enticed them away from 

the built-up areas to more secluded rape sites.   

 

5.1.15.2 Crime location choice 
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The offender was specific in his choice of crime sites: he had three rape sites and 

each one was similar to the other in that they were all in the vicinity of mine dumps. 

The offender would entice his victims away from their meeting area to an area with 

which he appeared to be familiar.  

 

5.1.15.3 The offender 

 

Dubbed South Africa's worst serial rapist, this offender was sentenced to 2461 years 

in prison, but because most of his sentences will run concurrently, he will effectively 

spend forty-five years behind bars. The offender was found guilty of sixty counts of 

rape, which he carried out during a ten-year spree and was also found guilty on three 

counts of being an accessory to rape; fifty-seven counts of kidnapping; thirty-two of 

robbery with aggravating circumstances; twenty-eight of robbery; two of assault with 

intent to do grievous bodily harm; thirty-eight of assault; one of indecent assault; one 

of attempted robbery and one of escaping from custody. 

The presiding judge stated: "The multiplicity of the rapes compounded the severity of 

the crime. The aggravation of the crime ruled out any mitigating factors. All the victims 

were tertiary students and one of them was doing post-graduate studies” (Ndaba 

2014). 

The judge further penalised the offender for showing no remorse, saying he 

persistently believed that what he did was not criminal (Ndaba 2014).  

 

5.1.16 Case 16 

 

The sixteenth serial rape case is named the “Klipfontein Dam Serial Rapist”. In this 

case, the offender committed his series of rapes from November 2007 to July 2008. 

The frequency of the offences was relatively constant, and escalated after the attack 

on victim three. The offence site was clustered and specific, and all offences occurred 

in a relatively small convex hull (0.2km2) at a recreation area next to a dam. Victim 
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choice was that of couples, with no specific ethnicity. The ages of the victims were 

unknown (in the case file data). Case file data presented as if robbery was the primary 

motive, and the modus operandi remained the same for all victims. Table 18 below 

captures the key aspects of this serial rapist. 

 

 

Table 18: Case 16 summary 

 

Figure 24 below illustrates the clustering of the meeting and rape site. The maps 

illustrate the distances travelled and the radii of the crime scenes. 

 

Victim 

number

Victim 

description

Days elapsed 

between offences

Day and time of 

offence

Travel distance 

to victim 

encounter Convex hull Offender's modus operandi

1

Female, white, 

age unknown 0

Friday, November 

2007, 21h30 8.5km

2

Female, Indian, 

age unknown 92

Saturday, March 

2008, 21h00 8.5km

3

Female, black, 

age unknown 47

Thursday, April 

2008, 18h30 8.5km

4

Female, white, 

age unknown 8

Friday, April 2008, 

20h30 8.5km

5

Female, black, 

age unknown 5

Wednesday, April 

2008, 23h00 8.5km

6

Female, White, 

age unknown 9

Friday, May 2008, 

19h30 8.5km

7

Female, black, 

age unknown 13

Thursday, May 

2008, 18h45 8.5km

8

Female, black, 

age unknown 2

Saturday, May 

2008, 21h30 8.5km

9

Female, black, 

age unknown 

(attempted rape) 34

Saturday, June 

2008, 19h30 8.5km

10

Female, black, 

age unknown 7

Friday, July 2008, 

19h30 8.5km

Case 16

The convex hull 

for the offence 

site was 0.2km2.

Modus operandi was the similar for 

all victims. The offender (and 

accomplices) would approach the 

victim and their partner near the 

rape site. The couples were forced 

to the rape sites where the male 

partner would be severely 

assaulted, and the victim bound and 

raped.
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Figure 24: The spread of the meeting and rape site 

 

5.1.16.1 Meeting location choice 

 

With the exception of one victim, all the victims were met at the rape site.   

 

5.1.16.2 Crime location choice 

 

The offender was specific in his choice of the crime site. The time of offence was 

limited to evenings (between 18:30 and 21:30). Data in the case file suggests that it 

appeared as if the crime site was selected close to an escape route and an ATM (for 

the victims to withdraw money). It was apparent that the offender was familiar with the 

area. 

 

5.1.16.3 The offender 

 

The offender was unmarried and unemployed at the time of the offences and 

committed all crimes with accomplices (two or three). One accomplice consistently 

accompanied the offender, while the other one varied from crime to crime. The 

accomplice who was with the offender at each crime had no fixed abode.  

 

5.1.17 Case 17 

 

The seventeenth serial rape case is named the “Westonaria Serial Rapist”. In this 

case, the offender committed his series of rapes from January 2009 to June 2009. The 

frequency of the offences was relatively constant throughout this time. Offences 

occurred in two small convex hulls (0.1km2 and 0.6km2) and meeting areas were 

concentrated to two specific intersections (where people typically waited for transport). 
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Victim choice focused on black females between the ages 19-50. The modus operandi 

was the same for all victims, in that the offender targeted people waiting for transport 

who he then offered a lift in his car. The offender travelled around in his car looking for 

suitable victims. Table 19 below captures the key aspects of this serial rapist. 

 

 

Table 19: Case 17 summary 

 

Figure 25 below illustrates the clustering of the meeting and rape sites. The maps 

illustrate the distances travelled and the radii of the crime scenes. 

 

Victim 

number

Victim 

description

Days elapsed 

between offences

Day and time of 

offence

Travel distance 

to victim 

encounter Convex hull Offender's modus operandi

1

Female, black, 

age 50 0

Thursday, January 

2009, 11h30 11km

2

Female, black, 

age 37 32

Monday, March 

2009, 10h00 23km

3

Female, black, 

age 35 19

Saturday, March 

2009, 06h00 23km

4

Female, black, 

age 20 27

Friday, April 2009, 

08h00 23km

5

Female, black, 

age 28 13

Thursday, April 

2009, 06h00 23km

6

Female, black, 

age 19 4

Monday, May 2009, 

06h00 23km

7

Female, black, 

age 29 12

Saturday, May 

2009, 06h30 23km

8

Female, black, 

age 36 8

Sunday, May 2009, 

18h45 23km

9

Female, black, 

age 27 27

Saturday, June 

2009, 07h00 23km

Case 17

The convex hull 

for offence site 1 

0.1km2 and 

0.6km2 for 

offence site 2.

Modus operandi was the similar for 

all victims. The offender 

approached all victims while they 

were wating for transport (typically 

at a busy intersection). He offered 

them a lift to where they were going. 

En route he drove to a secluded 

area and raped them in his car.
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Figure 25: The spread of the meeting and rape site 

 

5.1.17.1 Meeting location choice 

 

With the exception of one victim, all victims were engaged at two meeting areas. The 

meeting areas were at a busy intersection and a frequently used off-ramp. The 

offender appeared to be deliberate in his choice of meeting area. 

 

5.1.17.2 Crime location choice 

 

The offender was specific in his choice of the crime sites. The use of two highly-

concentrated focal points to commit his crimes would suggest that the offender was 

familiar with the area. The crime locations were remote bushy areas where it could be 

concluded that the probability of being detected would be relatively low. Victims were 

abandoned at the crime sites after the offence was committed.  

 

5.1.17.3 The offender 

 

The offender was unmarried and unemployed at the time of the offences. The offender 

stated that when he was younger (twelve years old) he was raped and that, when he 

was somewhat older, his wife was raped (and killed). He further stated that he set out 

to rape and punish people until his deceased wife was avenged (SAPS case file).  

He was convicted and received twenty life sentences and a further 400 years in prison 

(Sello 2013).  

 

5.1.18 Case 18 
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The eighteenth serial rape case is named the “Atlantis Serial Rapist”. In this case, the 

offender committed his series of rapes from July 2005 to October 2005. After the 

second victim was attacked, the frequency of the offences was constant. Offences 

occurred in one concentrated convex hull (6.58km2). Meeting areas were in the vicinity 

of the rape sites, as the offender approached his victims while they were walking. The 

victims were attacked immediately after the encounter and were forced into nearby 

bushes where the perpetrator committed his crimes. Victim choice was that of coloured 

females and their ages ranged from 16-44 years. The modus operandi was the same 

for all victims. Table 20 below captures the key aspects of this serial rapist. 

 

 

Table 20: Case 18 summary 

 

Figure 26 below illustrates the clustering of the rape sites. The maps illustrate the 

distances travelled and the radii of the crime scenes. 

Victim 

number

Victim 

description

Days elapsed 

between offences

Day and time of 

offence

Travel distance 

to victim 

encounter Convex hull Offender's modus operandi

1

Female, 

coloured, age 24 0

Saturday, July 

2005, 11h45 7.1km

2

Female, 

coloured, age 33 72

Sunday, September 

2005, 13h20 4.7km

3

Female, 

coloured, age 29 4

Tuesday, 

September 2005, 

06h00 7km

4

Female, 

coloured, age 17 1

Saturday, 

September 2005, 

08h30 8km

5

Female, 

coloured, age 16 14

Friday, October 

2005, 10h40 6.2km

6

Female, 

coloured, age 44 6

Thursday, October 

2005, 09h05 6.3km

7

Female, 

coloured, age 20 17

Sunday, October 

2005, 08h30 5.8km

Case 18

The convex hull 

for the offence 

site was 

6.58km2.

Modus operandi was the same for 

all victims. The offender 

approached all victims while they 

were walking alone, threatened 

them with a firearm and forced 

them into a nearby bushy area.
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Figure 26: The spread of the rape sites 

 

5.1.18.1 Meeting location choice 

 

Upon observation, it would appear the offender prowled in search of his victims in the 

area in which he intended to commit his crimes. The offender did not venture out of 

the area that he appeared to be familiar with in order to search for victims, but rather, 

waited for a suitable victim inside his awareness space. 

 

5.1.18.2 Crime location choice 
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The offender was specific in his choice of the crime sites. These sites gave the 

impression that they were sites where the offender could rape his victims soon after 

encounter. The use of one concentrated pivotal point for committing crimes would 

suggest that the perpetrator was familiar with the area. The crime locations were 

remote bushy areas where the probability of being detected seemed relatively low. 

Victims were abandoned at the crime sites after the offence was committed.  

 

5.1.18.3 The offender 

 

Little is known about this offender other than that he was unmarried and unemployed 

at the time of the offences. The offender was twenty-four when he committed his 

crimes and lived with his family. No further information was available in the SAPS case 

file, and the original investigating officer was unavailable. There was no traceable 

media coverage with regard to the case. 

 

5.1.19 Case 19 

 

The nineteenth serial rape case is named the “Mahwelereng Serial Rapist”. In this 

case, the offender committed his series of rapes from 2002 to 2012. The frequency of 

the offences was inconsistent throughout this time, and there were often large time 

lapses between offences. Offences occurred in three convex hulls of 1.2 km2, 6.24km2 

and 0.54km2. Meeting areas were at the actual rape sites, as the offender attacked, 

raped and murdered his victims in one place. In this case exact times and victim 

identities were vague, as the victims were subsequently strangled. Victim choice was 

that of black females and their ages were unknown. The modus operandi was the 

same for all victims. Table 21 below captures the key aspects of this serial rapist. 
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Table 21: Case 19 summary 

 

Figure 27 below illustrates the clustering of the rape sites. The maps illustrate the 

distances travelled and the radii of the crime scenes. 

Victim 

number

Victim 

description

Days elapsed 

between offences

Day and time of 

offence

Travel distance 

to victim 

encounter Convex hull Offender's modus operandi

1

Female, black, 

age unknown 0

July 2002, time 

unknown 1.6km

2

Female, black, 

age unknown 15

July 2002, time 

unknown 4.8km

3

Female, black, 

age unknown 535

January 2004, time 

unknown 7.8km

4

Female, black, 

age unknown 121

May 2004, time 

unknown 8.1km

5

Female, black, 

age unknown 457

August 2005, time 

unknown 17.4km

6

Female, black, 

age unknown 61

October 2005, time 

unknown 3.8km

7

Female, black, 

age unknown 15

October 2005, time 

unknown 7.9km

8

Female, black, 

age unknown 78

January 2006, time 

unknown 18.1km

9

Female, black, 

age unknown 1308

August 2009, time 

unknown 7.9km

10

Female, black, 

age unknown 914

February 2012, time 

unknown 7.1km

Case 19

The convex hull 

for offence site 1 

was 1.2km2, for 

site 2 was 

6.24km2 and site 

3 was 0.54km2.

Modus operandi was similar for all 

victims. The offender attacked the 

victims in or near their homes. He 

would rape them and thereafter 

strangle (murder) them with 

whatever medium was available at 

the crime scene.
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Figure 27: The spread of the rape sites 

 

5.1.19.1 Meeting location choice 

 

Upon observation, it would appear as if the offender prowled in search of his victims 

in the area in which he intended to commit his crimes. The offender then attacked 

them in or near, their houses. This would suggest that the offender knew the area well, 

as he was confident enough to attack his victims in their homes. 

 

5.1.19.2 Crime location choice 
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Crime location choice was the same as the meeting area and, as stated above, the 

evidence/data would suggest in-depth knowledge of the area in which the offender 

committed these crimes.  

 

5.1.19.3 The offender 

 

The offender strangled his first victim with her scarf after raping her 

and while he claimed to have had different reasons for killing each victim, he told the 

court how he strangled his second victim with the cord of her cell phone charger after 

raping her. To strangle his third victim, he used a shoelace. One victim was killed 

almost two weeks after the offender moved in with her, her husband and her parents. 

The offender got into a fist fight with her husband after fetching him from a local 

”shebeen” and told the court he was upset because of the fight and forced the victim 

onto the bed and raped her. 

“I realised she could tell her husband, I decided to kill her. I grabbed the scarf which 

was around her head and strangled her until she no longer breathed” (Raats 2012). 

The perpetrator said he had reported to the police station the next morning when he 

heard the woman was dead and was arrested, but the case against him was later 

withdrawn. 

The next victim was killed nearly four years later. The offender said he became 

annoyed with her, as he knew her well, but she rejected him, after she mentioned she 

had heard that he had killed a woman. “She said she wanted nothing to do with me. I 

lost my temper, grabbed her and pushed her to the floor of her bedroom. I forcefully 

undressed her and raped her. I, in a state of anger, grabbed her cell phone charger 

out of an electrical outlet and strangled her” (Raats 2012). The offender was not 

arrested for this murder and six months later, he strangled his next victim with a 

shoelace. The next victim was a prostitute who was killed in a hotel. The perpetrator 

believed she purposefully left the room they were in unlocked, so that someone else 

could enter and steal his belongings. “This is a common occurrence at brothels,” he 

said. “I became angry and lost my temper. I took a shoelace and strangled her” (Raats 

2012).  
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Following his guilty plea, the presiding judge convicted him on three counts of murder, 

two of rape and two of theft (Raats 2012). 

 

5.1.20 Case 20 

 

The twentieth serial rape case is named the “Roodepan Serial Rapist”. In this case, 

the offender committed his series of rapes during the month of August 2006. The 

frequency of the offences was high as all three offences took place within the same 

month. Offences occurred in one convex hull of 0.15km2. Meeting areas were near the 

place of the rape sites, as the offender engaged and attacked within the same area. 

Victim choice was that of coloured females and their partners, and their ages were 

unknown. The modus operandi was the same for all victims. Table 22 below captures 

the key aspects of this serial rapist. 

 

  

Table 22: Case 20 summary 

 

Figure 28 below illustrates the clustering of the rape sites. The maps illustrate the 

distances travelled and the radii of the crime scenes. 

Victim 

number

Victim 

description

Days elapsed 

between offences

Day and time of 

offence

Travel distance 

to victim 

encounter Convex hull Offender's modus operandi

1

Female, coloured, 

age 22 0

Friday, August 

2006, 09h30 5.4km

2

Female, coloured, 

age 21 8

Sunday, August 

2006, time unknown 4.63km

3

Female, coloured, 

age unknown Unknown

August 2006, time 

unknown 5.65km

Case 20

The convex hull 

for the offence 

site was 

0.15km2.

Modus operandi was the same for 

all victims. The offender 

approached the victim while with 

her boyfriend. He assualted the 

boyfriend and forced the victims into 

nearby bushes where he raped 

them.
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Figure 28: The spread of the rape sites 

 

5.1.20.1 Meeting location choice 

 

Case file data highlights that the offender waited for his victims in the area in which he 

intended to commit his crimes – he then attacked them in or near the places in which 

he intended to rape them. This would indicate that the offender knew the area well, as 

he was confident enough to wait, engage and rape in the same area. Couples were 

chosen, which could suggest a greater level of confidence in the knowledge of the 

geographic area of choice. 
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5.1.20.2 Crime location choice 

 

Crime location choice was the same as the meeting area and, as outlined above, the 

evidence/data would suggest in-depth knowledge of the area in which the offender 

committed these crimes.  

 

5.1.20.3 The offender 

 

The offender was twenty-two years old when he committed his crimes and was 

unemployed and unmarried. The offender was charged with robbery, assault, 

attempted murder, murder and rape and was found guilty on three counts of rape, 

assault, robbery and attempted murder (SAPS case file). 

 

The above-captured twenty cases bring information from the quantitative data to the 

fore. The proceeding section illuminates the qualitative information derived from 

interviews that were conducted. 

 

5.2 Qualitative data 

 

The collection of qualitative data was gathered in the form of one-on-one interviews 

conducted by the researcher with incarcerated serial rapists at their current 

correctional facilities. The choice of offender interviewed was based on case files 

analysed during the gathering of qualitative data (case files obtained from the SAPS) 

and a selection of serial rapists identified through media searches and information 

provided by the DCS. Sixty per cent of interviews conducted were the same offenders 

displayed in the quantitative data, and 40 per cent of interviews were conducted 

without any previously-gathered quantitative data. The reason for this approach was 

to eliminate as much researcher bias as possible. A total of thirteen offenders were 

interviewed of which ten disclosed information, two did not want to share information, 
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and one maintained his innocence thereby not disclosing any relevant information. 

Questions asked were centred on the questions posed in Table 2, in Chapter 4. These 

questions formed a minimum guideline and during the interviews the offenders were 

encouraged to provide information beyond these questions. Individual interviews 

ranged from thirty minutes to three hours. 

Interviews were conducted at various correctional facilities, and included Vereeniging, 

Krugersdorp, Thouyandou, Pretoria, Johannesburg and Mangaung.   

The questions set out in Table 2 sought to address specific criminological theories. 

Table 23 below depicts a summary of all interviews and their correlation to the various 

criminological theories. The researcher has extracted statements from the interviews 

to illustrate the support (or lack of support) for the various theories. The yellow 

highlighted interviews depict the interviews that correspond to the quantitative data. 

These theories and the correlation thereof will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 

6.  
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interview 4
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Supporting statements from 

interview 5

•Rational Choice √

•Routine Activity √ √ √ √

•Journey to Crime √

•Journey to Crime √

•Rational Choice √ √ √ √

•Routine Activity √ √ √

•Environmental Circle of Range

•Convex Hull √ √

•Journey to Crime √

•Routine Activity √ √ √ √

•Least Effort Principle

•Distance Decay

•Routine Activity √ √ √ √

•Buffer Zone √ √ √

•Distance Decay

•Rational Choice √ √ √

•Least Effort Principle √ √

•Buffer Zone √ √ √ √

•Awareness & Activity Space √ √ √ √

•Least Effort Principle √

•Rational Choice √ √ √ √

•Routine Activity √ √

•Hunter

•Poacher √

•Troller √ √ √

•Trapper √

•Raptor √

•Stalker √

•Ambusher √ √ √

- "This is a main taxi route, and 

is easily accessible"

Why did you travel a specific 

route where you eventually 

ended up committing your 

offences?

Why did you not commit the 

offences closer to home?

- "This area was not close to my 

home or work and I know it well"
-"In order not to get caught"

Do you select your targets 

with a specific profile in 

mind?

- "I would set meetings with 

victims based on offering a job. 

I did not have specific people in 

mind, but targeted people 

looking for work"

-"I can discern which target to 

approach. I often let people 

walk past me because they did 

not have attractive physical 

appearance"

- "I used to go there to do work 

and to look for work. I did not go 

there to commit rape - that just 

happened when I was there"

-"I am always around that area 

and know the surroundings. 

Also, the people there do not 

know me or take notice of me"

-"I am always around the area, 

sometimes monthly, sometimes 

weekly"

-"I cannot travel further to an 

area I do not know. I was always 

aware that I can bump into 

someone I know"

Why did you commit the 

offences in a specific area?

How often do you travel this 

specific route?

Why do you not travel 

further?

- "This is where I set my trap to 

meet victims. It was close to 

where the victims lived. It was 

an easy meeting place"

- "This is not a common route 

for me, but I know the area well"

Question not answered

- "I went there to visit my 

friends.The rape was not part of 

my plan"

- "I worked in the area for 6 

months. Thereafter a hung 

around looking for work and 

drinking with my friends"

-"I did not specifically choose 

that area before I went there. 

When I was there, I had the 

opportuinty"

- "They were areas out of the 

public eye. I knew the areas 

very well from working in the 

area"

-"I visit my friends there often. I 

have no friends where I live"

-"I travelled there every week. I 

landed up staying there during 

the week (at a friend's house), 

even after I did not have a job"

-"There is no need to travel 

further - this is where my friends 

are"

-"This is where I worked and 

drank with my friends. I did not 

think of other places"

-"Coincidental meeting victims. 

When I come across a woman 

and I greet her, I make the 

decision right there"

-"I show good manners, a good 

approach, and started 

conversation with them. Once 

we arrived at the place I would 

rape them, I just forced them to 

have sex. I felt badly for their 

safety after I raped them so I 

gave them money for taxi to get 

home"

How did you select your 

victims?

How did you engage your 

victims after you selected 

them?

- "I found people who were 

looking for work (adverts). I set 

up meetings with them"

- "I would ask them to go with 

me to an employer. While we 

walked I forced them to the 

bushes"

Why did you travel a further 

distance after meeting the 

victim, to commit the rape?

-"I did not want to be near other 

people when I cimmitted the 

crime. I did not want to be 

recognised"

-"I wanted to take the victim 

away from the community to a 

more isolated area. I went to an 

area where I socialised with 

other people. I felt safe in the 

area I raped"

- "I would walk around and when 

I saw a suitable victim, I would 

follow her until I saw a place I 

could rape her"

-"I could not rape the girls when 

I saw them - there were too 

many people. I followed them 

until I saw a suitable place (that I 

was familiar with)"

- "After the drink and drugs, I 

would walk around looking for a 

suitable target"

- "I would follow my choice of 

girl, and then attack when I saw 

a suitable place to do so"

-"If the opportunity arises and I 

like the girl"

-"I would see victims while I was 

drinking and relaxing with my 

friends. I never walked around 

looking for girls"

-"I would talk to the girl first. I 

would ask for sex. If she says 

no, I would force her"

-"I would convince the girls to 

walk with me - I told them I had 

a job or some money for them. 

When we were near the place I 

had in my mind, I would force 

them to have sex with me (use a 

knife)"

- "I left the farm I worked at to 

visit with my friends. I visited 

there often (at least once a 

week)"

- "I would see an attractive 

victim and then follow them. 

Once I saw a place that I could 

rape them, I would force them 

into that bush"

- "I travel this route at least once 

a week"

- "This is where I went to 

socialise with my friends. I did 

not socialise anywhere else"

- "I did not think of raping when I 

was at home. I only thought of 

raping after the drinking and 

-"I do not think of commiting the 

crime when I am at home"

-"My wife and children live at my 

house. People know me there"

-"I choose a girl that is pretty. I 

do not just choose anyone"

-"I did not look for victims 

specifically. While I was 

drinking, women would walk 

past or come up to me. I would 

choose ones with a short skirt"

-"I rape the girl nearby where I 

met them. I find the closest 

place where no one will see"

-"I chose areas I knew very well 

(from working in the area) and 

people could not see me"
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Supporting statements from 

interview 10

•Rational Choice √ √

•Routine Activity √ √ √ √ √

•Journey to Crime √

•Journey to Crime √

•Rational Choice √ √ √

•Routine Activity √ √ √ √ √

•Environmental Circle of Range

•Convex Hull √ √

•Journey to Crime √

•Routine Activity √ √ √ √

•Least Effort Principle √

•Distance Decay

•Routine Activity √ √ √ √

•Buffer Zone √ √ √ √

•Distance Decay

•Rational Choice √ √ √

•Least Effort Principle √ √

•Buffer Zone √ √

•Awareness & Activity Space √ √ √

•Least Effort Principle √

•Rational Choice √ √ √

•Routine Activity √ √ √

•Hunter

•Poacher √

•Troller √ √ √ √

•Trapper

•Raptor √

•Stalker

•Ambusher √ √ √ √

-"The area where I was 

commiting other crimes was not 

safe, so I chose a place that I 

thought was safe"

-"I took the victims to an area 

that I knew. Could not have sex 

with them at the place I was 

socialising"

- "They were people I met while 

I was working (crimes) during 

the day"

- "I met them while I was out 

socialising with my friends"

- "I would convince them to go 

with me, and then I raped them"

- "I would talk with them for a 

while, then convince them to 

accompany me to a place 

where I would have sex with 

them"

- "I found victims in the area 

where I was engaged with other 

crimes - I did not need to travel 

further"

- "I found victims while 

socialising. I then took them to 

places that I knew to have sex"

- "My family lived at home, and 

did not commit crimes close to 

home. There was also no 

opportunity to rob at my home 

area"

- "Sometimes I took the victims 

back to my house to have sex 

with them"

- "I chose ladies who I thought 

were attractive"

- "I would look at the people at 

the place I was socialising, and 

choose one that I liked"

- "I went to places where I felt 

safe"

- "I went to areas that I knew - 

where it was mostly isolated"

- "this was an area where I went 

to frequently to commit other 

criminal activity"

- "I would meet victims while 

socialising. I then took them to a 

place out of the public eye"

- "I into town often to obtain 

money (robbery), maybe twice 

a week, or whenever I needed 

money"

- "I travelled this route everyday - 

mostly on my way to work"

How did you engage your 

victims after you selected 

them?

- "Most of the time I had a gun 

with me, and I would just force 

them to do what I wanted"

- "I would make them 

comfortable at a restaurant (or 

similar), but once in the hotel 

room, I would be aggressive 

and force them to engage in 

sexual activities"

- "I would tell them that I wanted 

sex, stop the taxi and force 

them to have sex with me"

How did you select your 

victims?

- "Whoever was available and 

attractive at the time. I always 

raped when I was under the 

influence"

- "I would go to places where I 

knew my profile victims would 

typically hang out. Also, there 

were restuarants where I could 

take them and make them 

comfortable with me"

- "They would be people that 

got into my taxi (in the early 

morning hours) and asked for a 

ride home"

Why did you travel a further 

distance after meeting the 

victim, to commit the rape?

-"I raped my victims where I met 

them. I was not concerned with 

being caught or recognised, as 

I was under the influence of 

substances"

-"It was a place I had set up 

beforehand, and my victims 

were not familiar with the area 

(or hotel)"

-"I drove with them in the taxi 

until I found I place where I 

thought I would not be caught"

Do you select your targets 

with a specific profile in 

mind?

- "Whoever looked good on the 

night that I was partying. 

Sometimes it was someone at 

the party, sometimes we just 

picked someone up on the side 

of the road"

- "I had a very specific profile in 

mind, and knew where to find 

them"

- "My victims always came to 

me, normally in the early hours 

of the morning. They had short 

skirts and often showed their 

private parts"

Why did you not commit the 

offences closer to home?

- "I mostly partied and was 

under the influence when I was 

away from home and with my 

friends. This is when I raped"

- "There were no victims to fit 

my profile in my area. I also did 

not want to be recognised"

- "I only committed rapes when I 

was driving my taxi. I did think of 

committing rapes when I was at 

home - my wife and children 

were there"

Why do you not travel 

further?

- "I always found the victims 

where I was having a party with 

my friends - I did not set out 

specifically to find victims"

- "I travelled far to meet victims, 

but to areas that I knew there 

would be suitable victims"

- "This was always part of my 

taxi routes"

How often do you travel this 

specific route?

- "I travelled many of the routes 

often. Sometimes they were 

places I was familiar with, 

sometimes not - it all depended 

where the partty was"

- "I mostly travelled this route to 

commit my crimes. It was an 

area however that I was very 

familiar with"

- "I travelled the routes every 

day"

- "I would always bring my 

victims to the same area (via 

taxi) after meeting them. The 

route from meeting the victim to 

the crime scene was always 

different"

- "This was a route that I 

travelled frequently in my taxi"

Why did you commit the 

offences in a specific area?

- "I would be out with my friends, 

see someone that I wanted to 

have sex with, and force them"

- "This was an area I knew very 

well, and I had set up the hotel 

room before I met the victim 

(knowing that I would go there)"

- "The victim was already in my 

taxi, all I needed to do was to 

find a place to stop (away from 

any police)"

Why did you travel a specific 

route where you eventually 

ended up committing your 

offences?

- "I committed my crimes close 

to where I would hang out with 

my friends"
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Table 23: Summary of all interviews 

 

Within this chapter an attempt has been made to demonstrate and capture all relevant 

data and information relating to the quantitative and qualitative sources. The raw data 

has been represented in a compact, constant format, extracting the key and critical 

points pertinent to this research and, in particular, with a view to addressing the 

research questions and objectives. Data has been assimilated in such a fashion as to 

maintain a ‘golden thread’ that interlaces the various cases so as to remain focused 

on all matters relevant to geographic profiling. 

While the researcher has offered partial insights into the data, further detailed 

observations, viewpoints and conclusions will be presented in Chapter 6 and 7. 
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CHAPTER 6: THEORETICAL LINKAGES – QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE 

DATA CONTEXTUALISED 

 

The previous chapters provided detail vis-à-vis the concept of geographic profiling, 

serial rape (within the context of geographic profiling), the criminological theories 

underpinning geographic profiling, the approach in terms of data gathering and 

presentation, and finally, the impartial presentation of quantitative and qualitative data.  

This chapter will portray the information in the South African context and weave the 

criminological theories and data together. Furthermore, it will incorporate the 

behavioural concepts of organised and disorganised; premeditated, opportunistic and 

impulsive; and victim search and attack typologies. The criminological theories are 

portrayed and grouped in the same manner as outlined in Chapter 3. The ensuing 

chapter continues to depict the researcher’s observations, based on detailed case file 

evidence and interviews conducted with incarcerated offenders. Data and information 

gathered is presented at a level of detail that informs each individual criminological 

and behavioural theory independently, while at the same time provides a combined, 

aggregated perspective. Various combinations of outcomes are captured and built up 

from the granular detail of all case files and interviews to offer a strategic view of the 

South African commuter serial rape offender. A combined view of this sort has never 

previously been presented, particularly not in the same context. Research of this 

nature has not been conducted in this country, and the ensuing outcomes reveal 

insights into formerly uncharted territory.    

Concluding remarks, which will address the potential and pitfalls of incorporating a 

commuter serial rapist profile in a geographic profile, will be captured in Chapter 7. 

 It is worth recapping the views of Brantingham and Brantingham (1991a:2) on 

environmental criminology in so far as “environmental criminology argues that criminal 

events must be understood as confluences of offenders, victims or criminal targets, 

and laws in specific settings at particular times and places”. Environmental 

criminologists examine the place and the time of the crime. They are interested in land 

usage, traffic patterns and street design, the daily activities and movements of victims 

and offenders, and often use maps to look for crime patterns This approach is 
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supported by the works of Emig (1980), Verma and Lodha (2002), Wortley and 

Mazerolle (2011), and Randa (2014).  

The theoretical detail in Chapter 3 emphasised that crime pattern theory and journey 

to crime (including distance decay, least effort, buffer zones and circle theory) outline 

the theories behind how an offender would physically move. The routine activity theory 

(including awareness spaces) highlights the theories behind the activity in which 

offenders routinely engage. These two sets of theories (along with the offenders’ 

manner of thinking – rational choice) form a psychological epigenesis where activities 

sculpt and form movement, and movement moulds and forms activities.  

Before delving into individual criminological theory, it is valuable to take a consolidated 

view of the data presented in Chapter 5. The tables below represent a snapshot of the 

information and the theories captured in Chapter 3, which is further enhanced by 

including complimentary theories and perspectives of Rossmo (2000: 137-138), 

Hazelwood and Warren (1995: 127-137) and Ressler, Burgess and Douglas (1988: 

1). These perspectives (and incorporation thereof) deliver an additional in-depth, multi-

dimensional view of the offender’s behaviours and patterns and elucidate a more 

comprehensive and complete profile of the commuter offenders. 

 

6.1 Interlacing the criminological theories, victim search and attack 

typologies and offender behaviours together with the data 

 

The theories outlined in the preceding chapters are comparatively detailed within the 

context of South African commuter serial rapists, and are set forth below. 

 

6.1.1 Victim search and attack typologies and offender behaviour 

 

Victim search and attack methods, as well as offender behaviours, lend greater value 

to the understanding of the profiling of this sample of offenders, and are captured 

below. 
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6.1.1.1 Rossmo’s victim search and attack methods 

 

Rossmo (2000: 137-138) introduced ground-breaking concepts into geographic 

profiling in the form of victim search and attack methods. These profiles now form an 

integral piece of the puzzle when profiling offenders. Rossmo’s research in this specific 

field was conducted against a backdrop of developed countries and conclusions were 

reached in line with behaviours exhibited by offenders from these countries. Research 

has not been conducted in South Africa in respect of commuter serial rapists with 

particular reference to these search and attack methods, and as such, this research 

presents the first outcome of combined quantitative and qualitative data for this 

country. As captured in Chapter 3, the following four victim search methods were 

identified by Rossmo (2000: 137-138): 

• “The ‘Hunter’ – this is an offender who sets out specifically to search for a victim, 

basing the search from his or her residence”. 

• “The ‘Poacher’ – this is an offender who sets out specifically to search for a 

victim, basing the search from an activity site other than his or her residence, 

or who commutes or travels to another city during the victim search process”. 

• “The ‘Troller’ – this is an offender who, while involved in other, non-predatory 

activities, opportunistically encounters a victim”. 

• “The ‘Trapper’ – this is an offender who has an occupation or position where 

potential victims come to him or her or by means of deception, lures victims into 

a home or other location they control”. 

Rossmo (2000: 138) continued to identify three victim attack methods, and classified 

them as follows: 

• “The ‘Raptor’ - an offender who attacks a victim upon encounter”. 

• “The ‘Stalker’ - an offender who first follows a victim upon encounter, and then 

attacks”. 
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• “The ‘Ambusher’ - an offender who attacks a victim after he or she has been 

enticed to a location, such as a residence or workplace, controlled by the 

offender”. 

The importance of incorporating these profiles into this research is that they relate 

particularly to crime pattern theory, journey to crime theory, and rational choice theory 

in that they talk specifically to the offender’s state of mind, the way in which the 

offender plans his or her travel to crime, and the crime behaviour patterns. 

 

6.1.1.2 Premeditated, opportunistic and impulsive behaviours 

 

Hazelwood and Warren (1995: 127-137), through extensive research conducted with 

the FBI’s National Center for the Analysis of Violent Crime (NCAVC), postulated three 

behavioural aspects in relation to the manner in which rapists committed their 

offences. The crime was premeditated, opportunistic or impulsive. Hanlon, Brook, 

Stratton, Jensen, and Rubin (2013: 15-20) corroborate Hazelwood’s and Warren’s 

statements in this regard. 

In this context, a premeditated offence would be planned in advance and has a 

purpose behind it. The offender would typically have a specific victim type, meeting 

place and crime site in mind before he set out to commit his or her offences. 

Premeditation differs essentially from will – the latter constituting the crime because it 

supposes, besides an actual will, a deliberation and a continued persistence which 

indicates greater perversity (The Lectric Law Library: nd., np). 

The Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (np) defines opportunistic as 

“someone who commits a crime because they have a chance to, and not because they 

planned to”. A crime of opportunity is not devoid of will as offenders set out to commit 

a crime, but wait for the opportunity to present itself. When offenders see that they 

have the chance to commit the act at that moment, they seize it.  

In the Oxford English Dictionary (np), impulsivity is circumscribed as “the character of 

being impulsive or acting on impulse, without reflection or forethought.” In 

psychological science, early definitions of impulsivity have varied (Plutchik & van 
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Praag 1994: 7-24). Similarly, Murray (1938: np) describes impulsivity as the tendency 

to respond quickly and without reflection. Consonant herewith, Douglas (1972: 259-

282) posits that impulsivity is the inability to sustain attention. In a similar vein, Eysenck 

and Eysenck (1977: 57-68) relate impulsivity to risk-taking behaviour and lack of 

planning. 

 

6.1.1.3 Organised and disorganised behaviours 

 

Ressler et al (1988:1) propose that acts of crime are either organised, disorganised or 

a mix of both. An organised criminal is one who plans his or her crime in a conscious 

manner and displays control of the victim at the crime scene. The disorganised 

criminal is less consciously aware of a plan and the crime scenes display haphazard 

behaviour. In some cases, the criminal could display elements from both categories. 

This view is supported by the works of Canter, Alison, Alison, and Wentink (2004: 293-

295) and Gavin (2014: 222) to the extent that they emphasise a similar approach 

defined by the outcomes of their research and findings with regard to serial murder 

offenders. 

Incorporating the above theories provides a further holistic view of the behavioural 

patterns of the offenders.  

Table 24 and 25 below highlight an aggregated view of all the data presented in 

Chapter 5. The tables depict a consolidated picture of criminological theories and 

behavioural patterns where, at a glance, the reader is able to clearly observe dominant 

traits. 

The cases highlighted in yellow in the tables below indicate instances where the 

offender was interviewed (qualitative data) and the case file was utilised (quantitative 

data). Interviews not highlighted in yellow represent qualitative data where no case file 

was used.  

Table 24 demonstrates the criminological theories (as described in Chapter 3) that 

were associated with each case/interview, victim search method and victim attack 

method applicable to each case and interview. It is notable that no South African 
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offender presented as a hunter. This supports the findings of Rossmo (2000: 137-138) 

that a commuter offender would typically not exude the victim search characteristics 

of a hunter. All other search and attack methods were displayed by the offenders. 

Furthermore, in regard to South African commuter serial rapists, high correlation with 

routine activity theory and awareness and activity space (the manner in which an 

offender routinely engages) was displayed, while correlation with journey to crime 

theory, the circle theory of environmental range, buffer zones, the least effort principle, 

and distance decay (theories behind how an offender would typically move) was 

relatively low. Adherence to the rational choice theory (the offender’s manner of 

thinking) was high in the sense that the offenders – in this sample – confirmed that 

they made conscious choices at each point in their crime sprees.  

 

   

Table 24: Quantitative and qualitative data corresponding to criminological theories 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Troller Trapper Poacher Poacher Poacher Poacher Troller Poacher Trapper Troller Victim search method

Criminological Theory Ambusher Ambusher Ambusher Raptor Raptor Raptor Ambusher Ambusher Ambusher Stalker Victim attack method

Crime Pattern Theory √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Journey to Crime Theory √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Distance Decay

Buffer Zone* √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Circle Theory of 

Environmental Range*

Least Effort Principle √

Routine Activity Theory √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Awareness and Activity 

Space
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Rational Choice Theory √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Poacher Poacher Troller Poacher Poacher Poacher Poacher Troller Troller Troller Victim search method

Criminological Theory Ambusher Ambusher Raptor Ambusher Ambusher Raptor Raptor Stalker Raptor Stalker Victim attack method

Crime Pattern Theory √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Journey to Crime Theory √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Distance Decay √

Buffer Zone* √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Circle Theory of 

Environmental Range*

Least Effort Principle √ √

Routine Activity Theory √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Awareness and Activity 

Space
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Rational Choice Theory √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Trapper Troller Troller Troller Troller Troller Troller Poacher Troller Troller Victim search method

Criminological Theory Ambusher Ambusher Raptor Ambusher Stalker Raptor Ambusher Amusher Ambusher Ambusher Victim attack method

Crime Pattern Theory √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Journey to Crime Theory √ √ √ √

Distance Decay

Buffer Zone* √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Circle Theory of 

Environmental Range*

Least Effort Principle √ √ √ √

Routine Activity Theory √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Awareness and Activity 

Space
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Rational Choice Theory √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Qualitative Data

Interviews

Quantitative Data

Case

Case
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Table 25 below provides an overview of cases and interviews including: the meeting 

place; rape site; number of victims in each attack; organised/disorganised behaviour; 

number of convex hulls; primary motive for attack; victim choice and type of sexual 

attack. Of specific importance here is that the majority of offenders (88 per cent) had 

focused and definite meeting areas and rape sites, which were not in the same area. 

In these instances, the rape sites were well known to the offenders. Offenders were 

comfortable meeting their victims in public places, but were conscious of being 

identified when committing their offences, and hence chose areas that were isolated. 

There is no clear majority or distinction between organised and disorganised 

behaviour, nor is there a preference for premeditated, opportunistic or impulsive 

behaviours. 
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Case 1

Built up, 

urban area

Secluded, bushy 

area Single Disorganised 1 Yes Specific Opportunistic

Case 2

Built up, 

urban area

Secluded, bushy 

area Single Organised 1 Yes Specific Premeditated

Case 3

Railway 

station

Secluded, bushy 

area Single Organised 1 Yes Specific Premeditated

Case 4

In victims' 

houses In victims' houses Single Organised 2 Yes Specific Premeditated

Case 5

Built up, 

urban area

Secluded, bushy 

area Multiple Organised 4 Yes Specific Premeditated

Case 6

Built up, 

urban area

Secluded, bushy 

area Multiple Organised 3 Yes Specific Premeditated

Case 7

Built up, 

urban area

Secluded, bushy 

area Single Disorganised 1 Yes Specific Opportunistic

Case 8

Built up, 

urban area

Secluded, bushy 

area or in taxi Single Disorganised 1 Yes Specific Opportunistic

Case 9

Built up, 

urban area

Secluded, bushy 

area Single Organised 2 Yes Specific Premeditated

Case 10

Built up, 

urban area

Secluded, bushy 

area Single Disorganised 1 Yes Non-specific Impulsive

Case 11

Built up, 

urban area

Urban area, hotel 

rooms Single Organised 1 Yes Specific Premeditated

Case 12

Built up, 

urban area

Secluded, bushy 

area Multiple Organised 1 Yes Specific Premeditated

Case 13

Built up, 

urban area In a car Single Disorganised 1 Yes Specific Impulsive

Case 14

Built up, 

urban area

Secluded, bushy 

area Single Organised 1 Yes Specific Premeditated

Case 15

Built up, 

urban area

Secluded, bushy 

area Single Organised 3 Yes Specific Premeditated

Case 16

Secluded, 

bushy area

Secluded, bushy 

area Multiple Organised 1 Yes Specific Premeditated

Case 17

Built up, 

urban area

Secluded, bushy 

area Single Organised 2 Yes Non-specific Premeditated

Case 18

Built up, 

urban area

Secluded, bushy 

area Single Organised 1 Yes Non-specific Premeditated

Case 19

Built up, 

urban area In victims' houses Single Disorganised 1 Yes Non-specific Impulsive

Case 20

Built up, 

urban area

Secluded, bushy 

area Multiple Organised 1 Yes Specific Opportunistic

Interview 1

Built up, 

urban area

Secluded, bushy 

area Single Disorganised 1 Yes Non-specific Impulsive

Interview 2

Built up, 

urban area

At point of meeting 

(house, street) Single Disorganised 4 Yes Non-specific Impulsive

Interview 3

Built up, 

urban area

Secluded, bushy 

area or in an 

apartment Single Disorganised 3 Yes Specific Opportunistic

Interview 4

Built up, 

urban area

Secluded, bushy 

area or in the 

victims' houses Single Disorganised 1 Yes Specific Opportunistic
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e
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Table 25: Overview of data reflecting the meeting place, rape site, number of victims 

in each attack, organised/disorganised behaviour, number of convex hulls, primary 

motive for attack, victim choice and type of sexual attack. 

In order to effectively associate/align the criminological theories with the data – in the 

context of this research – it is valuable to recap the critical aspects of, and differences 

between, a commuter and marauder. Laukkanen and Santtila (2006: 71-82) provide 

the following key descriptors of the two offenders (as illustrated in Table 26 below): 

Commuter Crimes Marauder Crimes 

• Mobile, dispersed or geographically 

transient serial offender 

• Commits crimes over large areas 

• Cross cultural and psychological 

boundaries 

• Most offences occur outside the 

offender’s awareness space 

• Involves complex hunting strategies 

• Hunting areas lack a definable anchor 

point 

• Static, localised or geographically 

stable serial offender 

• Commits crime within a confined area 

• Bound by psychological barriers and 

landscape features 

• Operates within his/her awareness 

space 

• Likely to have an anchor point (the 

haven) from which to operate 

• Offender’s haven lies within the 

distribution of crimes 

 

Table 26: Key features of commuters and marauders (adapted from Laukkanen and 

Santtila; 2006: 71-82) 

Canter and Larkin (1993: 63-69) broadly state that marauders operate in an area that 

is proximate to the home base, while commuters are deemed to commit crimes in 

locations perceived as being distant from the offender’s place of residence. In short, 

while marauders commit their offences in their own neighbourhood, commuters go 

beyond their habitual zone and commit offences in more remote residential areas 

(Canter & Larkin 1993: 64). 
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The offenders’ behaviours have been extracted, consolidated and presented in order 

to create, for the first time, improved insights into the South African commuter serial 

rapist. These behaviours should be taken into consideration in conjunction with the 

underlying criminological theories of geographic profiling. This is achieved by 

ascertaining the level of association between the offender and the criminological 

theory, and extending this further by relating the associated behaviours with offenders 

who both displayed and did not display, traits associated with the criminological 

theories. For example, for offenders who demonstrated characteristics of crime pattern 

theory one could ask: what behaviour did they exhibit (organised/disorganised, 

premeditated/opportunistic/impulsive) and what victim search and attack methods did 

they employ? The answers will be helpful in building a profile of the South African 

commuter serial rapist and, in turn, supporting investigating officers in commuter serial 

rape cases. 

 

6.1.2 Criminological theories underpinning geographic profiling 

  

In the ensuing section, the key criminological theories are explored within the context 

of South African commuter serial rapists. 

 

6.1.2.1 Crime pattern theory 

 

Chapter 3 illuminated that pattern theory sees crime as a complex phenomenon but, 

even assuming high degrees of complexity, finds discernible patterns both in criminal 

events and for criminals that are scale-independent. This is to say that the rules behind 

the patterns can be found at both detailed and general levels of analysis. Pattern is a 

term used to describe recognisable inter-connectedness of objects, rules and 

processes. This inter-connectedness or linking may be physical or conceptual, but 

recognising it involves the cognitive process of ‘seeing’ similarity, of discerning 

prototypes or exemplars of interconnections within cases distorted by local conditions 

(Churchland 1989: 95-115). A pattern is sometimes obvious, but sometimes is 

discernible only through an initial insight, particularly an insight that is embedded within 
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the environment as a whole. Crimes are patterned, decisions to commit crimes are 

patterned, and the process of committing a crime is patterned (Brantingham & 

Brantingham 2003a: 119-148). 

All data was viewed through the lens of the key aspects pertaining to crime pattern 

theory and the consolidated data from this research reflects in Table 27 below. The 

table reflects first the number of offenders who showed a strong association with the 

elements of crime pattern theory, as well as those who did not (groups). Secondly, it 

links the behaviours with the offenders in each group. Thirdly, the table exposes the 

victim search and attack methods linked with the group and behaviour of the offenders. 

South African offenders revealed that the most dominant combination for those who 

adhered to crime pattern theory was: ‘organised-premeditated-poacher-

ambusher/raptor’. The most dominant combination for those who did not adhere to 

crime pattern theory was: ‘disorganised-opportunistic/impulsive-troller-

ambusher/raptor’.  

 

Table 27: Combined data corresponding to crime pattern theory  

Interpretation of the data supports the notion that offenders displayed a strong 

association in support of crime pattern theory (83.3 per cent). The data revealed a high 

level of organisation among these offenders (75 per cent of the 83.3 per cent). 

Premeditation consolidated at 65 per cent which supposes that most of the offenders 

who aligned with crime pattern theory also demonstrated deliberate, planned 

behaviours. The victim attack and search methods did not display any dominant 

category, which leads to the conclusion that no particular attack or search 

methodology would have a high impact on whether or not the offenders portray the 

characteristics of crime pattern theory. 

Of the 16.7 per cent of offenders who did not demonstrate adherence to crime pattern 

theory, 100 per cent were disorganised, 100 per cent were trollers, and half were 

Crime Pattern Theory 24

Disorganised Organised Premeditated Opportunistic Impulsive Troller Trapper Poacher Ambusher Raptor Stalker

No 4 0 0 2 2 4 0 0 2 2 0

4 100,0% 0,0% 0,0% 50,0% 50,0% 100,0% 0,0% 0,0% 50,0% 50,0% 0,0%

16,7%

Disorganised Organised Premeditated Opportunistic Impulsive Troller Trapper Poacher Ambusher Raptor Stalker

Yes 5 15 13 4 3 7 2 11 10 7 3

20 25,0% 75,0% 65,0% 20,0% 15,0% 35,0% 10,0% 55,0% 50,0% 35,0% 15,0%

83,3%
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opportunistic while the other half were impulsive. The fact that all these offenders 

showed troller search behaviour may paint a skewed picture, as 35 per cent of the 

offenders who aligned with crime pattern theory also showed troller search behaviour. 

However, one could deduce that trappers and poachers may typically be associated 

with the elements of crime pattern theory, while trollers may or may not be. In line with 

this logic, it is proposed that organised offenders who demonstrate premeditated 

behaviour would also connect with crime pattern theory, while disorganised, 

opportunistic/impulsive offenders may or may not.  

In the context of South African commuter serial rapists, pattern theory appears to be 

prominent. This indicates that, although the commuters typically travelled a great 

distance from their anchor points, and committed crimes in geographically-dispersed 

areas, there remains a finite pattern associated with their activities. The offenders’ 

crimes were not randomly spread, and they appeared to return frequently to the same 

hunting grounds and crime sites to commit their offences.  

 

6.1.2.2 Journey to crime theory 

 

Most crime requires the coincidental or planned convergence in time and place of 

motivated offenders and suitable targets. The convergence often entails mobility on 

the part of the offender. In literature, this mobility is referred to as the “journey to crime.” 

The term “journey to crime” suggests that committing the crime is the purpose of the 

journey (Brantingham & Brantingham 1991: 1-6, Hodgkinson & Tilley 2007: 281-298). 

Table 28 below presents the consolidated position of all offenders within this research 

with regard to journey to crime (based on the precepts postulated above). The key 

aspect that the data brought to the fore is that, in the South African context, a 

combination of disorganised-impulsive-troller would possibly not demonstrate aspects 

associated with the journey to crime theory.  In a similar vein, a trapper and/or poacher 

would typically show traits aligned with this theory. 
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Table 28: Combined data corresponding to journey to crime 

The offenders in this sample did not display overwhelming conformity to the principles 

of the journey to crime theory. Of the 58.3 per cent that demonstrated alignment, 100 

per cent were organised, 85.7 per cent showed premeditated behaviour, and the 

dominant victim search method was that of a poacher (85.7 per cent). The key 

distinguishing factors were that no offenders who displayed disorganised, impulsive 

behaviour aligned with the journey to crime theory. Furthermore, no trollers adhered 

to the principles of journey to crime theory. Of the 41.7 per cent who did not 

demonstrate behaviours associated with journey to crime theory, the majority were 

disorganised (90 per cent) trollers (100 per cent), and a relatively low percentage 

showed premeditated behaviour patterns (10 per cent). 

Of prodigious significance is that evidence from this research supports Bernasco’s 

viewpoint (2014: 1-3) that firstly the ’traditional’ view of journey to crime is an 

unproductive restriction, and does not apply to crimes that were not premeditated. 

Secondly, the travel behaviour of offenders is significant not only leading up to the 

crime incident but also during the crime and in its aftermath. The broader view of a 

“crime journey” incorporates the journey before crime, the journey during crime, and 

the journey after crime. The third reason is tactical: the phrase “journey to crime” is 

associated with a comprehensive body of research that explores correlations of the 

distance between crime and the home of the offender committing it. While this distance 

is obviously an important aspect of a crime journey, it is not the sole premise on which 

a “crime journey” is built (Bernasco 2014: 1-3).  

In the South African context, it is apparent that the crime journey from meeting place 

to rape site is a deliberate, intentional journey to commit crime. In many instances 

however, the journey from the anchor point to the victim meeting areas was not an 

intentional journey to commit crime. The journey to the meeting area was often for 

Journey to Crime

Disorganised Organised Premeditated Opportunistic Impulsive Troller Trapper Poacher Ambusher Raptor Stalker

No 9 1 1 4 5 10 0 0 4 3 3

10 90,0% 10,0% 10,0% 40,0% 50,0% 100,0% 0,0% 0,0% 40,0% 30,0% 30,0%

41,7%

Disorganised Organised Premeditated Opportunistic Impulsive Troller Trapper Poacher Ambusher Raptor Stalker

Yes 0 14 12 2 0 0 2 12 8 5 1

14 0,0% 100,0% 85,7% 14,3% 0,0% 0,0% 14,3% 85,7% 57,1% 35,7% 7,1%

58,3%
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reasons other than to commit a crime; for example, to seek employment, meet friends, 

or through a course of daily routine (this reasoning is supported by interviews 

conducted).  

 

6.1.2.3 Distance decay 

 

In the context of geographic profiling, distance decay refers to the decrease in the 

frequency of crimes committed by an offender as the distance from the home base 

increases. Thus, there is an inverse relationship between the number of crimes 

committed and the distance the offender has to travel to commit the crimes. It has also 

been observed that as an offender’s criminal career matures, the distances lengthen 

and the hunting area increases. Theory presented in Chapter 3 highlighted the general 

consensus that offenders will more frequently commit crimes in places around their 

own home, but the distance travelled will be related to the type and complexity of the 

offence committed (Brantingham & Brantingham 1978: 105-118 and 1981: 27-54). 

Although this view has been thought to be Eurocentric, research has demonstrated 

that the principles are applicable within the USA, Australia and other environments.  

Table 29 below presents the consolidated position of all offenders within this research 

with regard to distance decay, and information derived indicates that distance decay 

does not feature as a significant contributor in understanding the geographic patterns 

of the South African commuter serial rapist. 

 

Table 29: Combined data corresponding to distance decay 

 

This research (both qualitative and quantitative aspects) reveals that in 95.8 per cent 

of all cases (all but one) no evidence to support the distance decay theory was found. 

Distance Decay

Disorganised Organised Premeditated Opportunistic Impulsive Troller Trapper Poacher Ambusher Raptor Stalker

No 8 15 13 6 4 10 2 11 12 8 3

23 34.8% 65.2% 56.5% 26.1% 17.4% 43.5% 8.7% 47.8% 52.2% 34.8% 13.0%

95.8%

Disorganised Organised Premeditated Opportunistic Impulsive Troller Trapper Poacher Ambusher Raptor Stalker

Yes 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0

1 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0%

4.2%
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Data gathered supports the notion that commuters commit their offences within 

specific areas, and these areas generally remain constant throughout the course of 

the offences. Each convex hull was further interrogated, and no evidence of distance 

decay was found inside any of the convex hulls. The single case that did display 

adherence to the theory of distance decay showed disorganised, impulsive, troller and 

raptor behaviour. This specific case involved an offender who travelled in his car and, 

by his own admission (SAPS case file), was under the influence of narcotics when he 

committed his crimes. The offender confirmed that in many instances he had no 

recollection of the mechanics of his offences, and from this evidence it can be deduced 

that the distance decay pattern associated with his crimes was not a conscious or sub-

conscious pattern. 

Pointedly, in the South African environment, distance decay has no place when 

profiling a commuter serial rapist. There appears to be a connection between the 

South African offender, routine activity theory, awareness and activity spaces and 

distance decay (or lack thereof), in that the vast majority of offenders committed their 

crimes during their routine activity and within their awareness and activity nodes (as 

presented in 6.1.2.7 below). The offenders’ presence in these spaces forms part of 

their “normal” lives outside of committing criminal acts. These spaces do not diminish 

closer to the anchor points as crimes progress: these spaces remain constant and 

static for the offender, and hence the low correlation with distance decay. The latter 

point further emphasises the assertion that many of these offenders do not display 

attributes of the journey to crime paradigm, as traditionally stated. 

 

6.1.2.4 The least effort principle 

 

The least effort principle (Zipf 1949: 20) is the underlying law governing human activity 

and, according to Rossmo (2000: 87-88), the most basic heuristic in geography. Reber 

(1985: 400) states that, according to the theory, “if all things are equal, an offender will 

choose to commit crimes closer to home than further away”. Aligning the principle to 

geographic profiling: familiar locations near the offenders’ homes are likely to require 

the least effort and maximum gain (Van Koppen & de Keijser 1997: 230-247). This 

maxim describes a great deal about the movement of people, but many other factors 
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come into play in the psychology and behaviour of choice (Cornish & Clarke 1986b; 

Luce 1959; Tversky & Kahneman 1981). Least effort is an important principle in the 

study of crime journeys. When multiple destinations of equal desirability are available, 

the least effort principle suggests the closest one will be chosen. The determination of 

“closest” however, can be a problematic assessment. Isotropic surfaces, spaces 

exhibiting equal physical properties in all directions, are rarely found within the human 

geographical experience. Instead, individuals are confronted with anisotropic surfaces 

where movement is easier in some directions or along certain routes, and harder along 

others. People travel through networks of roads and highways by “wheel distance” 

(Rhodes & Conly 1981) rather than by Euclidean distance (the distance from each cell 

in the raster to the closest source). 

This research reveals that the least effort principle was not prominent among the 

offenders. In most cases (79.2 per cent) the offenders generated great effort, 

consistently, to meet victims and commit their crimes. These offenders revealed high 

levels of organisation (73.7 per cent) and premeditated behaviour (63.2 per cent). The 

offenders that did exhibit adherence to the least effort principle (20.8 per cent) 

demonstrated high levels of disorganised behaviour (80 per cent), were mostly 

impulsive (80 per cent) and were all trollers. Table 30 captures the data associated 

with these offenders, and it is worth noting that only trollers demonstrated adherence 

to the least effort principle. 

 

Table 30: Combined data corresponding to the least effort principle 

Establishing the mindset of the offenders from case file information was a challenge 

and inferences were made in terms of the least effort principle, principally from victim 

statements. These statements provided insights (from a victim’s point of view) into the 

amount of effort expended by the offenders. Interviews provided comprehensive detail 

around the frame of mind of the offenders. In most South African cases (75 per cent) 

a buffer zone is apparent between the meeting places and the rape sites. This in itself 

Least Effort Principle

Disorganised Organised Premeditated Opportunistic Impulsive Troller Trapper Poacher Ambusher Raptor Stalker

No 5 14 12 6 1 6 2 11 12 6 1

19 26.3% 73.7% 63.2% 31.6% 5.3% 31.6% 10.5% 57.9% 63.2% 31.6% 5.3%

79.2%

Disorganised Organised Premeditated Opportunistic Impulsive Troller Trapper Poacher Ambusher Raptor Stalker

Yes 4 1 1 0 4 5 0 0 0 3 2

5 80.0% 20.0% 20.0% 0.0% 80.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 60.0% 40.0%

20.8%
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represents effort expended on coercing victims away from the meeting places to 

remote crime sites. Offenders were regimental in terms of where they met and raped 

victims, and this effort remained constant throughout their crime sprees. The 

significance of this finding is that the crime sites will remain constant throughout the 

offences and will not move closer to the anchor point. 

 

6.1.2.5 Buffer zones 

 

Chapter 3 demonstrated that the buffer zone is referred to as the area surrounding a 

particular activity node (mostly the offender’s home) from which little or no criminal 

activity will take place (Brantingham & Brantingham 1981: 27-54). This zone typically 

represents a higher risk for an offender when committing crimes. This, however, 

generally does not hold true for spontaneous crimes and crimes of passion (LeBeau 

1987: 125-142). The buffer zone theory carries more weight for offences that are pre-

meditated (Canter & Larkin, 1993: 63-69). The buffer zone may not always apply only 

to the offender’s home, but may also refer to any particular node that represents any 

single or shared location in the offender’s routine activity space (Newton & Swoope 

1987 in Rossmo 2000: 93-119). 

The fact that, by definition, commuters travel greater distances compared to 

marauders from their anchor points, the researcher would propose that the notion that 

a buffer zone “automatically” exists appears to hold true (a buffer zone between the 

offender’s anchor point and the crime site). Evidence gathered in this research further 

supports the idea that buffer zones were created by the offenders within their activity 

nodes. Seventy-five per cent of all offenders raped their victims away from their 

meeting places. Interviews confirmed that the offenders were conscious of being 

identified and hence raped their victims in areas where they believed they would not 

be identified. In this context, Table 31 below illustrates where buffer zones existed 

between the victim meeting place and the crime sites. Noteworthy in this instance is 

that, of the 75 per cent of offenders who created buffer zones, they were not restricted 

to organised-premeditated behaviour, but buffer zones were also exercised by 

disorganised-opportunistic/impulsive offenders. Similarly, those who did not create 
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buffer zones were not restricted to disorganised-opportunistic/impulsive behaviours, 

but included offenders who were organised-premeditated. 

 

Table 31: Combined data corresponding to the buffer zone 

In the instances where the buffer zone is prevalent, 66.7 per cent of the offenders 

exhibited organised behaviour and 61.1 per cent demonstrated premeditated 

behaviour. Of the offenders who did not display a buffer zone, the behaviours were 

relatively evenly spread, with the exception of a troller-raptor combination, where 66.7 

per cent of the offenders showed this behaviour. Based on this representation, it could 

be construed that there is no specific or particular behaviour associated with alignment 

or misalignment with the theory of the buffer zone. 

This finding highlights that incorporating a buffer zone within the geographic profile of 

a commuter may skew the outcome and render inaccurate results. The buffer zone, in 

its classic state, does not come into play when profiling a commuter (as there is, by 

definition, a buffer between the commuter’s anchor point and the crime sites). A buffer 

zone between meeting and crime sites cannot be utilised in a geographic profile 

(based on evidence from the South African sample of offenders) as there is no 

consistent directionality, no consistent distance, and more often than not (90 per cent) 

the geographic spread of meeting areas is far larger than the crime sites.  

 

6.1.2.6 The circle theory of environmental range 

 

Canter and Larkin (1993: 63-69) found that 87 per cent of a sample of serial rapists 

lived inside a circle with a diameter equal to the distance between the two furthest 

crime scenes. Locality limitations serve as the base for environmental classifications. 

Such categories have evolved from the circle theory of environmental range, which 

Buffer Zone*

Disorganised Organised Premeditated Opportunistic Impulsive Troller Trapper Poacher Ambusher Raptor Stalker

No 3 3 2 2 2 4 0 2 1 4 1

6 50.0% 50.0% 33.3% 33.3% 33.3% 66.7% 0.0% 33.3% 16.7% 66.7% 16.7%

25.0%

Disorganised Organised Premeditated Opportunistic Impulsive Troller Trapper Poacher Ambusher Raptor Stalker

Yes 6 12 11 4 3 7 2 9 11 5 2

18 33.3% 66.7% 61.1% 22.2% 16.7% 38.9% 11.1% 50.0% 61.1% 27.8% 11.1%

75.0%
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asserts that an offender’s home location can be discovered by examining information 

from the offences (Kocsis & Irwin 1997: 195-206). 

This research focused exclusively on commuter serial rape offenders and this, by 

definition, excludes the offenders from exhibiting traits associated with the circle theory 

of environmental range. The researcher would postulate that the missing 13 per cent 

of the sample mentioned above by Canter and Larkin were commuter serial rapists. 

Ironically, the implication of this may be of some benefit when creating a geographic 

profile for commuters in that if the circle theory of environmental range is left out of the 

geographic computations, the results would not be restricted to rendering an anchor 

point within the convex hull. It would break down the current barriers of geographic 

profiling to allow the models to investigate angles away from the convex hull. This is 

further expanded in 6.2 below (the wedge theory). 

 

6.1.2.7 Routine activity theory and awareness and activity space 

 

Brantingham and Brantingham (1991: 1-6) suggest that by looking at offenders' 

customary movements, insights can be revealed into the range of possible crime 

locations. Locations of criminal events are best understood as a function of an 

offender’s normal actions – where they live, work and play and the routes between 

these. This is consistent with routine activities theory (Cohen & Felson 1979: 588-608 

and Felson 1987: 911-931) which argues that direct contact predatory crime occurs 

during the everyday activities of the victim and offender, and that it is only possible at 

the intersection in time and space of them both, in the absence of agents of control. 

One can deduce then that offenders tend to commit crimes in those places where they 

spend most of their time and on the journeys in-between these places. Brantingham 

and Brantingham (1991: 1-6, 2003: 119-148) talk about this in terms of the offender's 

“awareness space” – the space in which they spend a lot of time and with which they 

are therefore most familiar. More precisely offences tend to be committed in places 

familiar to offenders but where they are unlikely to be recognised. This means that 

offenders tend to avoid acting criminally on their own doorsteps – instead, they tend 
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to offend in places where, whilst they know the place, they are not themselves known 

there. 

Upon deeper probing into the case files and interviews, it became evident that routine 

activity theory and awareness and activity space theory are interwoven and appear to 

speak to the same, or similar, geographic activities of the offenders in terms of how 

they routinely engage. Table 32 below highlights the combined analysis of all the 

offenders with respect to the above theories. The data in this table exposes the finding 

that only troller-opportunistic/impulsive offenders tend to operate outside of their 

routine activity and awareness spaces. 

 

 

 

Table 32: Combined data corresponding to routine activity theory and awareness and 

activity space theory. 

A high number of offenders displayed the traits associated with routine activity theory 

(91.7 per cent). While the organised (63.6 per cent) and premeditated (56.5 per cent) 

behaviours were above average, the remaining behaviours were relatively evenly 

spread among the offenders. Of greater significance is the fact that among the 

offenders that did not display the traits of routine activity theory (8.3 per cent), 100 per 

cent were trollers and none displayed premeditated behaviour. Fifty per cent of 

offenders were organised and 50 per cent were disorganised; fifty per cent were 

impulsive and 50 per cent were opportunistic.  

Routine Activity Theory

Disorganised Organised Premeditated Opportunistic Impulsive Troller Trapper Poacher Ambusher Raptor Stalker

No 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 1 1

2 50,0% 50,0% 0,0% 50,0% 50,0% 100,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 50,0% 50,0%

8,3%

Disorganised Organised Premeditated Opportunistic Impulsive Troller Trapper Poacher Ambusher Raptor Stalker

Yes 8 14 13 5 4 9 2 11 12 8 2

22 36,4% 63,6% 59,1% 22,7% 18,2% 40,9% 9,1% 50,0% 54,5% 36,4% 9,1%

91,7%

Awareness and Activity Space

Disorganised Organised Premeditated Opportunistic Impulsive Troller Trapper Poacher Ambusher Raptor Stalker

No 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0

1 100,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 100,0% 100,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 100,0% 0,0%

4,2%

Disorganised Organised Premeditated Opportunistic Impulsive Troller Trapper Poacher Ambusher Raptor Stalker

Yes 8 15 13 6 4 10 2 11 12 8 3

23 34,8% 65,2% 56,5% 26,1% 17,4% 43,5% 8,7% 47,8% 52,2% 34,8% 13,0%

95,8%
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In regard to awareness and activity space theory, 95.8 per cent of offenders exhibited 

the features associated with this theory. Offenders who demonstrated organised 

behaviour consolidated at 65.2 per cent, while all other behaviours were relatively 

evenly spread. The offenders who did not exhibit features of awareness and activity 

space theory (4.2 per cent) displayed disorganised, impulsive, and troller behaviours. 

This is not significant, as the offenders who did align with the awareness and activity 

space theory demonstrated the same behaviours. 

The high levels of association with routine activity theory and awareness and activity 

space divulges the idea that South African commuter serial rapists tend to stay with 

certain patterns in terms of their geographic movement. The crimes of such offenders 

are committed within these patterns, as areas of high familiarity were engaged to meet 

victims and commit crimes. Interviews with offenders revealed that crimes were only 

committed in areas where the offender felt comfortable and in control, yet out of sight 

of the public eye. The core assumptions behind the routine activity theory (a motivated 

offender, a suitable target, and the absence of a capable guardian) are well supported 

by this sample of South African offenders.  

 

6.1.2.8 Rational choice theory 

 

The rational choice theory adopts the view that man is a reasoning being who weighs 

means and ends, costs and benefits, and makes a rational choice (Felson 1993: 103-

125, Scott 2007: 1-5, Ahmad & Emeka 2014: 6). The rational choice theory is therefore 

based on a decision-making approach and is voluntary and utilitarian where crime and 

criminal behaviour are viewed as outcomes of choices. The choices in turn are 

influenced by a rational consideration of the efforts, rewards, and costs involved in 

alternative courses of action (Cornish, 1993: 362). Clarke and Cornish (1985: 147-

185) postulate that rational choice theory is based on three concepts, namely: 

offenders are rational and make decisions that benefit themselves, a crime specific 

focus is required, and there is a distinction between choices related to criminal 

involvement and decisions related to criminal events (Rossmo 2000: 137). 
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Table 33 below captures the outcome of the assessment of all the data.  It is interesting 

to note that the only offender who did not exhibit traits associated with the rational 

choice theory was a disorganised, impulsive troller who was under the influence of 

mind-altering substances during his crime sprees. All other offenders, irrespective of 

behaviour or victim search and attack styles, displayed strong ties with the rational 

choice theory. 

 

Table 33: Combined data corresponding to the rational choice theory 

All South African offenders in this sample, with the exception of one, made clear, 

rational choices before, during and after the crime. This speaks to the offenders’ state 

of mind irrespective of their physical movement patterns or how they routinely engage. 

Choices were conscious and deliberate. 

 

6.2 Reflection on a commuter 

 

For the first time in South Africa this research brings to the fore key and critical aspects 

in terms of the commuter serial rapist, and these are captured below.  

• The majority of commuter serial rapists (95.8 per cent) operated within their 

awareness and activity space, both in terms of where they met victims and in 

terms of where they committed their offences. 

• The majority of commuter serial rapists elicited behaviour synonymous with 

rational choice (95.8 per cent).  

• The majority of offenders met victims and committed crimes aligned with their 

routine activities (91.7 per cent). 

Rational Choice Theory

Disorganised Organised Premeditated Opportunistic Impulsive Troller Trapper Poacher Ambusher Raptor Stalker

No 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0

1 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0%

4.2%

Disorganised Organised Premeditated Opportunistic Impulsive Troller Trapper Poacher Ambusher Raptor Stalker

Yes 8 15 13 6 4 10 2 11 12 8 3

23 34.8% 65.2% 56.5% 26.1% 17.4% 43.5% 8.7% 47.8% 52.2% 34.8% 13.0%

95.8%
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• Most of the offenders exhibited characteristics in line with crime pattern theory 

(83.3 per cent). 

• More often than not the offenders displayed behaviour aligned with the journey 

to crime theory (58.3 per cent). 

This representation suggests that there is a strong correlation between a commuter 

serial rapist’s behaviours and the above-mentioned criminological theories that 

underpin geographic profiling. However, the sample of offenders in this research did 

not display a high level of adherence to the theories of distance decay (95.8 per cent 

non-correlation) and least effort principle (79.2 per cent non-correlation). The circle 

theory of environmental range does not appear to be relevant for a commuter serial 

rapist offender. 

According to O’Leary (2011: 161-198), the notion that an offender’s crime locations 

are related in some meaningful way to the offender’s home location is central to the 

idea of geographic profiling. In discussions with O’Leary (O’Leary 2016: personal 

communication), with regard to the patterns portrayed by the commuter offenders in 

this research, he stated that: “…as by adding one (or more) hunting areas as variables 

means that the model has more parameters to estimate than the data can (usually) 

support. Your example has 10 [or greater] data points, but the model would have as 

parameters – (1) the number of search areas [2 in your example], (2) the locations of 

the search areas, (3) the diameter of the search areas, and (4) the location of the 

anchor points. With 10 [or greater] data points, that is a lot of parameters, and 10 is 

big for a crime series”. O’Leary suggests that the type of data presented in this 

research would pose as a challenge in terms of modelling distance decay. However, 

he continued to suggest that it was not impossible, but that a solution had not yet been 

achieved. It is the researcher’s view that data of the nature in this research has not 

been typical in other research conducted, and the patterns portrayed and displayed in 

this research go beyond the “simplistic” models of commuters as previously ushered 

into criminal profiling. 

Although offenders select targets, not distances, it does not mean that distance should 

be considered to be solely a dependent variable that arises as a consequence of a 

particular target choice. As noted by Bernasco and Block (2009:  93-130), the distance 

to the target may be one of the criteria that the offender uses to make the decision 
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about where to offend. The fact that the distance to the offence site is one decision 

variable is the only reason that techniques such as geographic profiling can work. If 

the offender selected targets without reference to their distance from the offender’s 

anchor point, then the crime site location would be mathematically independent of the 

anchor point location and, in this hypothesised scenario, it would not be possible to 

draw inference about the anchor point location from the locations of the elements of 

the crime series (O’Leary 2011: 162). 

This research thus aligns with the view of Bernasco and Block (2009: 93-130) where 

they conclude that the distance decay principle does not apply to commuters, and 

leads to inaccurate predictions. The implication for this is that geographic profiling, in 

its current form, would have produced an erroneous result. It could also be inferred 

that, in the case of a convex and circle commuter, distance decay could only be 

apparent inside the convex hull (which would be some distance from the offender’s 

residence).  

An argument could be made that if a pattern of distance decay appears inside the 

convex hull, it may be able to point the investigator in the geographic direction of an 

offender’s residence (supported by O’Leary’s 2011: 161-198: theories of angular 

dependence). This research, however, has identified that there is no pattern of 

distance decay within the convex hull, and therefore would render angular 

dependence a challenge in this regard. 

The arguments presented herein are based on popular thinking around geographic 

profiling. During this research, Dr Maurice Godwin (Godwin 2016: personal 

communication) was engaged. Dr Godwin developed geographic profiling software 

that has not yet been “commercialised” in the broader criminological community. Dr 

Godwin’s approach (in his geographic profiling software, Predator) differs in some 

regards to Canter’s Dragnet and Rossmo’s Rigel systems in the following important 

aspects: 

• The predator programme does not assume that the crime area is only circular 

but also looks at the locations from all angular positions: it calculates the two 

sides of two points using the Arctangent function (Atn). Neither the Rigel nor 

the Dragnet model considers the angles of crimes. Ongoing research of 107 

U.S. serial killers by Maurice Godwin, demonstrates that crime locations of 
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serial killers fall somewhere between ninety and 145 degrees from the crime 

locations.   

• Predator does not assume a buffer zone but does make allowances for it, 

especially when analysing the victims' abduction sites.  

• The programme uses the more reliable UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator) 

coordinates for plotting the crime locations. 

• Predator uses the actual discrete crime locations along with several distance-

decay functions to geographically profile the crime series. The programme does 

not use the rather aggregated “mean inter-point distance” (MDS) that PlobPlot 

uses. Dragnet assumes that the MID gives equal weight to all distances, 

however, this is unlikely the case since it averages the distances before the 

analysis is carried out. Rather than rely on distances, Predator uses the actual 

UTM co-ordinates to represent the crime locations.  

• Such theoretical methods as Dragnet employ presumptuous mean inter-point 

distances between crime locations, which the creators assume represents a 

“monotonous plain” – a theoretical surface only analogously related to the 

actual surface of the earth. To be sure, the programme’s monotonous plain 

lacks rivers, cliffs, streets, shopping centres, and so forth. However, the 

Predator model employs two location-allocation theories. Firstly, it employs a 

method that looks at the location of central facilities and the allocation of flows 

to them. Such a method projects – theoretically – the probable trips of the 

offender to the centre. Secondly, Predator employs an analysis of a dispersing 

offender and reverses the directional assumption of the location-allocation 

model, while keeping the assumptions of optimisation and of a monotonous 

plain. Rather than assuming that the victim travels to the offender's home-base, 

it assumes that the offender travels outward from his or her home, so the 

allocation of flows is “from” rather than “to” the centre. This process allows the 

criminal's spatial movements to be modelled from all directions, no matter if 

they are moving inwards or outwards (Godwin 2016: e-mail).  

It has been indicated that the circle theory of environmental range is not applicable in 

the strict sense of the definition. However, if the theory is used in conjunction with the 
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theories of calculating offence angles, it can possibly be incorporated into a 

geographic profile of a commuter. By way of example and demonstration of how 

offence angles can be calculated, Figure 29 below shows the cognitive maps of four 

American serial killers that were calculated by the Predator system. The data was 

collected from the Homicide Investigating Tracking System (HITS) based in Seattle, 

Washington. In instances where there was more than one home base, the mean of 

the angles between the crimes is reported. The finding that serial offenders’ spatial 

behaviour has a tendency to be wedge-shaped has several implications for geographic 

profiling and the prediction of the likely home base area of a serial offender. For 

example, in a study of British sex offenders, 71 per cent of the time the home base 

was found between the two furthest crime sites, as Canter’s circle hypothesis 

suggests. However, there is still a rather substantially large search area for the police 

to investigate. If police were to rely on the wedge-shaped theory as a function in 

geographic profiling, the search area – including the offender’s home base – would be 

considerably smaller. It is therefore argued that the wedge-shaped theory has heuristic 

value when developing geographic profiles of serial offenders. For example, research 

on serial rape conducted in 1993 found that crime patterns had a distinct sense of 

directionality that could be described as a windshield wiper pattern (Godwin 2016). 

                              

Figure 29: Cognitive maps of offenders’ movements between home bases, victims’ 

abductions and body dump sites (adapted from Raptor) 
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In the above illustration, O represents the home base; the solid circle represents the 

dump site; ■ represents the abduction/last seen site; and numbers represent the order 

of crimes. The illustration of B is of particular significance to this research, as it 

represents many of the crime patterns demonstrated by the offenders. 

Godwin (2016) states that there is ample basis for the argument that criminals’ spatial 

patterns depend on limited mental maps or mental images of the city and areas 

surrounding their homes. When criminals carry out their crimes, the locational choices 

are affected by reliable knowledge of the city or area, which forms wedge-shaped 

images that are shapes in focus for places close to home or other parts of the home 

sector, and blurry or blank for distant places, such as the other side of town. The 

researcher supports the view that investigative efforts would be greatly enhanced if 

geographic profiles took into consideration the directionality of crime locations. 

The wedge theory provides a diverse approach to geographic profiling, and with the 

permission of Dr Godwin, the calculation methodology is illustrated below: 

“Function CalculateSlope (x1 As Variant, y1 As Variant, x2 As Variant, y2 As Variant) 

As Variant. 

This function calculates the slope between two points using the Arctangent function 

(Atn). Atn is passed the ratio of the two sides of the right-angled triangle and returns 

the angle of the hypotenuse in radians. Special cases like 90 degrees and 270 degrees 

are identified and handled individually. 

If the two x values are the same, then the angle is 90 or 270 degrees. If not, then it is 

safe to divide by (x2-x1). 

If Not (x1 = x2) Then 

Calculate the angle in radians by passing the tangent (dy/dx) to the Atn function angle 

= Atn((y2 - y1) / (x2 - x1)). 

If the second point is higher than the first 

If y2 >= y1 Then 

and the second point is to the left of the first 
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If x2 <= x1 Then 

then the line is in the second quadrant and the required angle is therefore pi radians 

(180 degrees) minus the angle from Atn 

CalculateSlope = pi - Abs(angle) 

Else the second point is to the right and the line is in the first quadrant, in which case 

the angle returned by Atn is the one needed 

Else 

CalculateSlope = angle 

End If 

Else the second point is below the first and the line is in the third or fourth quadrant 

Else 

If the second point is to the left then the line is in the third quadrant, so the angle 

required is the angle from Atn, plus pi. 

If x2 <= x1 Then 

CalculateSlope = angle + pi 

Else the line is in the fourth quadrant and the angle required is 2 pi minus the angle 

from Atn 

Else 

CalculateSlope = (2 * pi) - Abs(angle) 

End If 

End If 

Else x1 = x2 so the angle is 90 or 270. If the second point is higher then it's 90 or (pi/2). 

Else If y2 > y1 Then 
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CalculateSlope = pi / 2 

Or if the second point is below the first, it's 270 degrees or (3 pi/2) 

Else 

CalculateSlope = (3 * pi) / 2 

End If 

End Function” 

(Developed by Dr Maurice Godwin for Predator Geographic Profiling). 

It should be continually borne in mind that geographic profiling’s purpose is to predict 

the general location of the offender’s home area based on his or her crime locations: 

it is not a panacea that pinpoints the exact home location. Godwin’s proposal suggests 

that his model could produce a narrowed area in which to search for the offender. 

More importantly, Godwin’s approach allows for a geographic profiling outside both 

the convex hull(s) and environmental circle of range. 

The interpretations of Godwin’s approach are ex post facto and one has to speculate 

if there are additional features of the criminal’s spatial behaviour that can be predictive. 

Further research is needed to find out what additional psychological and 

environmental factors influence the geographical behaviour of criminals. 

In addition to the key criminological theories discussed above, there was no clear 

dominant behaviour or combination of behaviours associated with Rossmo’s victim 

search and attack methods; premeditated, opportunistic or impulsive behaviour; nor 

organised or disorganised approaches in terms of commuter serial rapists in South 

Africa.  

Data presented in Table 33 below illustrates the combinations of behaviours elicited 

by the offenders. 
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Table 33: Summary of the combinations of behaviours exhibited by all offenders  

 

Rossmo (2000: 137-138) describes a hunter as “an offender who sets out specifically 

to search for a victim, basing the search from his or her residence”. Canter and Larkin 

(1993: 63-69) add that the crimes of a hunter are generally confined to the offender’s 

city of residence. Conversely, poachers travel outside of their home city, or operate 

from an activity site other than their residence, in the search for targets. Recognising 

the distinction between these two types is sometimes an intricate task, requiring a 

subjective interpretation of crime location familiarity. The hunter and poacher 

categories are similar, though not identical, to the marauder and commuter 

designations. By definition then, the commuter would not demonstrate hunter 

morphology (as reflected in Table 33 above). Evidence gained from this research 

supports the notion that a commuter would not display behaviours associated with a 

hunter. 

Victim search method
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Disorganised

5 1 5 Organised
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Trapper

Victim attack method

Ambusher Raptor Stalker

Hunter

Poacher

Troller

Poacher-Ambusher-Premeditated-Organised 20,8%

Poacher-Raptor-Premeditated-Organised 20,8%

Troller-Raptor-Impulsive-Disorganised 16,7%

Troller-Ambusher-Opportunistic-Disorganised 16,7%

Troller-Stalker-Premeditated-Organised 4,2%

Troller-Stalker-Opportunistic-Organised 4,2%

Troller-Stalker-Impulsive-Disorganised 4,2%

Poacher-Ambusher-Opportunistic-Organised 4,2%

Trapper-Ambusher-Premeditated-Organised 4,2%

Trapper-Ambusher-Opportunistic-Disorganised 4,2%
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6.3 Building a commuter profile 

 

Given the theory discussed and the data/information presented in this research, the 

question arises as to how a profile can be developed for a commuter, and how could 

this profile differ from a marauder (if at all)? 

As highlighted in Chapter 1, Paulsen (2007: 347-357) states that there is currently no 

way to reliably classify an unknown serial offender as a commuter or marauder with 

any certainty, and little research has been done in this area. Paulsen continues to 

state that more research needs to be done concerning the degree of crime scene 

clustering, the area within the convex hull, and the average number of days between 

crimes in order to find ways to improve the accuracy of commuter-marauder prediction. 

English (2008: 2-7) adds that some serial offenders do not fall into either classification, 

and because investigators are not able to reliably classify unknown serial offenders, 

geographic profiling may be inadvertently applied to an invalid case. Bernasco and 

Block (2009: 93-130) concluded that the distance decay principle does not apply to 

commuters, and leads to inaccurate predictions. 

In the opinion of the researcher, the viewpoint taken of a commuter (and marauder) is 

too narrow and the manner in which the profile is presented in literature is too rigid 

and exclusive. Serial offenders do not necessarily fit into either one of the marauder-

commuter descriptions. This view is, to a large extent, supported by Professor David 

Canter in that he communicated the following, after the researcher sought greater 

clarity on the definition of a commuter: “I think [you] are taking the commuter/marauder 

distinction too basically. They were just terms to describe simple patterns, not meant 

to cover all aspects of criminal geography. I wish now that I called them type A and 

type B because people get hung up on the labels. Simply if the home is inside the area 

circumscribed by the crimes, I called that a marauder morphology. All others were 

called commuters. But I stopped using that term because it has misleading 

associations and over-simplifies what I call now ‘Travelling’ offenders. There are many 

types of travelling offenders”. He continued by saying: “Many things influence crime 

location choice, such as the nature of the target and the resources available to the 
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offender, as well as opportunities for crime. So just working from a simple dichotomy 

is a great oversimplification” Canter (2016: personal communication). 

In an example case (case 6 – illustrative diagrammatic map only) sent to Professor 

Canter for comment in respect of commuter-marauder morphology, his response was: 

“…this is an offender who attacked a number of times in each of three locations, so 

for each of those sites he is travelling to carry out attacks in related areas. However, 

overall he is a ‘Marauder’ because his home is in the area circumscribed by all three 

sites”. He further comments: “It illustrates a point I often make in lectures that 

individuals may attack in one area a number of times then feel they are vulnerable so 

move to another area. But overall they are moving out from where they live. It also 

illustrates what we are finding as a trend, that when offenders carry out attacks in an 

area they are travelling to the locations of those attacks tend to be closer together than 

when they are moving out to locations around a base” (Canter 2016: personal 

communication).  

Canter’s correspondence and responses provide a diverse perspective to the theories 

postulated in 1993 (Canter & Larkin 1993: 63-69). Equally important is what Canter is 

not stating, in that he does not make mention of distance as being a defining criterion 

for a commuter, whereas literature mentions that commuters travel great distances 

(Canter & Larkin 1993: 63-69; Kocsis & Irwin 1997: 198; Laukkanen & Santtila 2006: 

71-82). There is, however, no mention of what exactly constitutes a “great distance”. 

Upon closer examination of the distinctions proposed by Laukkanen and Santtila 

(2006: 71-82), as represented in Table 26, the following was unveiled (with reference 

to commuter crimes): 

 

Commuter Crimes 

• Mobile-dispersed or geographically-transient serial offender. This research 

supported this description. 

• Commits crimes over large areas. This research supports this notion. However, 

the convex hulls within which the offences occurred were relatively small. 
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• Cross cultural and psychological boundaries. This research does not support this 

assumption, as there was no evidence to suggest that any of the offenders 

crossed these boundaries. Offences occurred within the offender’s routine activity 

and awareness and activity spaces. 

• Most offences occur outside the offender’s awareness space. This research 

demonstrated the opposite of this, in that all but one offender operated within 

areas that they were familiar with. 

• Involves complex hunting strategies. This research exposed that commuters do 

not necessarily have complex hunting strategies. This is supported by the fact 

that 45.8 per cent of the offenders demonstrated opportunistic/impulsive 

behaviour.  

• Hunting areas lack a definable anchor point. This research does not support this 

statement, as all offenders had a definable anchor point. 

 

Findings support Kocsis and Irwin’s (1997: 198) observation that, “The commuter 

model does not necessarily imply that the criminal range is unfamiliar to the offender, 

but rather, that it is at a substantial distance from the area in which the offender 

regularly operates in non-criminal activities”. Therefore, in some cases, the commuter 

is comfortable in the offence area because, like the marauder, he or she is familiar 

with the location’s activities. Ultimately, the commuter’s criminal range circle 

resembles that of the marauder but the residential base is removed from the area. 

Given the evidence, arguments and rationale positioned above, the question arises: 

Are there any clear distinctions between a commuter and marauder that would enable 

investigators to ascertain upfront, to which morphology a serial rapist subscribes? If 

this is possible, within a degree of accuracy, then it may be argued (given Godwin’s 

methodology) that a commuter serial rapist could be geographically profiled. The 

question could be evolved further by asking: Is it necessary to draw a distinction 

between the two morphologies in order to geographically profile a serial offender? 

Canter (2016) aptly states that the labels of commuter-marauder have created 

unnecessary and encumbered paradigms within the criminal profiling community. 
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Current thinking (Canter 2016, Godwin 2016) is that the rigidity of the commuter label 

and paradigm should be shifted and thinking should develop to incorporate the idea of 

a “travelling offender”.   

This research has uncovered data to suggest that there are, at worst, only slight 

differences between a commuter and a marauder. Both profiles appear to exhibit 

characteristics aligned with criminological theory and behaviours. The key distinction 

appears to be the direction of the crime scenes relative to the offender’s anchor point. 

The marauder’s crime scenes appear to travel in all directions from his or her anchor 

point (a circle around the anchor point). The commuter demonstrates one direction 

away from his or her anchor point. This is illustrated in Figure 30 below. 

             

Figure 30: Representation of a commuter-marauder travel direction 

 

In this ground-breaking research within the SA context, travel patterns have been 

uncovered for the first time, and the cases used in this research highlight the patterns 

illustrated in Figure 31 below. 
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Figure 31: Travel direction of the commuter offenders 

In discussions with Professor Canter (Canter 2016: personal communication), he 

ascertained that Case 6 would be regarded as a marauder (irrespective of the vast 

distances travelled to the offence sites). By the same logic, Case 13 would be regarded 

as a marauder. This depletes the thinking that one of the key characteristics 

differentiating a commuter from a marauder is the idea that the commuter travels 

greater distances than the marauder. All other cases demonstrated one clear, focused 

direction in which the offender travelled. In these cases, it would appear as if the 

patterns fit and align with Godwin’s (2016) wedge theory. According to the data and 

information gathered and scrutinised, the manner in which the wedge could be 

calculated may perhaps be utilised in two ways: 

• If the offender has one convex hull, then the points of individual offences (within 

the convex hull) can be used to calculate the wedge. 

• If the offender has more than one convex hull, then the convex hulls themselves 

could be used to compute the outcome, or the relevant individual offences in 

the appropriate convex hulls could be used to calculate the wedge. 
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Although it has been inferred that there may be an effective way to geographically 

profile a commuter, this remains a challenge in that it does not appear to be a 

comprehensive theoretical way to ascertain (upfront) whether or not the offender is a 

commuter or a marauder. There may be key differences between the two 

morphologies, but these differences may only be apparent post apprehension. 

For the first time in South Africa, the commuter serial rapist has been evaluated against 

the backdrop of traditional geographic profiling and criminological theoretical thinking. 

Research of this magnitude in SA has enabled informed challenging of the existing 

geographic profiling and criminological theory paradigms around commuter serial 

rapists. All the data and research highlights that the traditional application of some of 

the criminological theories may no longer be beneficial in profiling commuters, and 

that the current applications of geographic profiling may need to be altered to 

incorporate new findings in order to be more effective. The information extracted 

during this research has illuminated shortcomings and opportunities in the field of 

criminology and, more specifically, in the approach to geographic profiling of commuter 

serial rapists. These potentials and pitfalls will be discussed in greater detail within the 

ensuing, concluding chapter. 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION 

 

At an academic and contemporary level geographic profiling is delineated as “an 

information management strategy for crime investigations that analyses crime site 

information to determine the most probable area of offender residence” (Rossmo, 

2000: 259). 

The identification of offenders from their DNA, fingerprints or clothing fibres is perhaps 

a much easier notion to grasp than the abstract one of identifying an offender’s 

neighbourhood by analysing patterns of offending. It may have a tinge of science 

fiction and ridicule may be a constant companion, as evidenced by the collaborative 

work of Alison, Bennell, Mokros and Ormerod (2002: 115-135). Geographic profiling 

does not purport to establish the offender’s exact address. However, it is an avenue 

that avails the investigators of additional ammunition in their arsenal and is worthy of 

further scrutiny. 

To this point, a concise picture of geographic profiling (with respect to serial rape) has 

been positioned, and the South African commuter serial rape scenarios have been 

painted. Views and arguments were postulated in the previous chapter with respect to 

the alignment/misalignment of South African offenders with traditional criminological 

theories. 

This section sets out to summarise, consolidate and succinctly present the evidence-

based observations and proposals established by this research. Furthermore, the core 

potential and pitfalls of geographic profiling are captured. The section continues to 

highlight the unique contribution this research makes to the field of post-modern 

criminology - all presented within the context of South African commuter serial rapists. 

  

7.1 Recapping the intentions of the research 

 

The research set out to do two things: to demonstrate that a South African commuter 

serial rapist can be accurately incorporated into a geographic profile or, alternatively, 

to support current thinking that commuter profiles render inaccurate results. 
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Furthermore, this research attempted to ascertain whether or not there is consistency 

in terms of commuter serial rapist patterns. 

As the enquiry meandered through case files, interviews and discussions, it became 

increasingly apparent that the complexity behind an offender’s geographical 

movement, behaviours and thought processes may not enable the rendering of clear-

cut, black-and-white answers to the questions, as the offenders presented an intricate 

plethora of interrelated behaviours.  

 

7.2 Key observations, findings and proposals 

 

A critical component of facilitating the geographic profiling of a serial offender is the 

ability to ascertain, relatively soon in the investigation, the morphology of the offender 

in terms of the marauder-commuter dichotomy. Until this is accomplished with some 

degree of certainty, the investigator would not be certain of how to determine the broad 

geographic profile of the offender; that is, he or she would not know whether to look 

inward (marauder) or outward (commuter) from the crime scenes. In an attempt to 

establish a profile, it is proposed that a critical view be taken of what the commuter 

offender does not display, as opposed to how well he or she aligns with current 

criminological theory. All too often attempts are made to establish a profile by trying to 

create a “fit” between the offender and the criminological theory on offer. What 

becomes important is not what can be observed but, rather, the behaviour that cannot 

be observed. This may better enable the building of a commuter profile. 

As previously detailed, most criminological theory is built around offenders that hail 

from developed countries, as opposed to developing ones, such as South Africa. 

Typically these offenders fit the profile of a marauder and are surrounded by better-

developed infrastructure, consequently displaying “different” routine activities. The 

theories of distance decay, least effort principle, journey to crime, and buffer zones (in 

particular) were created and built around the profiles and behaviours of these 

offenders, specifically with reference to geographic profiling (as demonstrated in this 

research through the works of, inter alia, Rossmo, Canter, O’Leary, and Brantingham 

& Brantingham). Detail highlighted within this research with respect to South African 
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commuter offenders lifts the veil on a rural dwelling commuter offender and exposes 

the behaviour of an offender who travels great distances as a matter of his or her daily 

course of activity. These offenders do not typically display the same attributes as their 

Western counterparts, and subsequently offer opportunity unobtainable from previous 

research.  

It has been established that South African commuter serial rapists disclose high levels 

of association with the theories of crime patterns, rational choice, routine activity, and 

awareness and activity spaces. This discovery is not dissimilar to findings with respect 

to marauders, and will not enable the highly sought after differences that allow 

investigators to effectively profile an offender. It is not the areas of similarity that will 

ultimately provide insights into profiling a commuter but, rather, the areas of non-

conformance that may shed greater light on the critical differences between the two 

morphologies. It is not what the offenders do, but rather what they do not do that 

unveils the identity of a commuter. Figure 32 below captures and presents, at a glance, 

the results of this research in terms of correlations with the criminological theories. 

Noteworthy in this regard is the low correlation with the cluster of theories that address 

the way offenders move. 
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Figure 32: Correlations with regard to criminological theories 

 

With reference to previously positioned arguments, the key areas of misalignment that 

will assist in creating a commuter profile are proposed, discussed and set forth below. 

 

7.2.1 South African commuters debunk the theory of distance decay 

 

South African commuter serial rape offenders did not demonstrate any measure of 

distance decay throughout their crimes. This is determinable in hindsight, but how 

does an investigator establish this phenomenon while the offender is active? This may 

be ascertained by examining the geography of the crime sites. Evidence gathered 

suggests that the South African offender’s crime sites will remain random and constant 

at the same time – the convex hulls will remain constant, while the crime sites within 

the convex hulls will display a random pattern (as opposed to the marauder, who will 

display a pattern of distance decay within a convex hull). This is illuminated in Figure 

33 below, where the geographic spread of a commuter and marauder morphology is 

clearly exposed. 
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Figure 33: Marauder-commuter distance decay patterns 

 

The marauder’s victims (1 to 6) will show evidence of distance decay in that they 

progressively draw closer to the offender’s buffer zone. The commuter’s victim spread 

is random within the convex hull, and does not exhibit any tendency towards the buffer 

zone (or any buffer zone) as the crimes progress. Because the commuter’s anchor 

point is not within the convex hull, he or she is not prone to distance decay. Information 

provided in this research highlights the observation that the convex hull(s) in its totality 

will remain constant and static throughout the criminal activity. Geographic profiling, in 

its current form, will accurately determine the marauder’s anchor point (given the 

distance decay function incorporated within the current software), but will extract 

inaccurate results for the commuter. If, however, the commuter profile is determined 

early in the investigation, the logic of the wedge theory, directionality, angles and arcs 

may be brought into the equation, thereby producing a more accurate geographic 

profile. This should be constructed in conjunction with other influencing and 

determining factors as proposed below. 
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7.2.2 The least effort principle reconsidered 

 

In a similar vein to the distance decay principles, the majority of the sample of South 

African offenders did not display adherence to the theory of least effort. Least effort is 

an important principle in the study of crime journeys, as, when multiple destinations of 

equal desirability are available, the least effort principle suggests the closest one will 

be chosen (Van Koppen & De Keijser 1997: 230-247). Extrapolating this thinking 

suggests that a typical pattern of a marauder would imply that crimes would diminish 

closer to the anchor point as the offender progresses from one victim to another. 

Evidence to the contrary in the South African commuter profile suggests that crime 

sites will remain constant, as the effect of effort expended will keep the offender 

returning to the same familiar areas to commit their offences. In the case of this sample 

of offenders, data and information implies that effort has a plateau or threshold beyond 

which the offender will not transgress. This plateau is directly coupled to the offender’s 

routine activity and activity and awareness spaces: within these spaces, there is no 

evidence of diminishing effort. This distinguishes a commuter from a marauder, and 

will be apparent in the geographic mapping of the meeting places and crime sites. 

 

7.2.3 Buffer zones within the commuter’s geographic pattern 

 

All commuters, by definition, demonstrate a buffer zone between their anchor points 

and crime sites, whereas marauders display a buffer zone within their convex hull. 

Given the argument that there is no distance decay inside the commuter’s convex hull, 

the logical progression would result in the inability of geographic profiling programmes 

to display a buffer zone for a commuter. This is illustrated in Figure 34 below, where 

the random nature of the sequences of crime events does not allow for logical space 

for a buffer zone inside the convex hull. If this pattern prevails, a deduction can be 

made that, on a balance of probabilities, the offender would fit the morphology of a 

commuter. 
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Figure: 34: Buffer zone prediction for a marauder-commuter morphology 

 

Incorporating the logic of distance decay and least effort principles, the mathematics 

and methodology of geographic profiling would most likely render a buffer zone in the 

space depicted (in Figure 34) for a marauder. This same logic and methodology would 

not render a result for the commuter, given both the sequence and the prevalence of 

the random distribution of crime sites. Through evidence and testimony from victims, 

the investigator should be able to geographically plot this distribution and sequence 

and, in this manner, detect the likelihood of the offender morphology. 

 

7.2.4 Adopting a multi-facetted approach 

 

There is no singular aspect or theory that facilitates the profiling of a South African 

commuter serial rapist. To effectively create a meaningful profile requires a multi-

facetted approach, and the integration of numerous investigative techniques and tools. 

The key advantage and differentiator of profiling a serial rapist (as opposed to, for 

example, serial murder, arson, and robbery) is that the victim is usually alive after the 

crime. Information gathered from victim interviews offers a volley of detail around the 

geography of the meeting places and crime sites, the offender, the search and attack 

methods, the type of transport utilised, the events post offence, and other relevant 

nuances that enable a succinct profile. This information, combined with the 
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observations presented with regard to distance decay, the least effort principle and 

buffer zones provides enough detail for an investigator to determine, on a balance of 

probability, the morphology of the offender. This is illustrated in Figure 35 below, where 

the epigenetic nature of techniques and tools can create the profile of a South African 

commuter serial rapist. 

                     

Figure 35: A multi-facetted approach to creating a commuter serial rapist profile 

 

The interaction of elements depicted in Figure 35 provides sufficient detail to build the 

correct profile. As discussed previously, the approach of geographic profiling should 

not only look inward from the crime sites, but should also provide for an outward-facing 

technique. In this regard the concept of “feeder zones” is brought into the equation. 

Once it has been established (to a degree of certainty) that the offender is a commuter, 

the investigator should consider possible feeder zones that can be coupled to the 

crime sites and/or meeting areas. The type of feeder zone that the investigator would 

look for will be influenced by the psychological profile, the geography of the crimes, 

and the directionality of the criminal events. 

It is at this point that Godwin’s outward-looking methodologies, including wedge 

theories, arcs and directionality, become effective in computing the approximate 

anchor point of the offender. 
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As stated upfront, geographic profiling is not a panacea that delivers an all-

encompassing resolve to any investigation. It is one of many pieces of ammunition in 

the investigator’s arsenal, and does not set out to replace thorough investigative 

analytics. It is designed to support investigative work and, at the same time, cannot be 

effective without it.  

 

 

7.3 Contributions to the field of criminology 

 

This research, unique in South Africa, lifts the mask from the face of commuter serial 

rapists. New frontiers have been navigated in ascertaining correlations and alignment 

between South African commuter serial rapists and traditional criminological theories 

and approaches. Geographic patterns have been mapped and highlighted, and 

evidence has been gathered regarding the rationale behind these patterns.  

Information obtained during the research supported many of the criminological 

theories presented by prominent authors, researchers, criminologists and law 

enforcement practitioners and has subsequently cemented correlations with South 

African offenders in this regard. In a similar vein, however, traditional theories and 

thinking have been challenged and arguments positioned that endeavour to take 

geographic profiling into the post-modern era of criminology. Ascertaining alignment 

with traditional thinking is significant in its own right, but it is the evidence-based 

misalignment that yields greater value in the field of criminology, and in particular 

geographic profiling. Research regarding South African commuter serial rapists has 

unleashed potential for greater contributions to the geographic profiling of these 

offenders. This has lent support to much of the post-modern thinking of, inter alia, 

Canter, O’Neal, Godwin and Bernasco, who have been the proponents of changing 

the thinking and perceptions with regard to environmental criminology and, 

particularly, geographic profiling. 

Information gathered and interpreted from this research creates a platform to re-think 

the approaches to geographically profiling a commuter serial rapist. Specifically, the 

more formidable contributions lie in the areas outlined below. 
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7.3.1  The commuter-marauder dichotomy 

 

Evidence presented has demonstrated that there are few differences between what 

have been classically labelled “commuter” and “marauder”. It has been highlighted that 

travel distance does not influence the morphology, and that a marauder too can travel 

great distances. Geographic patterns displayed in this South African context suggest 

that the key difference lies in the assertion that a commuter travels away from his or 

her anchor point in one direction, while a marauder travels in multiple directions away 

from the anchor point. Furthermore, the critical differences between the two 

morphologies are the patterns that either support, or not, distance decay, least effort 

principles and buffer zones. 

As long as the labels of “commuter” and “marauder” are used in criminological thinking, 

the greater the restriction will be for criminologists and profilers when compiling a 

meaningful geographic profile. Focus should be given to the crime patterns rather than 

the morphology of the offender. In this way, the investigator is not obscured by 

traditional paradigms and will not be caught up in the quandary of establishing 

morphology. 

 

7.3.2 Journey to crime 

 

The current thinking with respect to the journey to crime theory has been challenged 

within this research. It has been verified that if the crime is not premeditated, commuter 

offenders do not specifically journey to commit a crime. The high correlation with 

routine activity and awareness and activity space theories confirms that non-

premeditated crimes are committed while the offender is engaged in his or her routine 

activity. This activity is, in turn, directly correlated to the offender’s routine commuting 

patterns. The fact that crimes occur within the routine activity undoes a large part of 

the thinking behind the journey to crime theory, in that offenders tend to commit crimes 

along their routine journeys. This finding supports Bernasco’s view that “journey to 

crime theory is not applicable to any crime that is not premeditated” (2014: 1-3). 
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Evidence demonstrated that offenders travelled and committed crimes along their 

routine activity patterns – no closer and no further. The phrase “journey to crime” is 

associated with thinking that explores the correlations in distance between the place 

of crime and the home of the offender committing it. While this distance is an important 

aspect of a crime journey, it is not the sole premise on which a “crime journey” is built.  

 

7.3.3 The ability to profile a commuter serial rapist 

 

The confounding question for geographic profilers has been whether or not the 

offender is a marauder or a commuter. Literature suggests that ascertaining this while 

the offender is active is a near impossible task and, as a result, geographic profiling 

will always render an inaccurate result if the offender is a commuter. Details collected 

from South African commuter serial rapists suggest that this not an unfeasible task (as 

outlined above). Key elements such as directionality, absence of distance decay, the 

random spread of crimes within convex hulls, and the lack of ability to establish a buffer 

zone present, on a balance of probabilities, a pattern that can be associated with a 

commuter offender exclusively.  

Coupling the above-mentioned thinking with the theories of wedges, angles, arcs and 

directionality should extract a result that is outward-facing from the crime sites – the 

commuter. Furthermore, a psychological profile of the offender and detailed 

investigator knowledge of the geographic surrounds can point the geographic profiling 

software in the direction of probable feeder zones. Even if multiple feeder zones are 

identified, the result lends better support to the investigator than either a rendition of a 

“false” marauder, or no result at all. 

These contributions to the field of post-modern criminology provide a new perspective 

on the manner in which geographic profilers should tackle the commuter serial rape 

offender. 

 

7.4 Benefits for investigating officers 
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Everything is for nought if there is no tangible benefit for the investigator. The key 

objective of any geographic profiling tool is to aid the investigator in his or her 

endeavour to ultimately apprehend the offender. Geographic profiling attempts to point 

the investigator in the correct geographical direction and to narrow the search 

dimensions, allowing him or her to focus attention appropriately. To date, this has been 

deemed an impossible task when a commuter offender is in play. 

This research suggests that if the approach proposed above were to be adopted, it 

would benefit investigators in the following spheres: 

• A distinction can be made between a marauder and commuter, thereby 

directing the investigation appropriately from a geographic-search point of 

view. 

• Offender behaviour predictability: The South African commuter serial rapists 

demonstrate consistency in their patterns, and continually return to the same 

convex hull(s). 

• Adopting the previously-proposed methods (Godwin’s methodologies) within 

geographic profiling software will narrow the search area. 

This approach, along with the investigator’s other tools and skill sets, combine to form 

an integrated, powerhouse of investigative techniques. 

 

7.5 The road ahead 

 

This research has been conducted exclusively within the South African environment, 

utilising a focused sample of South African commuter serial rapists. Findings, 

arguments and proposals have been centred solely on these offenders. Viewpoints 

have been postulated by the researcher in this regard, and these stances require 

further and broader investigation and testing. Logical arguments may present well in 

theory and hindsight, but need to be robustly assessed. The research has provided 

insights and opportunities that facilitate a change in thinking with regard to the 

behaviours and geographic patterns of South African commuter serial rapists. It is 

apparent that there is enough evidence to challenge traditional approaches and 
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paradigms, specifically in the areas of offender misalignment with traditional views. To 

this end, arguments and thinking have been positioned that appear to have the ability 

to transform geographic profiling of commuter serial rapists in the post-modern era of 

criminology. 

 

7.6 Concluding remarks 

 

The incorporation of a commuter serial rapist profile in a geographic profile: potential 

and pitfalls is the overarching theme of this research and, in this regard, it is prudent 

to address this statement in the concluding remarks. 

Advantages and disadvantages of geographic profiling have been captured and 

presented throughout this research. In summary, the key potential and pitfalls lie in the 

following areas: 

 

Potential: 

• There is greater potential to create a meaningful profile for a commuter serial 

rapist and greater ability to distinguish between the commuter and marauder 

morphologies. 

• The ability to model outward from crime scenes is better positioned and, in turn, 

creates the capacity to render more accurate results when geographically 

profiling a commuter. This has not been tested broadly and is not yet available 

commercially, but the methodology exists (as illustrated in Chapter 6). 

• Theories regarding the manner in which a commuter moves have been 

challenged and improved approaches have been proposed. Focusing on these 

approaches and incorporating them within geographic profiling software will 

lead to improved capability to incorporate a commuter in a geographic profile.  

• A shift in focus from labelling commuters and marauders to a broader, offender-

pattern approach removes the shackles of previous paradigms and facilitates 
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the introduction of “crime pattern based profiling” as opposed to ”morphology 

based profiling”. 

 

Pitfalls: 

• Maintaining the current methodology within geographic profiling software (the 

“one glove fits all” scenario) will not allow for meaningful results with reference 

to a commuter serial rapist. 

• Effective geographic profiling is intimately coupled with effective investigative 

work. Incorporating geographic profiling techniques into the broader 

investigation requires skill sets, time and resources – this may not always be 

available in the South African environment (especially with regard to resource 

availability). 

• Currently the available geographic profiling software is expensive and requires 

ongoing funding to purchase, train and maintain. The positive effects of 

geographic profiling need to be proven in SA before funds will be made 

available.  

• The South African physical infrastructure and public transportation is less 

developed than countries who currently adopt geographic profiling software. 

Furthermore, South Africa has a relatively greater rural dwelling population. 

Geographic profiling systems often rely on detailed, intricate mapping – this 

may fall flat in the areas outside the metropoles in SA.   

• If the morphology of the offender is not established accurately upfront, any 

geographic profiling of a commuter will be inaccurate. 

 

It has been established that geographic profiling is not a silver bullet in itself but that it 

forms part of a combined approach in investigative work. The researcher further 

proposes that geographic profiling may also be case-specific, that is, that not every 

case lends itself to effective geographic profiling. The morphology of the offender must 

be established and the crime must illuminate identifiable patterns.  
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